•

•••

Double Trouble!

It's tough luck bending your glider; it's even tougher if
you have 1.0 pay for it yourself!
If you are insured with the wrong people, you could find, when the
crunch comes, that you're not covered for that particular situation.
Since Mowbray Vale have seen just about every situation imaginable,
you won't have that problem when you make. 0 d:oim on us.
Make certain you're insured with the right peoplef

Contact Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURAINCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07l HL.
Telex: 587470
Represented at Lloyds

Fax: 0845 25483
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For top flight
gliding insurance at

~

Sedgwick
We are insurance advisers to the BGA with over 30 years
professional service to gliding.
We also pfOvide insurance, reinsurance and related risk services to
clients throughout the world.
For details ofcur competitively priced insurance, call Peter Matthews
on 01-377 3125.

SEDGWICK AVIATION LIMITED
Sedgwick House,The Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX.
Telephone: 01-377 3125 -Telex: 882131· Facsimile: 01-377 3077

downto earth prices.
AugusVSeptember1988
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CAMB RIDG E
THE NEW GENERATION OF
CAMBRIDGE FLIGHT COMPUTE,RS IS HERE NOW!

S·NAV
GLIDE SLOPE VARIO/COMPUTER

Advanced functions in a User Friendly package
Cambridge "human engineering" makes the invaluable yet complex functions of
the most advanced vario/flight computers useable with the minim~m of practice.
Less cockpit confusion - Better flying

Quality instruments for the discriminating soaring pilot

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARREN-SUGARBUSH AIRPORT
RR BOX 109A WARREN, VERMONT 05676
PHONE: (802)496-7755 TELEX: 9103500471

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE
~ 0865 841441
FAX: 0865-842495

tondoRSal
GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. SchJeicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from O.8-6.Omm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 5pm
Saturday

9am to 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

London SallplQnes Limited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds lU62JP. DunstabJe (0582) 662068
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SERIOUS FUN
It's supposed to be bad form to listen in to other
peoples conversations but at times you lust can't
help It, especially when you're inc;onverilently
trapped In a ;p1aca oC convenience s~h as I was. It's
also consl(lered to be bad torm to announce your
presence iA s~h circumstances, and besides, by
keeping quiet yOu could learn sorAethlng to your
advant$98. I certainly did.' soon found myself identifying with the still wildly enthusiastic .but slightly
over-the-hill character whose enthusiasm and per·
slstence was not quite matched by his ability and
who seemed to be the target for an ear bending.
Anyway verbatim the COnversation, If you can call 11
that, went like this.
-

"Did you do anything yesterday Pete?"

"Yes. Landed out for the thirteenth lime this

season. Eitherl'mgetting worse or Ihe weather is
getting worse. 1always seem 10 come to a grinding halt in some indifferent bit which I never seen
to quite get across."

"Where was it

yeste~day

then?"

"Severn Valley_I take some comfort from the fact
that nobody .else seems to have done a lot
better."

"You know 'OT' did a 500k triangle with ChrlSsY
in the ASH 25 don't you?"
"Oh yea. But I don't count that. I'm not in that
league unfortunately. I think /'11 stick to something
sensible in my kind of price bracket. In fact I'm
seriously thinking of upgrading. I'm just trying to
decide which really is the best new Standard
Class machine. "0'0'

"You 'know yesterday's was the sixth 500k the

'25'. done this season? 'In fact it hasn',t done a
single flight under 300k lhis year."

"For goodness sake Dick. You don't have to rub it

in. You sound like a foot-in-th8"door salesman
and it doesn't become you. Next I suppose you'll
be telling me you're going to buy one
yourself?"

"Well. Funny you should mention it - but - I am
seriously thinking of forming a syndicate. Fancy a
share by any chance?"

Dick was getting really wound up now. If I hadn't
known It was all true I might have suspected him of
statistical embelishment In the heat of the moment.
As the discourse continued 11 could tell It was begin·
nlng to have some Impact on Pete who rapidly
became uncharacteristically quiet. You could
a'most hear his bralnbox whirring. Unfortunately,
following the ritual washIng of hands, the discussion moved to more salubrious surroundings, out
of earshot. But It left me wondering whether
perhaps the eQQflOmics of operating a 25 wasn't In
facHI damn sight better lhanoperating my 1-5 Metre
Class ship. 'I went home and did some sums.
Welll all that was eIghteen months ago aod ,needless to say I didn't have the 'bread' to buy a 2S. But
life is st·ranger than fiction and, would you believe, I
am Just COming to the end of my first seaSOA of AS"
25 ownershIp with ~t. and Oick 8$ .partners. We
sold our sman span shi~s of tourse and actually
finished 'up with a large amount of small change
as well.
The extraordinary thing ,Is that although none of
us are what you would caU real pundits, we have all
more than quadrupled our flying time, have
increased Our cross'COuntry mileage over tenfold
(sometimes with the helping hand and advice of a
genuine pundit In the back, I, have to admit) and
gone places and ·dOne flights which would have
been pur. fantasy a year or two ago·. Needless to
say our costs per hour/cross-country kilometer
lhave gone down substantially too. Even on nonsoarable days - and It has to 'be pretty grotty for that
- we jolly our friends and family around and
generally go through the· motions Of justifying the
ownership of a glider.
And another funnythil\O•.AJI this stuff that we'got
from the gloom and doom merchants about"••• big
machine, needs !In army to fig it •••" is a load of
codswallop. We can manage It. easily with two, end
always two, where's the problem? As tor
as we
flying It, If you've been· flying a flapped 1$ Metre
Class machine like me - no problem. And If you
haven't, still nO problem j you Just take an instructor
with yOU until you feel up to It, and that won't take
long. Ask Pete.
I think Pete summed it all up succinctly after his
flight yesterday (a 400k triangle Incidentally) when
he remarked that"..• FlyIng the ASH 25 was the
best serious fun you can have In gliding •••" I
concur.

.r.

"You've got 10 be joking. Look Old Boy, the 25's

max glide is, only about 4096 better than a good
Standard Class ship and its min. sink is only
about 3096 less. So what's the point of shelling
out about 7596 more money for an outfit when I
can still do the occasional cross-country with
what I've go!?"

"And occasionally get back? Do you realise
O.T.'s 25 has flown cross-country literally every
lime it's flown this year and it hasn't landed out
once? So that's about four times as many cross·
countries as we've done put together and it's
clocked up about twenty five times the mileage in
the process."

If you want serious fun too write or ring for details
of the ASH 25 two-seater to:
John Jeffries
JJ Associates
PO Box 61
Dunstable
Beds
Tel: (0525) 222111
Fax: (0525) 382293
Sole UK agent to ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER

**The best new Standard Class glider is of course
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHERS ASW 24.
You can write or ring for details of that too.

AugusllSeptember 1988
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GLIDER INSURANCE

Hinton Hill Aviation Limited
82-86 FENCHURCH STREET
LONDON EC3M 4BY

The Insurance is underwritten by certain underwriters at
L1oyd's and includes:• 15 % Introductory Bonus.
• A Progressive No Claims Bonus.

• No Premium Loading for Competition Flying.
For full details and immediate cover please contact:

TOM COLEMAN

101·480 5152
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The World's
fastest reacting
sunglasses ~"'i~~

Choose from 4 types in cho'ice of frame colours.
Normal price £14.99
Our Price £9.99

Crushproof case
with every

~:~:::'u=o
I

£234 FHti•• Styl.
lihe great new fashion style, first popularised by
James Dean in the 50's, now worn by Madonna
and all those who want the best in 'street
style.' We offer it with the sprint lenses in a
great tough, acrylic frame. Matt black
temple pieces and top;
demi brown eyepieces.
£231 Unise.
Superb classic 'fashion, beautifully
sculptured tortoiseshell type acrylic
frame In brown and crystal
UAO,Pilot Shape
The most worldwide popular 'suits all
faces' frame shape. Superbly
designed and built incorporating
soft flexible nose pads for total
comfort. Frame available in
2 colOurs.

TO: ~~:~~~~ ~~QHi9h Wycombe.

Please send me the following pair(.s~
at 9.99p plus 1.01 p p&p & Insurance
NO
per pair.

I
I
I

The vltimate sunglasses with the
very latest photochromic lensesthe fastest reacting in the world'. New
lightweight, thinner lenses that conform
to British Standard 2724 are ,the very latest
in sun wear style and comfort. The lenses
change from light to dark in just seconds! Ideal
for driving. they c,ut out ge% of Ultra Violet
radiation from bright sunlight. All models have
beautifully designed fumes and come with Our
money nack guarantee.

AugUSt/September 1988

E231 Tortoiseshell Frame
E240 Gilt or Black· Frame
E244 Black Frame

0
0
0
0

• Please delete.

I

I enclose cheque/P.C. for £
made payable to CHEIRON

U4C Square Shape
High quality specification as
above but with a more classical
shaped frame in black only.

REQUIREO

E234 Matt Black & Demi F,rame

I
~ I
I

Name
Address

f:i}f:S)
.

':

-

:..•. ': ~-

.

':

"

.

:

........

.' ..' E244:

.

\

SQUARE SHAPE

All glasses conform
to 0 British Standard B.S. 2724

I

PostCode

NO QUIBBLE MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE!!
Allow up to 14 days for delivery.

I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
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Anglia Sailplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs for all' sailplanes and motor.
gliders to keep you flying.
Tibenham Airfield
Tibenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR16 1NT
Tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus &. Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment fOf gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all .the in-flight oxygen controls Situated in the one position, tbis control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug TariU Specification 01 B.
The 680 lilre cylinder is of British manufacture ·in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is ,supplied valved and charged to 2000 .p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based cn 23(}- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being requited. the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SllMUNE 630 CYLINDERS

SABRE-AAV lTD
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581

The New Dimona H36 Mk. 2 Is Here!
Delflon trations a pleasure
Sales - Service - Spares
For details

John Adams Soaring

(Oxford) Ltd
Unit 4F HbcOn Airfield,
Stafford D"(18 9PY
Tel: (0889) 210577; (0889) 88'495, tev••
FAX (0889) 2707&5
Telex 83147 (aU Soaring)

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TARGETf
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gl,oucestershire Gliding Ctub
Nympsfleld, Nr. StonetlQuse
GloucestershireGL10 3TX

Tel: Office (0463} 860861
Home (0453J 48568
168

(0453'} 453Ui

Offeri'ng outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
All modifications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(Including re-finishing afld wax polishing)

*
*
*
*
*
*

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

MC LEA, AVIATION
THE AERODROM'E. RUFFORTH. YORK Y02 3QA
0904-83653
Sole factory trained a,nd approved repair agents for Glaser-Dirks
Repairs and maintenance in all glass, ,carbon, kevlar, wood and metal structures

FOR SALE
DG-400 - Complete outfit. £34,000
DG-200 - AM F trailer, parachute, oxygen. £ 13,600
Pik 208 - Complete outfit

SOLE AGENTS FOR O/K CLOCKWORK BAROGRAPHS
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DAVID OLlVER

THE
PERFECT
TUG!

-----,....

\~~-----.

Super Cub.

Against

Against

David gave a splendid
lecture at the BGA
Conference, using his
experience as tugmaster at
Lasham for 12 years. His
advice warrants a wider
audience and will be
invaluable to any club about
to change or bUy an aircraft

M o s t of us can't afford exactly what we
would like, so the idea is to make the money we
have go as far as it can - and to be sure we cIon't
waste any.
We own five tugs at lasham, two Rallyes, ,two
Super Cubs and one Robin and have some useof
a Cessna 180 and the Nash Petrel, Sadly our
Wilga has, gone. We have had the Cubs since
1966 and 971, the Rallyes we boughl new In
1976, and last year we sold our 'Pawnee 10 buy
the Robin.
In Ihe interests 01 economy we sold a £9000
Pawnee to buy a £23000 Robin. Are we crazyJ
This is a hard question to answer and I will start
by listing Ihe fors and againsts of the most popular types DC tug, hoping to show that a 101 of
things which seem to be purely subjective can be
quantified and justifiable management decisions
made.

High mainlenance costs. Poor visibility in
tu ms. Ineffective ailerons - it is interesting to note
thaHhis.was the only part of the',aircraft Christen
choose to complelelychange when they produced their new 180 Cub look-alike, the Husky.
Many Cubs are more than 30 years old and do
have strut and fork problems. You do need to
have a 180hp engine and disc brakes. There is
some evidence that the cowling design doesn't
promote a long engine life.

ROBIN DR400·180R
For

The famous Super Cub is a direct descendant
of the pre'war Cub and 10000 were made from
about 1949 to 1'969, so you aren't goin9' to ge,1 a
new one. They tlave had corrosion problems on
the fuselage tubes and struts and although they
are repairable they require a lot of man hours to
maintain them.

OTHER TYP~S WORTH OONSIDERING
ChipmunklSupermunk
Super handling but avoid Gypsys as there are
problems with the spares.
Comfortable but rooor visibility and again prob-lems with spares.

Against

Auster/Beagle

High capital cost and hence high insurance.
High insurance and low utilisation don'l go
together - maybe this is a 'larger club aeroplane.
It's not good for slow ,gliders or novice glider
pilots - the Vintage Club won't be buying one. It
drops a wing if the approach is too slow, has paor
propeller clearance and you can't use 'Mogas as
it has an engine pump.

They are both for enthusiasts, have a poor ,performance and spares problems.

PAWNEE
This is a personal' favou~ite and one I was sorry
to see go, but we 'had decided a while back on an
all 180 tug fleet.

For
Good acceleration, cheap to buy and has a low
insurance. It is the best crosswind tail'-dragger
ever, good for fields, has arugg,ed airframe and is
macho fun. If we had long hot summers the
235hp engine and the 9'OOd cockpit ventilation of
the Band C versions would be welcome.

It has an expensive engine, high fuel consump"
tion, a single"seat, poor view from the COCkpit,
may be hard to setl and is noisy.
If you arelhinking of buying oneI would stick to
a 23511p engine as I believe there are a number of
four bladed: quiet props available for this
version.
RALLY~

180T (not the Commodore)

For

For

The 150 is underpowered on hot days but the
180 is excellent for performance and economy. It
is a good lail-dragger trainer, has two seats and a
good short field performance.

sale handling, good visibility apan from the
wide nose, it's a good trainer with four seats,
hasn't any fabric, all parts are available (With
delayS) and hush kits are made for it.

170

There is a risk of corrosion, although ours, are,
OK. Complex flaps, slats and undercarriage
adds to the maintenance costs and the majority
of our bills for parts fall into this area. The small
wheels mean il isn"t good for fields and it Shares
its hatred of Mogas with other 1SOs that have an
engine driven pump. Expect problems on days
when the temperature Is above 20°C or 70°F if
you are using Mogas.

The performance is ideal with a fast up and
down. II's economical on fuel, the R version has
excellent all round visibility and hush kits are
available.

Against
SUPER CUB

Rol>in DR4QO-180R.

Citabrla 150hp or 180hp SCout

Wilga

It may not be the most technical recommendation, but I like it. It gobbles fuel and oil. Hasacom"
pl'ex engine, a difficulty with spares and in the
opinion of the Poles, it should be thrown away
after 2400hrs because this is what they do in
Poland.

Tiger Moth
It might appreciate in value provided you don't
fly it! Gypsy engine, no performance, no brakes
and high insurance.
Performance. Now let's look at performance
in more detail. Over the years I: have sat in tugs
noting down times to various heights with various
gliders on Ihe back. I have found that Robins
climb best, 160 Cubs and Pawnees aren't far
behind and it will come as no surprise that 150
Cubs don't keep up with 180 Cubs.
Before I bought a stopwatch my subjective
perception of different aeroplane performance
was to say a 180 Cub climbs twice 'as fast or a
Kestrel takes twice as long as a K,a. In fact all the
differences are smaller than llbelieved - under a
minute to 2000ft.
While oollecting figures in the Pawnee I recor·
ded 2.59min to 2000ft for a K-8, 3.5min for a K·
21 - climbs of between 570 and 660ft/min. Other
aircraft also have a significant scatter which
makes It hard to detect whether tugs decline with
age. Where aircraft differ in whal can be an
important way is at the very start of the flight.
What we are talking about here is safety for the
glider p'llot whicl1 comes from two things •
acceleration and the linitial Climb clearing a

SAILPt..ANE & GLIDING

THE PERFECT TUG!

Pawnee,

Rallye 180T.

SOft obstacle.
Good acceleration prevents groundloops on
take-off. A Nimbus 3 owner told me, we should
have kept the Pawnee and charged more for it
He would gladly pay what it cost for peace of
mind for the first few seconds - that ;period when
)'OUr helper has let the wing go but there is not
enough speed for full aileron control.
It's a good point. Is 'it worth risking very expensivegliders by saving saye1 a launch? Here the
Pawnee Is a clear winner, the 180 Cub a good
second and, in fairness, mos' 180s are reasonable in giving adequate acceleration. Bul lor a
narrow strip and frequent crosswinds a Pawnee
may be the ,only safe answer.
We all know tile Robin has a really good climb
once it is up to speed, but it does have a tong
ground run which detracts from its ability to,clear
trees al the end of a strip. Again, to avoid being,
low over trees, buy a Pawnee or 180 Cub.
OK so we are off the ground clirnbing well now whiCh is the best tug. Not the Pawnee this
time - noisy, long nose, poor trimmer and, surprisingly, poor visibility and not the best
climber.
For sheer climb performance the Robin wins. It
is also good to see out of with a narrow nose, low
wing and when it comes to the descent, which is
mostly flOwn at rough air speed, it is a clear winner. But when you get back on the ground you
want much more airfield than either of the other
two contenders - the Rallye or the Cub.
For rough weather, crosswinds, rain and short
landing runs you can't beat a Rallye - good
visibility in the circuit and safe, predictable
handling gives it some high marks in my book.
Also of all the tugs the Rallye is the least pulled
around by Ihe glider - it is less tiring and
safer.
We may have a winner so far, but is it the whole
stOlY? Definitely not. Let's again use real Lasham
figures to look at other factors we have to consider In our quest for the perfect tug.

Economy

150 Cub
1.02
0.95
1.14
1.23
1.00

180 Cub
1.00
0.87
0.93
0.91
0.93

Rallye 1
1.06
1.05
1.10
1.07
1.07

3mn15sec

A K-13 to 2000ft
- 66°F day -

Robin
Pawnee

AugustlSeptember 1988

gall/tow
0.92
1.35

gall used
3737
5484

640fpm

PAWNEE / 180 CUB

620fpm

RALLYE 180T

52Ofpm

150 CUB

470fpm
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3mn50sec
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Still want to buy a Pawnee?
lihe table shows the fuel usage of our tugs. Our
average tow height is close to 2000ft. In preparingl these figures the only assumption, one has to
use is that each 6mill of non tow flying uses one
gallol'1 of fuel. This seems to be sayill9 that tugs
use len gallons an hour which they don't. It is
more a reflection on the I;)onesty of some people

1.35

compared with 4428
691 less
1056 more

,

Very variable

Robin

0.92
0.92

£
1380 saved
2110 more
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Pawnee
1.33
1.28
1.45
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A table showing the performance of the
four tugs.

Rallye 2
1.05
1.03
1.09
1.19
1.09
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In 1986 Rallye2 did 4062 tows - 4062 X 1.09 = 4428gall. What would other tugs have used?
Tows
4062
4062

ROBIN

3mn 10sec

fUEL CONSUMPTION (AND MONEY!)
Gallons/2000ft tow
1984
1985
1986
1987
Av

Drawings by David.

7

11' .....

8

9

who under-record the time they fly to save themselves money.
The 150 CtJb figures show the consumption
went up in 1:986 and 1987 and if you averaged
justlhese last two years would jump to 1.19. This
shows what can happen when you ci:lange
engines - this Cub had a new engine ill September 1985 and since then has cost more to run.
Is the Clifference significant? 'In 1987 the Cub
did 341 0 tows and was using .3gal more than the
180 Cub or the Robin. II they had done these
tows we would 'have used £2()()() less fuel. certainly a very significant figure.
But there are more factors to consider.
Fuel. Buy a tug that is economical if you are
thinking of doing more than SOhrs towing a year.
Mogas is cheaper than Avgas but needs an aircraft with an engine that doesn't have a built in
fuel pump - the Cub or B or C series of
Pawnees.
Oil, Don't waste it. Get competitive quotes.
Spares. The table below says It all. For instance,
the starter is similar to car ones costing £60 and
this theme is repeated throughout the list.
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THE PERFECT TUG!
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A table illustrating the engine life. Both tables
are by Steve Longland working from Davld's
original drawings.
COSt of Parts
Spark plugs
Cub Silencer
Cub dynamo
180 starter
4 Cub strut forks
Pawnee prop bolt
Cub tyres
Cub tubes
Bendix mag key switch
Rallye oil cooler
Hoses for above

£ (Tug)

£ (Car)

9
351

35

2.50

272
247
256
21
52
24

20
60
30
2
15

8
12
25

68
254
404

15

If you are thinking of buying and rebuilding an
older aircraft these are the sorts of costs you are
going to meet. Do your sums first before committing yourself to big bills - maybe newer is
cheaper.
Insurance. This is a fixed cost - something you
payout regardless of use. That's why I said the
Robin is an expensive aeroplane and hence with
higher priced insurance may not be for the small
clubs who can only spread fixed costs over a
small number of tows.
Remember, know your costs to control them.
You don't have to be an accountant to collect
prices and analyse them - common sense and
the normal skills used in making your wages go
far enough to let you fly is all that is needed.
The Pawnee comes back a bit here. Having lost
out by £2000 in the fuel stakes, here it saves you
money as Pawnees usually have a fairly low capital cost and your insurance premium is partly a
percentage of the aircraft's value and partly a per
seat payment. No passenger seats keeps the
Pawnee insurance costs lower than any other tug
of the same value.
Engines. Here are some of the engine prices
quoted from CSE Oxford earlier this year. It
includes 5% discount with the £1 =$1.70
235hp

£
Brand new
Core deposit on all the following
Exchange old for brand new
Remanufactured exchange
(all new moving parts)
Factory overhaul exchange
(parts within limits retained)
If the exchange rate moves to
£1 ;$1.20) a new Pawnee
engine would ,cost
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180hp

£

16780

11650

3925
12855

3025
9235

9735

7050

6470

5030

24950

When you look at these figures you can
perhaps see why I am not too keen on Pawnees.
If you do have crankcase problems that means
you don't get your core deposit back and your
exchange engine will cost you an extra £3000.
Some lime ago I was against exchange
engines. , thought it better to rebuild the engines
you owned, especially, as in the case of our
Rallyes, you had the engines from new.
Exchange engines can be third life of unknown
hi$tory. However, early last year one of our ~ 80
engines, with just 700hrs into its second life since
8 £6000 ovemaul, self destructed in a big way. A
cam follower broke up and the crank hurled the
bits around iinside the engine, writing it off and
writing off my ,theory.
Currently we are finding you can buy
overllauled 180 engines for about £7500 without
any exchange involved, and this Is what we are
doing. The old engine often has some good or
repairable cylinders so the extra '£500 to £ 1000
can be money well spent ,if you get an irrepairable
crack in the cylinder of your new engine or you
just want some spares.

It is silly not
_
to keep track of engine:li.s__
Having spenl all Ihal money, how long' is an
engine going 10' 'last? Keeping track of engines
Isn'l always easy bul they are such, expensive
items it seems silly not to do so. I would be most
inlerested in how other clubs get on in terms of
engine life - a BGA database woold be useful.
Of the two new Rallyes we bought in 197,8, the
engines wenl well up to 1OOOhrs then both slarted using a bit of oil and were getting marginal on
the SOhr compression check. One gal worse and
had to have a new cylinder, Ilater it had 10 have
more cylinder work and by the time Jt was
removed at 16281:1rs it had cost us £3760 more
than the same engine in the same tug type flown
by the same people allhe same time!
The other engine was using oil so was
removed at 2040hrs and used 10 build our 180
Cub. We then flew it for 1OOhrs before its high oil
usage made it uneconomical -Wloo is £15 a
gallon.
With Iwo new engines in two new tugs having
such different histories it is hard to make predic-

Ropes. We use 1500lb tope with a single large
Ottfur ring on a Mi\<ty'Weak link at the tug, end and
Tost rings at the glider end. This keeps us'legalare you?
The whole rope, rings and weak link costs us
£34. They' are hard to keep tabs on but as they
are so expensive, al least encourage people to
look after them.
Despite this trying to cover all the costs we can
think of in some delail it will probabl'y come as no
surprise we have still not arrived at one perfect
tug. However, " hope I have showed that you can
list and balance the compromises. You can ask
olher operators about their experiences and you
,really do haveconlrol over the costs. With some
understanding of these costs you can drive them
down quite a" way.
Noise. We are Irying to defuse the problem of
noise by going for quieter four bladed :propellers,
by publishing approved routes and bann'ing tugs
from certain areas. Once the engine has cooled a
bit it may be possible 10 throttle back further than
we do now specifically to reduce noise a little
more. We assume it is the full power climbs that
cause the problems but this may not be so for
all complainers.
As Ihis becomes more of a problem for clubs
this too - the ability to quieten the aircraft - is yel
another factor to bring in to the search for Ihe perfect tug.
When you've found it, let the rest of us
know!
El
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BEN WATSON

The British team squad is. John Cardiff, Andy
Davis, John Delafield, Jed Edyvean, Ohris Garton, Ralph Jones, Alister Kay. Ted 'Lysakowski,
Robin May, Chtis RoIlings, Brian Spreckley,
Dave Watt~ Martyfl Wells, Steve White, Justin
Wills and Mike '/oung and in September lhey will
elect among themselves the pilots to fly in the
World Championships at Wiener Neustadt,
Austria, in May 1,989.
The BGA Committee decided that pilots who
wish to practice at the Austrian Nationals (the
pre-WorIds) in May 1988, should be In order of
priority from Ihe Nationals Priority List The selec·
tion for t!:le EurOPear:l Champiooships would be
from the 1987 Nationals taken Class by Class.
No pilol could go to both.
The outcome was that practising at Wiener
Neustadt was Brian Spreckley (who gets a
guaranteed "extra" place ilil 1989 as current
Wa-Id Champion), Justin Wills, Martyn Wells and
Jchn Bally. John Delafield had hoped to go but
his ASH·25 was not 'ready in time. Dave Watt and
Andy Davis will be practising over the contest
area later in the summer because they could not
get leave in May. Chris Garton got his practice at
the Wiener Neustadt 1987 Comp.
In,June Ralph Jones and Robin May (Open),
Jed Edyvean and Peter Sheard (15 Metre) and
Ted Lysakowski (Standard Class) went 10 Rayskala, Finland, for the Europeans. (There will be a
report in a future issue.) Chris Rollings should
have been tne other Standard Class pilot but he
could not raise the money - £2000+ even after a
Sports Council grant of £1000.

A rlsk

_

choosing May

_

The 1988 Austrian Nationals (pre-Wortds)
were interesting. Thirty three pilots from 15 other
nations were competing alongside 63 Austrians
whose selection for 1989 deoends on the results.
Notable absentees' were Ihe Germans whose
Nationals coincided. The Aust,rian organisers
had taken a risk by choosing Ule mCflth of May
for a few outstanding days to counterbalance the
probable gro\. Statistics show 7-11 competition
days out of 14. Their 1987 Comp achieved 11.
This year Day 1 was great but was followed by
three days grot,two days flyable grot and four
more days total gro\.
The good news was that Justin Wills had won
the first three days a(ld was leading the 15m
Class by loopts. However, Brian Spreckley had
trouble with his undercarriage and missed Day 1
se was out of contention; as was John Bally who
flew very well but scored 0 on two days with
photo failures. Manyn Wells said he was learning
for next year.
In the end the weather improved with four flyable days each better than its predecessor and
one 517km OtR for the 15M on the last day.
Justin continued his confident run in terrific style
winning Days 5, 6 and 7, the latter at 108.7km/h,
to take the title. Marco Gavazzi of Italy won the
Open in his AS~·25 (one of six two-seaters out of
15 ships in the Open) and Brigliadori won the
Standard Class. Next year looks like being as nail
biting as ever.
The Austrian organisation which was inexperienced and variable in quality had to suffer
some heavy criticisms which hopefully will bear
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RAM SQUAD
AND PRE-WORLDS
Ben, British team manager, brings us up to date with UK
plans and achievements in the run up to the next World
Championships
£380 did not include the maps, TP photo books
and camera film which had to be separately
purchased. Some new rules and Imaginative new
types of tasks were introduced to discourage
"gaggling" and "leaching" eg a "mixed'; speed
and distance tasks with pilot selected TF's, a
bonus 7'12% for landing home and a lime Iimil
(1900hrs) after which the average speed of the
last leg is used to calculate the distance flown
before 1900hrs. Whether CIW will approve this
for 1989 remains to be seen.
The Met man, Or Hermann Trimmel, was
brilliant and got ilspot-on every day. He has three
Diamonds and was effectively task setter as well.
On his own he is enough to guarantee us a
marvellous Ohampionship next year jf the
weather gives him half a chance.

Gill/an and Justln Wills photographed by Ben
watson.
fruit next year.lr:I spite of having a grass airfield of
some four square kilometres they restricted.the
landing area and finish lines to aboul one tenth of
this in order to pay less rent to the military
authorities. And in spite of this the entry fee of

Leading results: 15 Metre Class, 1. T. J. Wills (LS6) 6237pts; H. Just (ASW-2OC), Austria, 5918pts;
3. P. Cerny (Ventus B), Czechoslovakia, 5787ptsi
18. M. O. Wells (lS-6A), 4202pts. The Open
Class was won by H. Lackner (Nimbus 3), Austria
and the Standard Class by G. StOgner (LS-4),
Austria. Br,ian Spreckley (Pegasus), Standard
Class, and John Bally (Nimbus 3), Open Class,
competed on some of the days.

"SOARING"
The oflj cial monthIy
journal of the Soaring
Society cl America.
The only US periodical
devoted entirely 10 the

sport.

!! Magpie is pT_ssing on
down-undeT It
I COME AND JOIN THE 8fNALLA 80NANZA I·
Soaring and .b·inirio courses for allo.comer$. You provide the
body - we provide the rest: Funy equipped aircraft; full
briefings; lead-fottow and iwo-seat im.tructoo where neces·
sary. We INen provide the suNiva!ltit! Superb modern clubhouse and, bar. Oub-ttyle eccommodation and part-catering.
AH year round but prime soaring season is October-March.

lonanz. newa ft••h: .th.... 10001u., DIploma. and
..um.rou. 760. lOO. 300e In 'DKembw/January
1S88.
yourhollday eartylW.....,-.~. tauay' next

Boo"

aummert
Write for full details to;
John Williamson. Gliding Club of Vtelorilll, PO Box 46,
8ENALLA VICloria 3672. Australia. let: STD 'rom England:
01 o-61-57~621058Ibuldon't forget the time warpl We are
10 hours ahead of you.)
Special-tate travel and derails of allernati"e
Aussie holidays from:

lRAVElBAG. 12 High Str.... ALTON. Hants. GU34 1BN
lel: 0420·B2133

For subscription send
$25 US by International
money order or inlernational cashier's cheque
payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc., Box E. Hobbs.

New Mexico, 88241 -1308.
U.S.A.
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CHRIS CHAPMAN

ChOOSing your system. Varios come and
varios go, but pilot complaints go on for ever! The
perfect vario has yet to be made, so I have listed a
number of things for you to consider when
choosing a system, with myopin'ions.
Do you want a main or a backup system? What
panel space do you have? Do you want a mechanical or an electrical vario? How about an audio
output? What electric power dO you. ·have? Do
you want a Netto display, and averager, speed to
fly or a final glide calculator? How good is your
static system? Do you have a lE Probe? Will you
want to expand the system in the flJture?
Some manufacturers are very economical witl1
informatiOri on their data sheets. Don't be afraid
to loOk and ask before you buy! You I'leed' the
instrument to make measurements and It is
eotirely reasonable to ask how well it does it.
Check the data sheets for zero stabil ity, respOnse
time, calibratioo accuracy, change of sensitivity
with Might and temperature,operating temperature and altitude ranges, as well as unit sizes,
weights and power requirements.
A good zero stability is needed over a wide
range of .temperatures "and ·for large, changes in
temperature Look for an overall zero stability of
+/- 0.251<t from +50 to -20°C and of +/0.5I<t for 30 C degree environmental temperature
changes. You lleed to know that up really is upl
Vacuum flasks are satisfactory, but light -plastic
flasks will not give yQU this sort of stability.
Changes In battery, voltage (11-1'4v for lead acid
batteries).. should llot affect either the zero ·or
the calibration.

"For thermal soaring much
above 5000ft, you need
speed to fly Information
which is compensated
for altitude effects."
The calibratiOn should 'be accurate to +/10% or better over a wide temperature range.
Changes in sensitivity with altitude and the working height range are not always Quoted. You can
make allowances if you know" roughly what
changes to expect. 'For thermal soaring much
above 5000ft, you need speed to fly information
which Is compensated for altitude effects.
It you are a bit tone deaf or have ahearing problem, choose the audio system with great care.
Check that you can easily tell the difference
between different climb rates' and !between climb
and speed to tly signals. Trying to glide on the
climb signal is not an, uncommon problem!
ncking audios are generlllly less annoying than
wailing ones. I like to have variable threshold controls - a bit of ~peace can be very welcome! The
audio system should operate up to about +/20kt and should not change pitch 'if you switch
meter ranges.
Check that you can read the meter display and
control legends in both shadow and tull sun,
when viewed at your normal panel distance.
Some LeO displays become sluggish and faint at
about O°C. Extended range displays may work
down to -30·C. 11 you fly In, cold conditions, try
operating the vano while wearing gloves.
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VIRIOMETER
'SYSTEMS
We are constantly being asked for information on
variometers which is the reason for another comprehensive
article on the subject this year. In a two part feature Chris
Chapman, a ,physicist who flies at HusBos, gives further
advice, and Information on the systems currently available.

Check that the stray magnetic field from
meters and loudspeakers. will not significantly
effect your compass. You can compensate for
errors of up to about 300' in level flight, but large
errors are difficult to compensate accurately. "
your compass is panel mounted, look for errors of
less than 10 0 at Sin.
You, need a high immunity to radio interference,
both from your own transmitter and from any
passing broadcast $tation. It is Quite annoying if
the vario goes beserk every time you press the
transmi1 lbutton. Some systems are properly protected with metal cases and supply line filters.
The output should stabilise reasonably quickly'
after switch on. Some'pressure transducer varios
take half a minute to settle down initially. It the
vario is ,not protected from damage due to
reversed battery connections, fit a. SChottky
diode in its supply line!
Being able to switch the response speeds and
display ranges can be Quite a help in turbulent or
weak conditions. You can't use an eddy whiCh is
smaller than the glider and there is a definite disadvantage in having information presented to
you faster than you can, use it. It takes about a
secondto take a reading, make a simple decision
and start to act on it. A true 1 to 2sec response
rate is about rightfOf normal' use and up to 7sec
for turbulent conditions. The response quoted on
a data sheet may ap.p1y to just the instrument and
not to the working sYlltem (see Fig 1).
The TE compensatiOll is adjustable on some
electrical varios, which use pitot and stalic sources. This can be. done satisfactorily if the static
error versus speed graph is very nearly a straight
line and the errors are not too large. Do ask if the
vario will work with your glider if you are not
sure.
With a speed to fly system, will you want to
have the switching to glide done remotely by {he
flap lever? You may l'leed settings for different
weights and for buggy wings. The adjustable dial
type can be set for a range ,of conditions. 'It is better if the main display reads Netto during the glide
and the speedtQ fly display is separate. Super
Netto reads airmass less the typical sink value for
a climbing turn. Since you wantlo know what the
air is doing while you are gliding and the sink in a
turn can be anywhere from 1 and 5kt, depending
on your water load and angle of bank, SN doesn't

seem to me to be of much advantage. A moveable "climb" sub-scale on the Netto meter might
be more useful.
A computer system only has knowledge of
past conditions and your manual inputs. -Only
you can recognise a terrain or weather change,
spot the next good looking cloud or decide that
you are passing Bradford, not Leeds. The systems provide height indepef\ldent information,
calculate and monitor final glides, l1elp with
navigation and may also analyse your performance. Consider carefully what in-flight or other
information you actually use or 'need. Find someone who actually uses the; system and discuss ,it
with them.
Choose a system with your glider, experience
and type of flying in mind. Mechanical varios with
vacuum flask capacities will read TRUE climb
'fates to over 30 000ft and need no electric power.
Thermistor systems lose sensitivity with height
rather rapidly, but will lperform well for thermal
soaring in British conditions. Most pressure
transducer systems are·COiftpensated for climbs
up to about 200001\ and will per'form well under
Continental conditiOns. If you, have an VD 0160,1
and go 'in tor 40km final glides, a final glide computer will reduce your workload, as well as your
bank balancel

"Adding a Netto capillary
and pneumatic switch ;s a
considerable improvement
for the limited height range
of British thermals."
A mechanical vario with a speed ring provides
the cheapest .speed to fly system. They can be
calibrated to be accurate at any height. If there
are large ASt static errors, have the speed ring
calibrated to compensate for them. The corrections can be quite large. Adding a Netto capillary
and pneu matic switch is a considerable improvement for the limited height range of British thermals. lt allows you to read airmass movement
during the glide and the needle points directly at
the speed to fly, but it will tell you to fly quite a lot
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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100 fast above its compensated height range. I1
~ carry water, you need !Wo capillary systems
OIl the same vario. The calibration 01 a Netto
speed ring is differenl from the ordinary ring.
Adding an audio tJoit, which is. basically a thermistor variometer with, an audiQ output, 'Puts up
the cost COAsiderably. The slowish response
times maybe a disadvantage when you are sampling thermals, looking lor a good one.

uSpeed to .fly rings are not
normally used, since the
systems are affected by
altitude and temperature
changes."
Thermistor based systems are much faster
and since the outpu1 is electrical, adding an audio
unit is not so expensive, The ranges and res·
ponse rates may be sWitchable and 30sec
average rates Of climb may be displayed. N"etto
capillaries can also be used. Speed to fly rings
are not normally used, since the systems are
affected by altitude and temperature changes.
The operating ~eightrange of a thermistor speed
to fly lIystem is limited and it is likely to !ell you to
fty too fast above this height.
Pressure transducer systems are very fast and
inherently more accurate than thermistor systems. Some of the ear1yones were a bit crude; but
most current models are lully temperatme. and
altitude compensated, witlhiA llimits. The ranges
and respoljlse rates tlilay be switchable. To get a
Netto display and an averager, you need ta buy a
speed to fly vario. Speedl to fly readings are co rppensated for altitude effects. Some systems are
marketed as separate units, so that you can start
out with a simple varlo and expand the
capabilities later.
The plumbing and leaks. If your plumbing system is leaky, your variometers will not work properly. I stroogly advise you to check for leaks at
least at the beginning of the season. ,Read John
Williamson's articles on variOS and leak testing in
S&G April, 11985, p70, and June, 1985, p120, and
buy one of his 'leak lest kits. John said tllal about
athird of the gliders coming om the cross-country
COUrses had defective plumbing. A leak may not
stop you flying, buI can you afford a
handicap?
Common sources of leaks are moulding ridges
on hose coonectors. Q-rings on mufti-way connectors, water traps, instrument glasses and
flask stoppers. If you use a thermistor based
speed to fly vario or a JSW Netlo conversion,
remember to clamp the pitot tube connection 10
the vario before testing lor leaks. 60th systems
use a fine "leak" tube to sense the .airspeed. TE
probes are QUite sensitive to leaks, so pl'ease
don'l try to "seal" them with tape!, Push 2in of
silicone rubber tube over the Junction, using a litlfe soap as a lubricant. On systems where lhe
probe plugs straight into the fin, a sealing ,ring 01
Plasticine or Blutackcan be used, or ,il can be
sealed ,in place with silicone rubber sealant.
Clear PVC tube. is not very good for connecting
Instruments. It is difficult 10 remove, kinks'6asily
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and hardens with age and when cold. The sharp
ridges on hose connectors make permanent
grooves inside the tube, which can be a source of
leaks. The extra soft, kink resistant variety is well
worth Ihe slillall extra expense. Replace the tubing when It starts 10 harden with age.
When plumbing 8 panel, design a compact
rigid layout using short connecting tubes. If your
audio sounds like a demented cricket after
louchdown, support 01' tie down any sections that
can move. Tubes which can flex under changing
g loads can give errors on a fasl variometer.
All air inlets. meed water traps, but not all TE
'lines have one. Water in a line causes erratic
operation of the instwments. Pltlg the earpiece of
a radio into one end of the tube and listen at the
other end. A. water block will stop the sound. It
isn'l easy to dry eut a long tUbe. TlY draining it
first. Then pull a doubled up length of ribbon
through the tube using a curtain spring or use a
vacuum cleaner to suck h0t air from .a hair dryer
through it. Check your water traps regularly. If
you have all fuselage statics and fuselage water
vents, discharging water while descending
rapidly can completely filllhe static line!
Long tubes. The small resistance to air f101N
offered by a long tube can affect a ilario, particularly if the ASI uses the same static. A gust will
expand the ASI capsule and push a pu'lf of air into
the static; line. The puff will see a short tube leading to the I18rio and a loog tube leading to tile
fuselage static. Flowmeter type varios offer very
little flow resistance and an appreciable fraction
of the puff can find its way into the flask, upsetting
the vark>. The static line will recover in:a fraction of
a second, bul the v('lrio lakes much longer. If lhere
are static errors, a gust will also produce 'a pulse
01\ the static line. A gust filter greatly' increases
the flow resistance and reduces the errors, but
has only a small effect on the slower vario response rate.
With a TE probe in the tail, there is ('I shor1 delay
while air flows tlilrough the long tube. On a speed
10 fly system, the signal from a nose pitot can
effect the vario first, giving an error.

"'If you park your glider In
the sun for any appreciable
period, put a cover over the
canopy or use a sunshade."

Heat and sunlight. Strong, sunlight supplies
about 1kw of heat per SQuare meler. Black paint
will absorb most of it and 'the temperature of ·an
enclosed black surface can rise to near 100°C.
Heat is lost by r~diation and by air cooling.
Temperatures over SO°C.can damage some electronic components and may' evaporate lubricating oil in instrument bearings. If you pa~ your
glider in the sun for a.rlyappreciable period, put a
cover over the canopy or use ·a sunshade. The
mushroom style ir:lstrumenl pedestals are not
usually well ventilated. I measured an actual
instrument temperature of 74°C in one. The radio
had stopped working and the electric vario was

off-scale. If you take off with hot instruments, the
ventilation will suddenly improve and the rapid
cooling is likely to cause drift problems. You can
also get fair sized temperature changes with off
scale climbs and when descending in wave
troughs. 11 the sun can shine directly on to an
unmodified plastic vario flask, expect +/- 2kt
heating and cooling errors.
Calibration, bench and flight testing. The
main problem for the pilot is that without doing
some testing he has no real way of knowing what
the **** vario should be reading! Instruments
calibrations do change with age and can be
affected by hard landings and long bumpy
trailer rides.
Now, how important is ·an .accurate vario calibration? Let's puI some figures· in, for +/- 10%.
With a 1Srn glass glider, Ski therma/s and Skt
indicated sink, +/- 10% represents glide
speeds of 80 to 85kt. If you add a +/- 10%
uncertainty in the climb rate, the e~ror band goes
up to neart¥ +/- 5kt. This seems· to be OK, but I
wouldn't want it to be, much lNorse.

"The drift and calibration
sensitivity at low temperatures
can be tested by putting the
instrument in a deep freeze. "
A simple variometer calibratioA rig was described by me' in S&G, 1983, pM, together with
instructioo&. You can get.abetter lhan 5% calibratiOA accuracy quite easily 10 over 5()OOft and can
also test capsulean<l electronic
:systems at
ground leVel. The drift and calibration sensitivity
at low temperatures can be tested by putting the
instrument in, a deep freeze, Put lhe whole system
in a plastic bag before you take it out, to prevent
condensationprDb1ems while it warms I.Jp.
While YO\J can check a variometer up calibration In smooth wave lift, it is nearly Impossible to
do it using,thermals. However, you can checK the
down calibration! Find a bit of quiet sky, Jly ir;J a
circle and trim the speed. Holdi the sinK rate on a
chosen value with the ~lirbrakes_ II you choose
4kt, measure the time (-60sec) for a 400ft
change OD the al1imeter. Repeat the process for
other sink rates and intervals, but watch out for
Mother Eartll! Relllember to thump the panel with
your knee to eliminate any sticking in the
.altimeter. Yoor readings should be accurate to
10%. Write the timings down and do the
calculations back in the bar! Ttie up and down
calibrations of mechanical ilarios can be different, but the electrical types are usually
pretty symmetrical.
The fine capillaries used in some NettQ systerns are easily blocked by dust and shoud be
provided with a filter. Cui a '!4in x 'I. in diameter
cylinder of low density polyurethane foam and
inser1 it into the 5mm connecting tube. This will
remove dust, but should nOl affecl the flow.
Replace it annually. Miniature fuel filters can also
be used, bul fhe system shoold be calibrated with
them in place..
If you have a vario which uses a flask, check

le
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that the flask has metal mesh or other filling and fit
a gust filter which is matched to your varia response. The filling improves the response rate and
the gust filter reduces unwanted signals due to
turbulence. Choose the gust filter "response
time" to be about half response rate of a mechanical vario and about the same as the response
rate of a thermistor vario. Both "mods" produce
noticeable improvements.
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Fig 1 Calculated responses of a 3sec mechanical vario.
While I do not advocate it, you can connect a
thermistor vario in series with a PZL or a Winter,
but both varios should be calibrated for the same
capacity. A mechanical vario has a large internal
volume and the thermistor vario should be connected between it and the flask. I looked for
interaction problems between two varios, using a
Cambridge and a PZL. They were small and
unlikely to be serious in practice (contrary to a
previous report). The gust filter should be chosen
to suit the thermistor vario.
Check how sensitive your system is to rudder
position and to yaw. Both the rudder and the
elevator can influence the pressure at probes
mounted on the tail. Fly straight and level at SOkt
and momentarily put on full rudder while watching the ASI and the vado, Remembering that a
2'hkt variation in airspeed at SOkt corresponds 10
a 10% change in pressure, there should be very
little change in the readings. If there are significant changes, you may have to mount the probes
further out from the tail. Then fly lowafds some
landmar\(, yew the glider and watch the ASI and
the vario. Note Ihe angle at which you start to get
problems afld also the position of the yaw sf,ring.
If you mar\( out the yaw string angles with tabs 01
tape, you can measure and mark the angle 'at
which you start to get problems.
To test the TE system in flight, find a patch of
sky which is reasonably free of lift, sink arxt other
gliders. Ay to and fro through il and note the sink
rate in steady flight at 50, 60' and 701<t, to the
nearest V~k1. With your free hand, use'.a suitably
attached pi.eee of string to measure the stick positioo in a steadY 701<t dive. Then trim out at about
40kt and push the stick steadily foreward to the
701<t position, without greatly reducing tne g
loading. Note tile vari<> readings as you
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accelerate through the 10kt increments until you
are in a steady 701<t dive and then recover. If the
readings are OK, try higher speed dives.
With a suction probe system, you shou'ld see a
steadily Increasing sink rate and the readings.
should be similar to the steady flight values. If the
probe is OIler compensating, ,the readings will be
much Ifess and the vari'o may even show 'lift
initially. If it is !Under compensating you will see
increased sink. A slow variowill show a lag in the
indication, but there should be no over or
under shoo.
Wilh capsule and electronic ~E systems the
picture is more complicated. As well as the compensation errors, the pitot and static signals may
Clot effect the system at the same rate. 11n. a capsule system, the lag in the flask response gives a
rapid initial reduction iA the sink rate, '011 owed by
a slower increase. If the compensation is not per·
fect, or there are static errors, the timing error will
be combined with them.
.

The response times can be balanced by fitting
matched restrictions in the capsule and static
lines. This will greatly improve the TE performance with a good static system. With electronic
systems, the compensation should be adjusted
to give the least overall TE error. It may not be
possible to get perfect compensation over the
whole speed range due to static errors. Timing
problems are most likely to arise with pressure
transducer systems. The signal from the pitot can
be delayed using a small capacity and a
restriction.
To test the response of a speed to fly system,
find a patch of quiet sky and sat the MacCready
dial so that you have a glide speed of 70kl. Note
the dial and sink readings. Slowly increase the

speed until the error on the meter is about % full
scale. Then pull the :speed back to 7Okl. The
meter reading should change smoothly with no
under or over shool. If it doesn't, you may need to
adjust the liE compensation or the pitot signal
timing, The MaCCready setting and: -the
measured speed and sink rate, after correction
for altitude effects and ASI errors, should agree
with the value derived from the polar. Tme
LID speed should be indicated if the MacCready
setting is zero and there is no air sink.
El

max

AIR LINES
He ,came limping along the peri-track in that
faded blue anorak he always wears, waving a
strip of silver a few inches long and drilled in
several places.
"It's me plate," he said. "They removed it at the
hospital the other week." 'He rubbed a thumb professionaliy over the, ,plate. "Nice bit of metal. I
could polish it up at work and engrave me name
on it."
He was showing it to everyone as they arrived
at the launch point as if it was some sort of medal
he had won.
"Do you want to fty?" me asked me.
"Can you?" I had visions of his leg breaking
again.
"saw me doctor this morning," he said. "And
asked him. He told me the leg is healing up nicely
and to keep it raised as high off the ground as
possible."lt wasn't often that he made jokes and I
could see he was enjoying this one. "So I thought
we'd take a tow to 3000ft. That ought to be high
enough to guarantee 'a permanent cure."

TERRY HURLEY

cartoon by Derrick Fletcller.
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DAVID MllLETI

During, our years at Tebay we t1ad rnarlY
thousands of flights without anything untoward
happening. Nevertheless, regardless of the fact
that one lries to see and cut down on any possible mishap, accidents will happen.
So one Sunday evening 'at the endi of the day's
flying, Matthew, one of the few founder members,
took off with his pupil in the faithful.old Venture to
have a final 15min out at the Point.
Shortly after I took off in the Olympia with the
same intentioo :buta wall of orographic cloud
suddenly appeared, coming between me and the
Point It reached! up from ,the ground 10 several
hundred feet above my launch height. On landing
I said that it seemed 10 be a very dangerous situation for Matthew 001 no one attached. much
importance to it. Mter all they were busy packing
everything away for the day.

"The cars came back but
there was no sign
of the missing Venture
Now there was only the Venture remaining tQ
be bedcfe(I down and- the gravity of 1he situation
was being realised. SUddenly :people were 'Ieaprog into cars which bounced off down the track
making' for the foothills afound 1he Poin!. Others
drove along the narrow roads; up winding tracks,
many leading 10 a dead end or some ,remote farm.
Even though it was almost dark, they were
searching, the hills, crags and gullies fO( a sign of
the glider, One by one the cars came back but nO
one had seen any sign of the missing Venture.
Of COUrse the poIice,had been, contac1ed' and il
was a glum group which sat 'n the clubhouse
unable to take further action before daybreak. It
was not pleasant to think of the two men out there
alone in the dark hills and not knowing their condKion. Then shortly after midnight Ihe phone

rang.
"It's him, it's Matthew," shouted Derek. "Are

you all right'? Yes Matthew, I've got that, but did
you say it is the first farm you gel to? Yes. I'll ring
Or Gill."
We met Or Gill and them followed Matthew's
instructions which brought us 10 an isolated hill
farm. We discovered Matthew lying on the 'settee
where he had been made as Comfortable as
possible by tlie farmer's wife. But far from being
"all right" he had a badly damaged ankle which
was to take 1ongef10 mend tharn the th ree cracked
vertebrae.
Once again, on instructions from Matthew, we

WHISPERIG
WINGS
Two extracts from the yet to be published book "Whispering
W,ings" written by David
IDavid learnt to glide
with .tile 'Lakes· GC in
1,958 at Tebay and was
CFI lor five years after
their move to Walney.
He was a lull time
instructor with the
West Wales GC in 1965
and before retiring in
197·9 "'ad worked at the
Derby a. Lanes GC, the
Worcester 'GC, where
he was CFI, and the
Brlsto'l & Gloucestershire GC. IHe has
more than 3600 gliding
hours, numerous power
hours, a Diamond goal
and stil does occasional
speRs 01 Instructing,
last year at Rufforth.

The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £11.40 postage included for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding. Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the magazine and
gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only available from the BGA.
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sent ou1 a party on fool walking over the hills and
downl the valleys guided by a single light from a
storm lantem held by a farm boy standing alone
on a peak. We came acrOS$ the doomed glider
and still irnamongst lfcle wreckage was Andy
C~gh.
.
It was evident that the survival of the two
occupants had been miraculous. The heavy high
wing had ripped off its mounting and now laid
across the lop of the cockpit. The nose was in
pieces and compressed into the hillside.
Andy lay there unable to move, his back
broken. Or Gill gave a pain killing injection and all
we could do was wait for daybreak and the arrival
of an iRAF helicopter.
Bu1 what of Matthew who was already in hospital? By some incredible determination he had
reached a distant farm, struggling over terrible
terrain, only to find they hadn't a telephone.
Nevertheless he organised Ihat the boy should
go up to the l1igh peak and stay with hislantem,
even if it meant remaining there the Whole night.
:He then borrowed, a tractor to reach a tarm with a
telephone - all this with a badly damaged ankle
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PI10e £5 including post and packing.

and three cracked vertebrae.
Later we learnt from Matthew that the Venture
had reached the Point and almost immediately
been enveloped in cloud. With no giro instrument
and no compass, he tried to fly straight and level
in a direction he hoped would be south-west. This
would have brought him over lower ground away
from the high hills and orographic cloud they
were causing. Matthew said that he suddenly
saw the ground and pulled back the stick, but it
was too late.
After the stable door had been closed, we
made sure every glider in the club "ad a
compass.

*

From time to time as one journeys through life
things haiJpen for which there seems to be no
explanation. Of course there must always be a
reason for everything but it is not always possible
for one person to know why. How did my dog
Sussie, a border collie with just a touch of labrador in her, for example know when the glider I
was f1ylng, was in the circuit?
Time and tillle again over the years people
have told rne tha1 when my glider joined the circuit Sussie, who was usually stationed near the
launching area, would stop what she was doing.
She may l1ave been just generally sniffing in the
grass or even taking aquiet snooze, but when the
glider I was flying al'peared she followed its flight
around the circuit. Certainly as we rolled down
the runway it would be my glider only that Sussie
came running alongside. There was always a
welcome.
How the dog knew I cannot imagine for her
actiOrl was the same regardless of whether I just
flew for a few minutes overthesite or If I had been
far away fO( an hour or more. On joining the circuit 'hereyes followed Ihe glider and certainly she
would be there alongside While we were stillroll'ing. This ,behaviour was reserved for my ,glider
only, which made it all the more remarkable and
bewildering. Yes Sussie was some dog!

a

OVERSEAS AGENTS

CANADA
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 169, L'Orignal, Ontario, KOB 1KO.
SOUTH AFRICA
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PLATYPUS

flight really means; you see the sport fresh,
through the eyes of someone Quite unfamiliar
with it, who regards staying up withoul an engine
as a branch of black magic - which is exactly
what it is.

TAIL
FEATHERS

If you are not careful you
could be carless

Two's company
Killing retrieve time.

Delighted as I was to hear that Justin Wills had
won the Standard Class at the Pre-Worlds at
Wiener Neustadt in Austria (see p174). I was
even more happy to hear that a ,two-seater has
won the Open Class. Perhaps the day will come
when nearly all Open Class gliders are built as
two-seaters, with the occasional eccentric, not to
mention ricl:l, loner opting for a single-pew version. After all, how many light aeroplanes have
only ooe seat? The. reasons lor such 8, trend
are thr*fold:
Rrst, the workload on big tasks, whether races
or record attempts, is pretty heavy, and a really
expert P2 - by which I don't necessarily mean
another champion pilot - can perform a great

A great number of functions.

number of functions that lighten the burdell on
the P1, of which navigation is the most obVious,
but there are others: feeding' and watering the
boss; continuously recalculating the average rate
of climb necessary to beat arIother competitor by
8 desired number of points or to beat the existing
record by the required margin'; monitoring radiO
traffiC for news of weather conditions or other
pilots etc etc. '(PerhapS P2 should have
earphones and'allow P1 to concentrate, free from
the din of idle chatter that crowds the airwaves
nowadays.)
SecOfldly, it is obvious that the economics of
two seats in terms of cross-country kilometres

'While siHing in a field on the MarlbQroughDowns waiting for a retrieve in May this year , spent five hours programming my pocket computer to do all those clever
things; when it came' to derig the beast' forgot to remove
the blasted computer from my breast· pocket and
crunched it. Such devices are not designed for resting
wingtips on, t fear, and the fruits of all that laborious
thinking have gone to the great data bank in the sky. In
future twill take the novels of Jane Austen-in paperback,
or a pad on which to scribble down my ideas for this
column, as a way of killing retrieve time.
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per pound are nearly twice as good as a single
seat - I say nearly because (a) you pay the
maAufacturer about 8% more for the extra seat,
and (b) occasionally it will be ,flown solo for badge
attempts or in very weak conditions. A syndicate
of live or..six people, ideally witlil a mix of weekday
pilots,. could get vast utilisation from a top-class
two-seater; they would each discover that their
cost ;per seat-mile, as the airlines call it, is ,better
than they would gel from a third share ot a singleseater which they might buy with the same
money. since the latter would have much
poorer performance.
lhi'rdly, it isto my mind, being fairly gregarious,
a 101 more fun and you learn a h.uge amounl,
Obviously you learn from the experts - I had
never sampled the wave in the Black Moontains
of Wales until I flew there from Dunstable, taking
as navigator and adviser a pundit whO knew the
region from all expedition to Talgarth.But , even
learn from people who are less good pilots than I
am - if I search diligently enough I can find one or
two - because their observations and their QUestions as to why I am doing what I ani doing make
me think about my flying more analytically. Then,
of course, yw can fly friends who do nol ·glide
(you do havelhe odd friend outside gliding, don't
you?) and give them a real flavour of what soaring

Less good pilots.

A fellow member at our club has just had his car
stolen from a fairly remote launch point, not all
that accessible to the general public. Naturally
the keys had been left in the ignition; we all do
that in case we land out or in case, on our small
and congested site, it is in the way and needs to
be moved. I'm now inclined to leave a note in the
window saying that the keys are with someone
who is permanently on the site (that person being

Unmarketable Impedimenta.

briefed only 10 give Ihe keys to known members).
No,. I won't whinge Oil about what a naughty
world we live in; that ,is something we might as
well take for granted, and arrange our lives
accordingly.

the boot and rear
seats are crammed
with even more stuff
of the same sort."

Perhaps our friend paid the penalty of having a
car that was too tidy, since the typical glider
pilot's car is so full of junk, much of it heavy, bulky
and utterly unmarketable impedimenta, that
anyone wanting .10 sleal the vehicle would be
appalled by the problem of how to gel rid of it
without drawing attention to himsell. Where do
you liide, or how do you' explain to the gendarmes the poSsession of (not to mention the pur'
pose of), a seven foot long' tubular steel towIng
device, a tail dolly, the front end of a bicycle,
eighty feet of wing covers and an angle-iron rigging tripod? And~l'm only talking abOUt what is on
the frontpassellger seat: the boot and rear seats
are crammed with even more stuff of the same
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TAIL FEATHERS

sort. The reason most people driving to the
launch point don't offer you a lift when they see
you heading there on foot is not thal they 'have no
manners, but that by the time they had made
space lor you to sit down you could have walked
there anyway. The reason someone doesn't offer
you a lift on the way back from the launch point
may be that he is stealing one of those rare, tidy
cars ...

JAYBEE

home, like Oxford or Cambridge or lIpper
Heyford', trigger off some vague recall in !:lis brain,
since he has been over them a thousand times
belore. Nol always, through. Some of his biggest
so-called "flattened triangles" are the result 01
having overshot the club on Ihe way back from
one coast and he doesn't realise till he ricochets
off the opposite coast and, eventually rolls, like a
snooker ball, into the right pocket more or less
by chance.

FIliAL
GLIDE
The flight described was in
1984 and completed all
three Diamonds, No. 165.

If it were not for
his photographs one would
sus'peet that he had
made up the whole thing

11 it were not lor his ,photographs of what turn
out to be the Menai Bridge, the Portland Bill
lighthouse or Sir Waiter Soott's Memorial one
would suspect that !:le had made 'up the whole
thing, or at least had hazily imagined an Odyssey
that can'I possibly have happened.

The fastness of the
long-distance pilot
I have a very old friend (well, ancient, really) who
would have lbeen National Champion umpteen
times if he had lOOt got one 'srmallflaw. He can't
navigate. He just presses on, getting more and

,His ,photographs.

He can't navigate.
more lost, through rain and hail and clamp and
the occasional V2kt thermal under a 1200ft
cJoudbase until he reaches the sea - say, the Irish
Sea or the English Channel orthe German Ocean
- then he tums round and comes back. He flies
the way A1an Purnell would fly if he had
amnesia
How he ever gets back, considering he doesn't
know where he's been in the first place, is one of
life's mysteries. I suppose some places nearer to
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Even with a navcomputer which should tell him
pretty accurately how far he has gone since his
last fix, he rmanages to come out with grandiose,
vague statements like "Over lhe Trent" or "Over
the M1", which cover a margin of error of about
100km each way. If you ask him for !:lis position
he utters a tense, teeth-clenched "Hang on .. ." as
if you have crassly interrupted his concentration
when he is barely staying airborne at 500ft. He is
in fact at 5000ft, happy as a sandboy (whatever
that is) bul utterly los1 - again.

a

The Australia Fund to develop the ES65 Platypus
glider to production stage has been closed and
the final donation forwarded to Edmund
Schneider Ltd.

~nal

1

glide. At least 80km 10 go and an
absolutely dead sky ahead. I've never been much
of a competition pilot; more 0« a cautious "IoneliIless of the long distance cross-country type", to
quole Playlrous. Hence I like to start final gliding
20 miles or so oul and with, atlMst 500fiI in hand.
But nol this time.
I've only had a share in the 20m Kestrel for a
few weeks. It's certainly different to the aged
Skylark 4 I flew on a temporary arrangement last
season, but as yet I've too little time in the big
glass ship 10 assess just how well it will
perform•.
And now I've time to muse over the incompetent decisions earlier in the flight which may well
cost me my third Diamond. Car ,launched at
1O.15am with a 51 Okm O/R declared and under
a burgeoning sky, 11 made just about every mistake In the book. Rew much too conservativeIy
for the conditions, wasled lime with an
unnecessary low poinl and devialed many miles
upwind for "better ,conditions" when (as I afterwards learned) it was just as good on track.
At 14.3Ohrs I reach my Yorkshire TP and
realise with dismay that I've laken an hour too
long to gellhere and have turnedl a 255km lirst
leg into around 315km. As I linislhed the
photographs I get ,8 radio call trom it Lasham
pundit flying the same lask and who has turned B
good hour before me.llell him I'm round the turn
but add: "I've made a dog's breakfast of it."
Always a cheerfullype, he answers: "Nollo worry
- press on!"
Press on. Easier said than done. As 11 near
Leicester with some 170km 10 go it is clearthal
the day is dying early, and I hear radio messages'
'rom gliders In a Reglonalswho are landing out in
the very area which I'll soon have to cross.
Remembering the old Skylarking days when the
rule was "get high 'and slay high",11 tip-toe along
conserving altitude as best I can.
Usually I manage to reserve f1ighl analysis and
self-criticism until I'm back on the ground, bul this
time I'm really angry with myself for flying so
badlyduring'lhe firsf four hours. However, ltie'tiptoeing works and I arrive west of NOI1hampton
with l00krm or so ,to go. I' then get 1he diSCOlJragIng news -relayed by radio from lash am - that a
sea breeze front went thrOUgh there ·some time
ago and: i1 has not been soarable since. More
gloom.
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MIKE RICHARDSON

Up ahead there's an untidy looking mass of
cloud which doesn't look too hopeful, but there's
nothing else to go for. I arrive under it with a bit
better than 2000ft and find lift of 1 to 2kt. After
what seems an age, I arrive near base at aboUt
3500ft, desultorily switch on the turn and slip (not
bothering with the horizonl and enter the murk.
We climb at a paltry but steady 2kt to around
500011 and eventually repeated attempts 10 find a,
better core work and we get 4 to 6 up for a bit. We
top out at 8000ft and I feel a bit better. At least it
should be a shortish retrieve. The problem is that
the wind has backed southerly and 1esti mate will
give me a Iheadwind compOnent 01 12 to 151<t
from here on in.
We set sail at 60k1 and quite soon see an
almost identical mass of rather 10rml'ess cloud
about 30° off course to the west. The same story,
A slow climb inside but this time we top out at
9000ft and I' 'realise that I,'m ver,y lucky. As we
emerge I pinpoint OlIr position as almost e~actly
80km from Lasham and with, 8600ft of altitude
remaining'. Out witt:! the John Willy computer,
feed in the headwind, and it says "maybe".
Ahead there's a completely clear sky and I glide
out at 60kt again with never a ripple in the air.

The glide seems to
go on forever like
some dream sequence
Curious, just to sit there, nOl moving the controls half an inol:l - simply waiting'. The glide
seems to go 01'1 forever like some dream
sequence, but I notice that I'm getting reduced
sink in the lee of some large wooded areas. The
Kestrel seems magnificent - clearly in charge of
the proceedings and Mt needing any asinine
inter:ference from me. So I sit and wait.
Rnal glide. Some 40km out 'I calculate that we
might be jusl above glide path and permit myself
a small gleam of hope. B\.Jt I'm resigliled 10
whatever the Fates decree.· After all, flying a
Comp in a Dar117R nearly 20 years ago and in
very:similar conditions, I hit a cataract of sink between Basingstoke and Lasham. lost 2200 ft in
less than four miles, and, failed. to make the
finish.
Whatever the Fates decree ... but this time
they relent and as I reach the M3 with 1200ft in
hand and fIVe miles to go I realise that barring
some incredible catastrophe, we've made it. And
so it proves. I'm able to shove the speed up to
80kt over the last couple of miles to cross the
clubhouse at 300ft and enter tha pattem.1 glance
at my watch. The final glide took nearly an hour,
but it seemed a lifetime.
As I line up for the approach my call sign
comes up on the radio. It's. Lasham base and the
afore-mentioned pundit who I~nded back long
ago. He sounds as if ha doesnlt expect an
answer, and seems surprised 10 get one. "Where
are you?" he demands. When I say I'm bacf< and
on the approach, he answers "Well donel" But
after landing, having averaged a pathetic 70kmlh
over 57Okm, I have to admit that only luck got me
home and that It was one 01 my worst flights for
some time.

a
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PYTHAGORAS
REVISIIED
~anning

cross-country tasks involves
measuring distances accurately. This is not easy
if the map is well used, folded and reluctant to
stay lIat to allow accurate measurement, or if the
task extendS over more Ihan one sheet. Computer programmes can be IUsed to calculate distances, but not all pilots have access to' a
computer. A simple and accurate method is to
use the UK Ordnance Survey National Grid
reference to calculate the distance between two
points. The grid Is metric ,and superimposed on
Ordnance Survey maps of all scales and on the
1:250000 Aeronautical Charts, with' an origin in
the sea to the SW of Land"s End. The grid is 1km
square on 1:50000 maps ,and 1Okm square on
.
1:250000 maps.
Any ,location can be identified in terms of its
dislanceeast (easting) and north (northing) of the
grid origin. Measurements accurate to O.5mm on
the map correspond to an accuracy on the
ground of 25m at 1 :5ססOO and 125m at
1 :25ססOO. The full grid reference is given at each
corner of the Ordnance, Survey maps, but only at
the SW comer 01 the 1:250000 Aeronautical
Chart.
The north/south and east/West lines of the grid
form the basis for a tighl angledbiangle with the
track between the two locations as the third side,
whiOh older pilots might remember as the
hypoteneuse. The:lengths 01 the two sides al right
angles are the differences in km between the eastings and northings of the two locations. The
square on the hypoteneuse is equal to the sum of
the squares on the other two sides, so the distance between the two locations is the square
root of that sum. Fig 1 shows an example of how
the distances for a typical triangle are calculated.
Dallachy is 163.2km N of Portmoak and 18.5km
E, so the distance between them is:

J163.2 2

+

18.52 = 164.25km

Distances calculated in this way differ little
from those using I'atitude and longitude coordinates and the "plane sailing" method as described in Reed's NauticalAlmanack, and the
calculation Is quicker and simpler. When the two
methods were compared for calculating the distances between a 'eat's cradle of TPs near Land's
End, Felixslowe, Benbecula, John O'Groats and
Muclde Flugga the Illaximum difference was
±O.2% (O.6km lin 300km), with an average of
O.07%. An "error" as small as that should be
unimportant when planning a cross-country task,
since one would normally plan for a spare
kilometre or two. .Reed',s ,A1manack makes the

!
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Fig. 1

point that the "plane sailing" method shOUld not

be used for distances greater thaA about
1000km, aM the same caution would apply 10
the 'Pythagorean method because of the inability
to measure a great circle route as a straightllna
on a projection of a sphere on a flat surface. for
critical measurements, formulae taking aCCount
of the spherical geometry needed to calcolate
great circle distances should be used (see
Elspeth Morrison's article in S&G, October
1986, p216).
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Cotswold Gliders
(Plop.t'. Cox)

Major,or minor repairs in glass, metal and woOO,
resprays and ColA inspections - all at
economical pricesl
Kestrelllibelle aileron drive rebu~ds, also rudder
drive, NO; testing.
;railers manufactured or repaired.
Full machining facilities IOf oversized wing pina,
axles, control rods, etc.
Write or p/1Qne
TONY COX (Senlot Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road, WI1ney
Oxon OX8 6LD. 0993774892
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BERNARD SMYTH
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ally King of Booker, flying a Discus, won the
Standard Class Nationals at Nympsfield in an
exciting last day task.
She scorched round the 263km task at
92.41kmlh, only 0.11 km/h faster than Andy
Davis, of the host Bristol & Gloucestershire Club,
also in a Discus.
Sally, an air traffic controller, of Lacey Green,
near High Wycombe, who has been gliding since
she was 18, had lain in 2nd place all week after
flying the farthest of the outlanders on Day 1,
when Andy Smith (LS-4), of the host club, was the
only one to complete the 208km task.
Andy Smith, who had kept his lead during the
previous five contest days, managed only
83.21 kmlh on the last day so was knocked into

2nd Place.
Sally ended up with 53OOpts, Andy Smith with
5218 and Andy Davis with 5026.
Andy Davis, who was 3'2' during the Nationals,
reckons he lost his chance of victory when he
landed out just a field or so shon of Nympsfield
on Day 3. He needed an extra 1OOft or so togetin
but landed in a field with Justin Will's (LS-4) and
managed only 740pl.s against Sally's winning

STANDARD
CLASS NATIONALS
Nympsfield from June 11·19
For the first time since Ann Burns' success in 1966 a
woman pilot has won a Nationals. Bernard reports on the
start of the competition season.

939.
'l'he weather for the nine day oontest was not
good, except for sunbathing crews, but task setter Graham Mor,ris, the local CF,I, scraped six
contest days out of it. Most of them were barely
more than the minimum task for a possible
1000pt day until the final day, which had strong
thermals and only a light 7kl ENE wind.

Ended up with a
broken collar bone
and a damaged LS-4

The only pilot mishap was on Day 5 when
Graham Smith of London, hit a telephone pole as
he went into a field near Wotton-under-Edge, five
miles from Nympsfield, and ended up with a
broken collar bone and a damaged LS-4.
Mar1yn Wells had landed his LS-4A in the same
field and was able to help out when Graham
ended up with telephone wires round him in the
smashed cockpit.
Graham was tr.eated at hospital in Gloucester
and sent back to Nympsfield shaken, witt:l ,his
arm in a sling and stickiClg plaster on his ,head.
Saturday, June 11, was so murky that lhe OAR
to ludlow Castle was scrubbed, but it gave Sir
Peter &.ott, the club vice-president who opened
the event, a chance to look round the gliders and
meet some competitors.
He spent some tirne with Andy Davis, a memo
ber of the host club, Bristol & Gloucestershire,
and one of the British team in lhe Woods last
year. Sir Peter showed great Interest in modem
flying techniques and ttile maohinery, and
delighted those around him by pUlling ()I,Jt his old
logbooks to show some of the entries when he
won competitions.
Sunday proved tGbe much more ace;;eptable to
the competitors, with "interesting" Jaunches in
marginal conditions. Director Phil AAdrews con-
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Sir Peter Scott 'presenting one of the tliree trophies that go with the Championship title to sally,
watched by Phil Andrews, compet,jtion director.
gratulated the tug pilots next day for managing to
get the field into the air.
lihe 209km task to Hay on Wye, Dcoitwich and
back proved too much in roug'" 3-4kt thermals in
a 35kt wind giving wave in the lee of hills.
Only pilot to make it round was Andy Smith, in
,an LS-4, who used his local knowledge to get
back when everyone else was dropping to eanh.
He is in his second year at Nympsfield, after joining from the Bath and West club, and knew he
would not stay up along the Cotswold edge and
so went across lhe severn to soar along the hills
facing lhe north-easterly. Andy was quickly surrounded' when he 'landed and ooe of' the first to
quiz him was Met man Tom Bradbury.
Second was Sally King, In a Discus, who
landed just 39km shon of "home", at Upton on
Severl'l.Justil1l Wills (LS-4), was 8rd, having
landed just short of the second lP.
Fourteen pilots landed together at Stoke

All the Standard Class
Nationals photographs were
taken by Steve Tromans.
Lacey, near Great Malvern - close to a cider
factory!
Andy Davis landed in a field and while he was
away telephoning some heifers came through a
hole in the hedge. They tramped on and butted
the wings and licked and scratched the canopy.
Roger Targett worked until the early hours on the
rippled wings but Andy said it flew like a brick
with about a 10% loss in periormance.
Andy Smith, almost drowned out by a US aerial
tanker, told the briefing next day how he spent
the winter working on a computer vario - "and it
works," he said. He staned the tasks as early as
he could and got as low as about 1000ft agl.
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Above: The Nympsfleld Pawnee pulls off a com~
Above: Sir Peter Scott shows his logbook to the Bristol & Gloucestershire GC chairman, Barry
walker, centre, and Andy Davls.

Above: sally King finishing on Day & In her Discus. Below: All set. The line-up on the grid.

Above: (;o'11lng In low and fast - Brlan Forrest (
day but sally was faster.

J

•

ItOt
Above: Andy Smith Is congratulated by director Phll Andrews for being the only competitor to
get home on Day 1. Below: Lady Scott tries out the Discus cockpit while Sir Peter asks Andy
Davis about the instruments. Barry Walker is looking on.

back into his stride despite his cow damaged
DiSCus nying like a brick.
Simon Hutchinson (Discus) came 2nd and
Sally Kil'l9 3rd,0.02km/h behind him to hold on to
her overall 2nd position again.

Birthday boys Andy Davis and John Smith
were congratulated on Day 2, which looked premising but turned blue earlier than expected and
then clouded over. After some delay, the fall-back
task of 232km to Long Mynd, Broadway and
back was chosen instead of the A task - Mynd,
Membury and back (302km).
Andy Davis had an anxious Tuesday, Day 3,
with his TP photo of Broadway on Monday
threatening to cost him SO penalty points. But his
second camera proved he had rounded the TP
and he won the day.
Second was Mike Young (Pegasus) and 3rd
Eric Smith (Discus). But Andy Smith stayed in top
overall position.
Tuesday was forecast to be a late start day, and
it was. It was mid-afternoon before the thermals
began in a blue sky with cirrus.
The day proved so poor that a third task had to
be set, out to Ludlow, the MS/MSO junction and
back - 169km. "Crud" coming off the North Sea
caused the A and B tasks (Ledbury, Southam
cement works and back for 201 km and an O/R
Southam, 17Skm) to be scrubbed.
Eleven got back with some close finishers.
Justin Wills and Andy Davis led the outlanders by
landing together in a field just down the slope
from the airfield. sally King kept her form and won
the day by a whisker, keeping her overall position
as No. 2.
Day 4, Wednesday, was another late start and
all but nine managed to complete the 158km to
Bath racecourse and Broadway. Andy Davis got

FINAL RESULTS
Standard Class
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PlIoI

KIng. Solly
Smhh, D.A.
Dovts, A. J.
Wons.M. D.
GoIsfOl'd, P.
Young. M. J.
Wills, T.J.
Hockstt, N. G.
Gsrton, C.
HutchlnlOn, S. N.

CiHnlng, M. F.
Durhom,M.W.
Smllh, E. A.
Hood, LS.
Wobb, M.J.
ForT.... e. A.
Clarite, A.. J.
Goningo, J. P.
McAndrew, G.
Bonoilll. J. D.

wono, P.

GOder

[)tSCU8

LS-4
Discus

LS·8A
DIscus
Pogosus
LS-4

LS-.
Dlocus
Dlscul
PeogaSUB

DI""""

OfacUI B

LS-.
Dhlcul B
pegasus

00·300
LS-4
PegBsus

DIsc,,"

Don,A.
KIng"''', J.
Smhh, G. N. D.
Longr1c:k, D. J.
_1s,C.J.
CO., T.W.
Do.....n, M. A.

LS-4A
DIsCus
LS-4
DIscus
Dlocus
LS-4
Sld Clmnl
LS·4
OO·l00G
Std Orrus

COOk, P.

LS-.

Mlller, A.

L$-4
LS-4
ASW·19
LS-4A
00·300
MW-19B
SId Jomar 3
ASW·19
ASW·19B

Hordl"ll, A. W.

Morczyn"'. Z.

Throesoll. M. G.
Me1:CIIlte,J.
Bromwk:h, R. C.
51uort, T.
Pozerakls, A.

Dorby, M.
Norman, L
snee, P. F.
JoIIory, P.
Smith. J. L J.

P~8UID

PegsSUI

Financial help for the Nationals was given by
Cass-Stephens Insurances Ltd and serendipity Aircraft Sales Ltd. Prizes were given by
Deacons ofSwindon, Hinton Hill Aviation Ltd,
Bu/mers Cider and the host club.

Thursday was scrubbed because of murk, so
on Friday everyone was anxious for a contest
day. But after most of the field had launched and
landed back there was a long wait to see how
those who dared to go had fared.
After a nail-biting time, 12 landed out, three ot
them perilously close to Y - and only one was
needed past Y to make it a contest day while the
bulk of the entrants were sat on the ground.
In the end it turned out that the three in the field
together at the farthest point along track were
only 600 metres short of Y. So it was all a waste of
effort by Justin, Andy Smith and Simon Hutchinson, the three in that field.
Saturday was promising, but it became over·

Doy 1.12.8
2Olll<m ...
Hoyon Wyo.

lloy 2.13.8
232km ...
Long Mynd.

Ludlow castle,

Droltwlch

Broedway

M5IM$O

DIll

(Spood)
167.0
(47.43)
116.6
108.4
112.1
108.6
14O.4
108.6
137.4
131.6
108,6
\ 12.1
108.6
117.6
'054
108.6
101.6
108.6
106,6
117.9
108.6
102.9
.08.6
69.8
111.1

108.6
89.8
122.1
101.6
108.6
108.6
105.4
120.4
89.4
97.'
106.9
108,6
97.1
105.4
28.6
103.9
35.3

Pos

2
1
10
26
-11
-14
3
-14
4
5
-'4
-11
-14
9
-29
-14
-34
-14
28
8
-14
33
-14
-39
13
-14

-39
6
-34
-14
",,14

-29
7
38
-36
27
-14
-36

-29
42
32
41

PIs

735
900
483
442
461
443
602
443
587
558
443
46\
443
488
427
443
408
443
433
490
443
415
443
249
456
443
249
511
406

443
443
427
502

347
388
435
443
388
427
33
420
77

Speed
(DIll)

55.95
51.75

00.03
56.16
54.99
56.42
57.99
56.98
(198.5)
45.68
55.82

52.37
58.29
57.8
(118.4)
(193.5)
1128.9)
57.29
53.47
56.68
(154.9)
(204.7)

48.72
(140.\)
81.4

.c9.47
47.35

(128.9)
1193.51
1'28.9)
(98.3)
(187.0)
(178.11
(186.11
1179.4'
(193.51
(98.3'
(111.4)
(193.5)
46.00

1140.1)
44.68

Pea

9
15
1
8
11
2
4
13
23
20
10
14
3
5
38
-24
=35
6
.2
7
32
22
17
=33
42
'6
18
-35
-24
-35
>4O
28
31
29
30
-24
~4O

39
-24
'9
~33

21

Day 3.14.8

949
897
1000
952
937
900
975
'912
526
821
947
904
978
972
290
511
321
988
918
958
397
544
859
'354
180
868
642
321
511
321
231
492
466
489
469
51'
231
269
938
825
'354

eoa

ISpood)
DIll

(53.53)
(53.43)
167.9
153.33)
(52.6)
152.87)
167.9

183.9
(5331)
(48.77)
168.4
141.6
101.2
(SO.85)
151.581
162.4
(52.7)
(52.691
124.7
62.4
180.9
lSO.9
145.4
169.6
135.9

Pos

,
=2
= 16
-2
-6
5
-16
-18
4
10
-14
27
36
9
8
-20
11
-6
34
41

137.9
189.6
168.4

22
-24
26
.12
=29
-24
40
-18
37
-20
33
-31
28
·.2
-.4

135.9

~29

135.1

-31
38
42
35
39
23

150.9

72.6
'83.9
98.00
162.4

132.2
'35.1.

90.00
61.4

127.00
79.5
182.4

a

Doy5.U.8
I_m'"

Doy 4.15.8
I_m ...
Both.
BrOldway

171km ...

PIs

.cast and distinctly non-soarable at Nympsfield.
But Andy Oavis showed his style by being !he
only one to make it back from Sherborne and
SMaftesbury.
Met man Tom was again seen Quizzing Andy
about how he had managed it. He had gone way
off track to follow the energy and found a 1kt thermal over Chippenham and took it for all it was
worth to get 5000ft asl to get home.
Everything hung on the last day, with Andy
Smith leading on 43SSpts, Sally King 2nd with
4300 and Andy Davis clawing his way upwards
to 3rd with 4028.
The 263km dog leg O/R task 10 the MS/MOO
via Banbury A422 was enough to test the pilots
and get all buttnree of them home in time for !he
presentations by Sir Peter Scott, who popped
back to find out how the Cornp was going.
He had kept in touch by phone from the nearby
Slimbridge Wildfowl Trust each day and said he
was delighted to find his old club thriving.
Andy Davis had paid dearly for coming 10th on
the first day. Andy Smith was able to hang on to
the lead he gained on Day 1 for the next five contest days, despite the efforts of sally and Andy
Davis to topple him.
But in the end sally managed the extra zip
needed to grasp !he title of the first woman
Standard Class Champion.
Sally, who won the EoN trophy, a Hinton Hill
tankard and the Deacons trophy, thanked !he
host club and director Phil Andrews for a good,
relaxed Comp.

Spood
IDlst)

PIs

939
938
740
938
933
934
740
120
937
906

742
608
406

921
926
712
'886
933
524

212
705
655
627
748
580
655
283
720
390

712
561
576
590
748
742
580
576
3SO
207
'488
298

'665

I

&>.78
57.7
66.08
6012
58.81
62.37
51.06
60.'6
63.01
60.5
58.85
59.114
56J
(54.5)
55.13
5365
57.2

(34.21
48.01
SO.85
57.32

52.67
59.00
55.6
59.28
60.33
56.07
('28.91
63.97
47.79
58.53
4&15
(12891
1128.9)
(38.31
61.49

58.03
1135.2)
56.68
47.93
134.21
(54.5)

OIly 8.19.8

283km dog leg
OiR M51M50
on. Bonbury

Sherbourne,
Sheflobury

Pos

PIs

ISpoodI
Dlst

2
16
1
9
20
4
28
6
3
6
13
10
19
-38
23
25
18
-41
30
29
17
27
12
21
11
7
15
,-35
24
31
'4
32
=35
=35
40
5
26
34
22
33
-41
-38

936
815
958
856

168.2
169.2
(60.38)
174.2
170.7
137.2

-787

895
701
857
906
663
834
848

7\l8
98
771
745
806
40
649
698
808
729
837
779
842
860

821

310
751
645
829
$17
3'0
310
52

eeo

'739
326
'777
'601
40
98

151..

177.9
176.9
13&9
175.7

168.4
176.9
173.9
173.2
169.2
'58.2
1582
147.9
181 .•

169.2
156.2
82.6
168.2
173.2
174.2
149.2
177.9
156.2
137.4
150.7
156.2
177.2
168.4
177.9
17'-4
86,9
159.7

133.2
154.7
183.7
18.4

Speed
(Dlst)

Pos

PIs

-22

741
746
847
771
754

83.21
92.3
8M3

588

79.57
89.7~

39
9
-20
=7
12
=13
-17
-22
=28
34
2
-17
27
41
-22
-13

657
790
785
'553
779
742
785
770
766
746
741
681
840
807
746
691
313
741
766

::10

71.,

33
-3
35
36
32
-28
8
-20
-3
15
40
26
38
30
26
42

648
790
'639
587

73.93
78.51
76.06
75.23
81.82
82.43
DNF
76.85
81.67
7567
75.18

654

72.98

681
786
742
790
757
335

64.77
70.07
68.43
77.26
\42.21
76.62
78.31
(199.9)
145.4)
75.22
55.2

-H

1,
·'0
16
37
31
-3
~7

ll99
566

674
719
0

92,41

81.1~

86.41
76,U

7e.67
69.45
711.()o\
78.04
82.55
79.04
00.'
79.71
83-98
75.79

Pos

PIs

I
8
2
-5
4
15
3
-5
22
18

1000
862
998
910
921
/!IJ7
960
910
764

(l5

655
799
784

·16
19
9
-16
13
14
7
27
32
24
26
29
-11
10

793

ToW!
PoInts

5300

5218
5026

4888
4793
4645
4635
4832
4505
4494
4400
4362

41!l4

852

~101

799
815
809
673
750
722
76'
754
742

39711
3972
3971
3938
3914
38117
31110
37118

II3ll

~74

21

766

=11

II3ll

28
-30
33
37
34
36
20
41
23
25
39
40

148
741
706

37011
3874
3587
3587
3490
3454
3449
3428

584

3317

664
639
772

3316
3215
3211

·30
38

850

26

3191

762
758
226

3068
2790
2714
2853
2572
206lI

3:l
741,
440

Provls;onal resuffs.· penalty: DNF=did nOlIry
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SAILPLANE & GUDING

ROGER COOTE

W

listened to the north-westerly wind stirring busily outside, whimpering and moaning in
IttIe crescendos that could only speak of wave.
The next morning produced the sight we had all
been waiting for. The NW wind crossing the Mont
Blanc range was stacking up wave clouds right
across the sky. Vast lenticulars glowed pink in the
morning sun, contrasting brightly with the mounlain snows. Our excitement and enthusiasm was
soon to be tempered. The flying club president
had ordered no flying for the day as a mar1l. of respect tor a German pilot killed after gaining Diamond height the day before.
Every glider pilot knows the pain of viewing a
perfect soaring sky through the office window. To
see such a sky from an airfield to which we had
travelled so far and yet were not allowed to fly,
was pure agony.

"Steadily I tracked up the
side of the mountaIn with
Nigel's briefing
ringing In my ears. "

..

The wave was slill there the next day and that
aftemoon, after I was checked out in the Twin
Astir by Nigel to fly the Junior, I had my first solo
light in the mountains. Low down against the
mountain face the lift was good. Steadily I tracked
up the side of the mountain with. Nigel's briefing
ringing in my ears: "Push her along at no less
than 60kt against the movntain face and never let
~r lower wing point towards the mountain for
too long." What good advice that was.
Aswe clawed our way ,towards the ice-capped
summit of the Blavy ridge the turbulence
increased mar1<edly. The Junior, sweetlycontroll·
able in gentler air, took on the handling characteristics of a \offee pap.er as the turbulent air
currents around the mountain peaks flung me in
and out of lift with increasing, yet q\,Jite unpredictable, violence. When my emergency outlanding
kit stowed behind the seat, flew 'up, and hit me on
the back of the head I1 decided to call it a day.
The next morning it was Dick's turn to fly. That
flight which was the epic of our ex pedition is best
recorded in Dick's wOfds:

AOSTA
A party of Parham pilots, under the auspices of Gloster Gliding and Nigel Palmer, had an enjoyable expedition to Aosta,
Italy this March when Dick Dixon, Southdown GC's CFI,
gained Diamond height.
At the morning briefing the CFI said that a
5000m height gain was possible. With a feeling
of suppressed excitement I started to prepare the
Junior for my first solo flight amongst the high
Alps.
The tug waved me offat just under 3000ft and I
soon wound into the core of the thermals with
solid 8kt al/ round. At 8000ft QFE the lift reduced
and I pushed upwind towards a ragged standing
cloud. Ilost 1000ft before finding another thermal
and climbing to 9000ft.
I was now level with the nearby mountain
peaks and at 10000ft the glider started, almost
imperceptibly, to climb and at 11 000ft I went on
to oxygen. At 14000ft my climb stopped. Some
two miles ahead and upwind was a jagged range
of mountains. I decided to fly at the slopes with
the idea of locating a primary wave and pushed
the speed up to 6Okt, then 70kt as sink increased
dramatically. With 10kt down and the icy summits closing in, I chickened out and returned to
my previous wave. This time I spotted a very large
chunk of lenticular cloud about five miles to
the north.
I realised I wasn't going to get my Diamond in
my present position and the oxygen was half
gone.· So I turned resolutely north and angled
across the down wind towards a great cloud,
calculating I would arrive near its bfilse at
aboul 1 t 00011.
The transition from sink to lift was quite sud-

den. The Junior entered an area of cobblestone
turbulence as I swung along the front of the
cloud. Then With the starboard wing practically
into the great grey mass of vapour, the variometer
swung to okl and the air, for the first time on the
flight, assumed the utter smoothness so characteristic of the magic wave.
A feeling of confidence gripped me as I rode
the Junior up the vertical face of that vast cloud.
To the south and west range upon range of
brilliantly beautiful mountains unfolded.
I decided 10 try for a gain of 20 000ft - 23000ft
on the altimeter. At 22000/1 the rate. of climb
started to reduce and was down to 1kt at
23000ft. Oxygen now gone with about 15min
left at lull flow, I held on for a few minutes enjoying
the view of a lifetime. At 23000ft QFE t was just
over25000ft 8sl.
We celebrated Dick's Diamond that night and
the tension mounted yelagain as I1 realised Ihat
tomormw was 10 be my big chance. But the wave
had 'gone and I only flew once again. A thermal
climbto cloudbase at 850011 which produced my
most worthwhile souvenir of Aosta in photographs that 11 shall treasure for years to come.
So was it all worth it? Going home without a
Diamond or even a Gold, the answer was
definitely yes. We saw some of the most incredible scenery from dazzling vantage points and
flew under conditions we shall never meet within
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COME AND TRY MOTOR GLIDING AT ENSTONE

~\

{#1

~'~

~.

TO LEARN

ADVANCED SOARING TECHNIQUES

TO GAIN

YOUR SLMGPPL *
OUR HIGH PERFORMANCE JANUS
CM, PIK 20E AND GROB G1 09

TO FLY

.

Ring Oxfor.dshire Sportflying Club on 06Q 872 208
.for more information
7 days a week .operaf;on
-Self launching motor glider private pilot's licence

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP
August/September 1988

Tel; 060 872 208
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Jantar Std. Photo: B. F. R. Smyth.

These gliders are all characterised by their
very light elevator control. This makes it only too
easy to over-control and set up a pitching motion,
particularly just after take-off. The other controls
are also very light but light and powerful ailerons
seldom cause any problem. In fact if anything
they make the flying easier. However, because of
the forward wheel position and the rather low
wingtip clearance on most of this class of glider,
low time pilots will have to be careful to keep
straight and prevent the wingtips touching the
ground in a light crosswind. Remember, keep
that left hand down near the release until tne tail is
up and you are sure that you have everything
under complete control.

Forgetting to raise
the wheel
after release

_
_

WHICH
GLIDER?
Part 3

_

The retractable undercarriage shoold not
cause any difficulty. Experience shows that the
most likelycatlse of landing wneel up is forgetting to raise the wheel after release and then
when making the move intending to lower the
wheel, to raise It insfead.
Since quite serious andl expensive, damage
can occur on a wheel up landing, it seems sen·
sible to fit a warning device.

Jantar Std
The latest Jantar Std3 Is a direct descendent of
the original model which went into production
back in the 1970s.
Muoh has been learned about glass-fibre construction and finishing since the early days.
Below: Discus. Photo: B. F. R. Smyth.

DEREK PIGGOTT

Some of the early machines are liable to have
some sul1ace finish deterioration and a very careful inspection of the finish is particularly important
or you may buy a heap of trouble. (This is true of
any of the older lypes.of glass·fibre gliders and of
any machine which is ITlQre than about five years
old or has. 'been left out In all weathers.)
'Ji,I'le Jantar is· a IhorOlJghly practical glider with
a best L/O of about 38:1 and very good high
speed performance. Flying against ,the Std
.Jantars in Australia, 11 fOund them markedly
superior to the Std Cirrus in the straight glides at
about 80kt.
The general handling is straightforward, the
stall similar to most glass two-seaters and the airbrakes are powerful enough to give confidence in

This final article considers the top
They are all suitable for low time pi!
have flown several types of other so
glass-fibre glider.
early field landings.
Although not quite as good as the very latest in
Standard Class machines, the Jantar Std makes
a very g,ood interim machine for the pilot aspiring
to enter competitions seriously,
.

ASW-19
This design superseded the ASW-15 and
made use of carbon-fibres for the main spar
booms saving weight and enabling a thinner
aerofoil' to be used. ill is a truly great design and
very suitable as a'firsl glass machine for any well
trained solo pilot.
Personally, I prefer to have a more positive feel
to the ailerons. like the ASW-1 5 and GlubUbelle,
the ailerons on this machin~ are so tight that I
Below: Centrair Pegasus. Photo: B. H. Bryce-Smllll.

DG-300, D, Taylor.

LS-4

) competition machllnes of the Standard Class which I have flown.
pilots of about Bronze C standard with the proviso that the pilots
solo machines and have some experience in a modern two-seater

I.

When first produced the LS-4 oHered the
highest perlormance of all the Standard Class
machines. Again it has superb handling and stalling characteristics and very, very powerlul
airbrakes.
One clever feature is the positioning of the
undercarriage and airbrake level on the left hand
side of the cockpit which is so arranged that the
pilot cannot mistake the fact that he has left the
wheel up.
Compared with some of the others the
clearance between the bottom of the fuselage
and the ground is rather small and the aircraft sits
on the ground at a very shallow angle. This might
be a problem flying from a very small or rough
site.

Discus

always have the suspicion for a moment on takeoff that they may be disconnected. In very rough
weather they feel on, the vergeo! snatching. 'am
sure after .one or two flights this feeling wOuld disappear but don't be su rprised if' you get the same
impression as you make your first flight in it.
Like the ASW-15 and all the WaibetlSchleicher
designs, the ASW-19 has the rather expensive to
repair, double moulded skins sandwich construction. But it is a beautiful design and the one
chosen, by the BGA for instructor crosscountry training'.

Centralr pegasus
This is another super glider, very similar in
handling and performance to the ASW-19 but

perhaps with a more progressive feel to the
ailerons.
The latest model has tail waterballasting but
this is of no importance 10 the inexperienced pilot
who will wanlto fly it with the C of G well forward
at first.
For the inexperienced glider pilot, the question
of buying French or German revolves mainly
around the possible delivery dales and the
exchange rates.
'For a number of years Centrair, the designers
and constructors of the Pegasus, built comPOIlents for the ASW-20 before branching out on
their own. So althoogh lhe Pegasus was their first
production glider, the constructors were already
quite experienced glider builders.

Below: tS-4. Photo: 'R-D- Bryce-Smith.

Another classic design. At the time of writing
the Discus lis still the favoured competition
machine although it is suitable for any well
t"ained solo pilot.
I' had the pleasure of flying one at the lasham
Regionals and found it a real joy. The mUlti-stage
swept leading edge to the Wing, which seems to
be the latest style to be adopfe(!, was originally
introduced bylhe American Will Schuman.
Within·a very short lime the German Akaflieg had
checked Ihe prinCiple and the Discus was the
first production machine to use it. The idea is to
induce an oulward flow in Ihe boundary layer of
the top surface of the wing 10 reduce the normal
inflow caused by the flow around the wingtips. 'By
doing this, Ihe induced drag can theoretically be
reduced because il weakens the vortices.
Whether this is in fact Ihe reason for the success
of the Discus is open 10 argument, but it certainly

WHICH GLIDER?

PIGGOTT
Windcones made in Ministry of Oefence
Hypalon~. also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
and
National.
Advertising
Flags
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in Steel,
Aluminium. Fibreglass and Timber suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Nr. Ongar, Essex CM 5 gPJ

Tel 0277363262

Telex 995457 (Piggor)

IMAGINE

DG-300 Club

Mountain soaring,
wave and thermal flying
in glorious Spain

*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

Join us for tailor-made holidays
Families or individuals welcome
Be9inners and pundits alike will enjoy breath·
taking scenery in our Grob 1096
Instrument Ilying. cross-country, field landing
instruction
Relax in our luxury private vHla, with pool. and
experience the holiday of a I'ifetime

Conract
The 8ertons 01 1f49 9346101-953-9689

GLIDING IN SPAIN
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per;forms. well and is a joy to fly.
When the idea was fir~t muted I thought it
might cause lip stalling like othef forms of moderate sweept)ack. But the stall is'very docile and it
is only If you attempt 10 make it spin fully ,that it
behaves a little more positively than, most of the
other designs.
If really provo'ked it will ,spin fully but the
recovery is excellent Incidentally, a recent option
is the fullyaerobatic version ·of this popular
machine.
A good: featur-e which I hope will become standard practice, if not a requirement for all future
designs, is that all the controls are automatically
connected when rigging the wings and tail.

When this machine was first produced several
years ago it was in the top of the Standard Class
competition machines. But developments were
rapid and the design has now been relegated to
the Olub Class to enable production costs to be
kept to a minimum.
The competition version had a "blown" wing
with air blown out through hundreds of tiny holes
on the underside of the wing to prevent a laminar
separation bubble and l:1igher drag.
The Club versioo has the same wing but
unblown and the options of a fixed main wheel
and waterballast tanks. The representative at the
BGA Conference this spring mentioned that it
was their intention to have the aircraft certified as
fully aerobatic as the airframe was quite strong

enough to meet the requirements. By widening
the market in this way, DG will be able to keep the
price lower and they hope it will become ,a popular .club machine which will continue in series
productioo for many years. Performance addicts
should be able 10 add serrated tape turnulators to
obtain most of the advantage of the original
blown wing.
Obviously the DG·300 is a very strong
machine and it certain'ly has very n'ice handling
characteristics and pQwerful airbrakes,
So· which ef these lovely machines would you
choose? There is not much between them for
handling and general gliding. They all have about
40:1 or better best .gliding angles.
:Experience shows that you cannot hope to be
really competitive until you have been flying
gliders for three or four years. Up to that time it is
t1nlikely Ih~t you wOl:lld find much advantage in
carrying waterballast. Bul three years isa long
time, so probably you, will buy what you. can have
without a long delay. Remember also that the
glider lsooly pari (lfthe outfit. To make the most of
it you need a minimum of .good reliable and
simple instruments with near perfect total energy
compensation, and if you land out, a sound
trailer.
I envy you if you can buy any of these ships. For
the time being I will have to stick to my good old
Astir and hope to beal you by cunning:
NB. There are other very nice gliders in this
category, but so far I haven't had the luck to
try them.

a
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'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' J
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wnhout doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
Selected for Ministry of Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIMEI"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our
su perb range of fittings to order.

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding Isealing system which means no more lcose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
TYPE APPROVED HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Narco HT830 inel. VOR
CALL
STS AV76(XjVOA
_.............•...... £290.00
ICOM ICA-2
_..........• ,
, .•....• , .. , .•....•.. ,
CALL
ICOM ICA·20 lnet VOR
CALL
KINO. KX99 inel. VOR
,., .eAU.
Most handheld spares and accessorie$' stocked. Also - Flying Clothing; Nato Styte

jumpers, shifts, gloves, jacke/setc plus maps, flight cases and other equipment. All
prices exclude VAT, Postage & Pac1<aging.
For all your pilors
equipment needs wri/e ro:

FLlTE-L1NES

MARKETING
P.O. Box 488,
Bristol 8599 1H5
or Call 0272-710043
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B-21 vario
(58mm or 80mm)
Pressure transducer
technology
Electronically gust
liltered
2 speed response
Altitude compensated
No Radio Frequency
Interference

*

0488 72224

*

NEW
Aviation Action Videos - 90 Tllles covering Air, Land and Sea action WWI&II
to present day air shows. Titles such as "Drop Zone Normandy" (Glider operations on D·Dayj
and ''The Mosquito Story" & "The History of the RAF" - send for Catalogue. Terrific
winter watching.

* NEW *

Borgelt Instruments Vario/Glide Computer Systems

This well established range of Glider Audio Vario and Computer Systems are now available in
this country exclusively from us. If you are upgrading to an electric Vado or need a full system
please write m eaU for informatiofl 'before making any decision.

Borgelt Instruments
62'1 Variometer
,
624 S.ClAvrgrlNetto/Audio

£220.00
£335.00

820 Audio Unil , , . , ,
, .. , .. ,. £55.00
825 Final Glide/NavComputer . £415.00

8·24 Full time
digital averager
Full time speed

B-~5 Final
Glide/N8I'igation

command
4 tone clear audio

Easy to use
Programmable before
flight
May be altered in
flight
Large, clear displays

Feeds nelto signal to
B-21 in cruise

COmputer

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

DAVID 8RETI

Glider Rides of America is an organisation
giving flights to the general public., My interest
was aroused when their adyertisements started
appearing in the Tampa, Tnoune, one of Florida's
fop newspapers, offering rides in. the remarkable
three-seater Schweizer2-32 sailplane from 12
locations.
On offer were the Outer Spaoe Ride .to 3200ft
at $39.95; Tlie Fantastic J'oumey to 4000ft at
$59.95 and the Mile High Ride at $79.95, the two
passengers being in the rear cockpit.
One of the locations is in Florida, Where I
escape the Canadian winter, so I went to Topp of
Tamps, a general aviation airfield 20 miles NE of
Tamps, to investigate.
I arrived on a beautifully clear, but unlypically
cool day in March; 10 see two brightly painted
17m Schweizer 2·32s par1<ed on the grass, adjacenlto the 3700ft paved runway near 10 a Piper
Pawnee lug.

TWo tugs

_

The Glider Rides of America offioe was in one
comer of Ihe hangar and I found Virginia Reidy
busy taking bookings. She said the season was
January 1 to March 31, which is iFlorida'shigh
season. They had two tugs and lwo 2'-32s with
three pilots doubling on tugs and gliders.
While talking to' Virginia a couple arrived and
gave me the opportunity to, see a typical flight. On
the walk to the glider Rick,the tug pilot for this trip,
explained thal the control columr:l, by law, had to
be removed from the rear cockpit, and they also
prudently disconnected the tow rope release.

$1000 off
. ,........".

.... ,J.4111

3995 x 2

~

79.90

Less 10.00
TOllll tor 2 = 69.90

973-0590

----------------------The advertisement offering the rides.
GUIlIII RIDES OF AMERICA
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Gliding in the United States is divided between member
clubs and commercial operations so Americans are used to
paying flying fees to "Gliding Inc" or "Soaring Inc" at their
gJiderpor1s and soaring ranches. But even they were taken
by surprise at this latest commercial venture investigated
for us by David.

_

Three pilots

----- COUPON-

ANOTHER DAY
ANOIHER DOLLAR

Mary and T1m Essenweln ready for the ride of
their life. Photo: Davld Brett.
Mary Essenwein had bought two $7,9,95certificates as, a Christmas present for her husband
Tim and now, cameras at the ready, they were
eager for their Mile High Ride. With Steve at the
controls the combination rose gracefully and the
rate of climb was quite impressive despite the
2-32's all up weight of well over 1400bs.
Back in the office Virginia was welcoming
another young couple and she managed to sell
them a ''thrill'' extra fOf $1 0 each. Virginia whis·
pered she was not allowed to say aerobatics - it
is just a few steep dives and wingovers.
Weekdays were usually quiet but she said
weekends were hectic with the record; so far
being·34 flights in one day. She reckoned there
were no passenger stereotypes. The only consis·
tency she had notioed was that wives IIwariably
asked for car kE¥> and Wallets from husbands
about to take a flight.
After flying', Rick and Steve' explained it was a
franchise and the owner of this particular one
was John Homrock who had the day off. The
whote idea was the brainchild of Richard Zisa
and Robert Forrest who had started in a small
way In New England and were now going
national.
The philosophy is the use of the three-seater
near high population areas and using blanket
advertising. With 2-32s changing hands at
$35000, three times what they cost new, the pro-

ject could well be self-limiting, expecially as there
are probably only a 100 or so of these gliders
in existence.
It was close to six o'clock and I had one last
question. "What happens when you hit a 6kt thermal while descending from the Mile High Ride
with passengers?" They both laughed and Rick
answered: "Obviously if we have passengers
waiting we can't take too long, but if there is not
one waiting I'll always give it a go," Steve
nodded agreement.
I left feeling somewhat envious of two people
doing what they enjoyed and getting paid for it an ambition realised by very few of us.
(The rate of exchange in March was $1.80 to
the UK pound.)

NB. We have just heard from David that a couple
were recently married from the back seat of the
2-32. The groom was Lou Szar1<a who flew at
Bicester during the 19705 while working for the
USAF at Upper Heyford.

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set

TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* speech
Full power transmitter
quality.

with excellent

* works
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
both distant and close range.
* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CM and NATS approved.
All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from
GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422

H.T. CommunicetiOllI, P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON llIAMES, Middl_x. 1W11 7TA
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NICHOLAS GOODHART

THE BONNIE BA IS
OF LOCH LEVEN
CHOSEN BY THE ARMCHAIR PILOT

No flight so caught the imagination of the
Arm-Chair pilot in his high-chair days as Nick
Goodhart's trip from Lasham to Portmoak in
the 1959 Nationals. His article is a mat1er-offact account of a flight so far from mat1er-offact that it is still the UK goal record
(579.36km) and the 500km goal speed
record. Thermal, cloud, hill, wave, it's all
there.
Some of the units read a lit1le oddly now,
but are easily converted. Note the task which
led to the flight. the glorious task of free distance (will we be reprinting today's best
competition flights in thirty years time?).
What the article does not say is (I think I
heard this from the author himself) that for
the third launch at 1303 he forgot to change
his declaration to something more
achievable_

opening day of the National Championships seemed very promising at briefing
when a forecast was given which indicated the
possibility of a day of thermal soaring with a
strong tail wind, and a chance of thunderstorms
in the evening which might add a considerable
extra distance. The task for the day of "free distance" meant that one had no problem except to
decide on the earliest time at which it would be
safe to get .started. The forecast had: indicated
that thermals of a sufficient size might develop by
1030 ·Of so, so I was· not worried when, I found
myself ready for first take-oH at 1045, despite the
failure of any cumulus clouds to appear.
My estimate of the possibility of a very long
flight had led me to make a goal declaration of
Portmoak, the fine new site of the SCottish Gliding
Union on the south-east corner of Loch Leven.
This somewhat optimistic declaration had no
significance as far as the competition went, since,
in a free distance task, there are no bonus points
for declaring one's goal. I had therefore chosen
Porimoak as being the ultimate possibility, rather
than with any thought of there being a reasonable
likelihood of getting there.
As soon as I was airborne it became apparent
that I had considerably over-estimated conditions, and in fact with in half an hour I was forced
to land back at Lasham. As I landed I saw DeaneDrummond slowly creeping up in a weak thermal
and setting off, so immediately after landing I got
a new take-oH time and was towed off again. Half
an hou r later I was back on the ground again, with
my morale at an extremely low level, as I was con-
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"My crew'lI tak' the low road and I'll tak' the high road, And
I'll be in Scotland afore them ... "
- with apologies to ANON.
vincedthat several others who had already left
would be far ahead of me.
Finally at 1303 I got my third and last tow (only
three tows are permitted on one competition
day). But this time ,the picture was entirely different, good streets of cumulus had formed all
over the sky.and it was irnmediatelyapparent that
the clouds had good thermals underneath them. I
released a mile south-east of ,the airfield in 300 or
400fpm and was· carried straight up to near
cloudbase at 3000ft asl. There was a south-east
wind of15-1' 8kt and a good street of cumulus led
straigl;1t away on a track of about 330°. Under this
street. lift was so plentiful that it was virtually
unnecessary to circle, with 1he result that 40
minutes· later I found myself slightly west of
Kidlington at the end of my cloUd street, having
averaged close to 7Ornph. From here on, cloud
streets were Jless well defined and it became
necessary to step frOni cloud to cloud. However,
cloud base was steadily rising and reached
5000ft ,during the next ,phase of the flight, which
involved flying through the Birmingham Control
Zone and Am'ber 1. iln these areas the cvmulus
had built up, to quite considerable heights. and it
was tantalising lindeed to have to break off the
climb under several promising cloud's.. However,
lhere were no serious low points and I was able 10
1<eep going, albeit at a much: slower speed since I
was now trying to make ground towards the east
in order to ensure that I went up the east side of
the Pennines.

"Coming out of this
cloud I was immediately
presented with a
good growing cu-nim ... "
By 1600 I was just by Chesterfield and came to
my first chance to enter cloud, getting a rather
slow climb to 75OOft. Coming out of this cloud I
was immediately presented with a good growing
cu-nim, but was above the base and had to enter
it from the side; below me David Ince's red and
white Oly 419 stood out clearly as he headed for
the same cloud. Despite my entering from the

side, I was soon able to find a core of lift which
quickly built up to over 2000ft a minute. This was
quite tne roughest cloud I, I:lave ever been in; the
turbulence was such that I was cOl1vinced that I
must be on the edge of the main lift area, but no
amount of searching would show smooth lift but
only svcceeded in producing temporary interrugtions in the climb.
Soon after passing 10000ft I realised that Ihe
climb might go quite high, so fished out my
oxygen mask and turned on the oxygen. For.tunately the mask is easy to put on·, so even ,in the
extreme turbulence I was soon sorted out anc:1
giving full attention to the climb; but after a quarter of an hour and at 18 OOOft I could find no more
lift, so straightened up on a northerly heading to
come out of the cloud.

"... a huge anvil spreading
out over my head made
everything seem very
dark and uncheerful."
It was at this point that I received a very severe
shock through both feet where they were resting
against the rudder cables, although in fact I had
not seen much lightning. Soon I came 'out of the
side of the. cloud and was in clear air. However,
the ground was quite invisible through the murk
below, and a huge anvil spreading out over my
head made everything seem very dark and
uncheerful.
When I finally got enough: of the canopy clear
of ice 10 'be able to see out properl,y, I could see
that there was a very considerable load of wing
icing of a most interesting but incredibly
unaerodynamic sf:lape, and if my ,instruments
were right I was only getting a still air gliding ratio
of something like 1:14. One wonders under such
circvmstance what on earth is the best speed
to ny.
Now that I could 'see a little bit, I realised that
there was another band of cumulus 20 miles or
so ahead, and I was able to enter this at just over
to ()()()ft and get carried back to 15500. On coming out of this cloud it was apparent that there
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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get out on account of the strong wind until help
came, but of course I was soon surrounded by a
cheerful crowd of Scottish Gliding Unionists, into
whose wonderfully hospitable hands I was
delighted to fall i•
So much then 'for my story, but that is not the
whole tale by a long .chalk. There should be
another complete chapter covering the marathon
36hr retrieve by Bill Swift and Sammy Sansom,
but if you want that story you will have to ask one
of them for it.
Statistics:
Air Distance
360 miles
Average speed .'
56,4 mph
Total road distance
960 miles
Petrol used
69 gallons
Water used. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 buckets
(we were having a little radiator cap trouble)
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The map and barograph trace from the original article.
was nothing further in the way of clouds out in
front.
The ground was still hidden in a layer of misty
haze and the question arose as to which way to
steer. I had not bothered to get any high altitude
wind forecasts for this area, and it was over an
hour since I had last seen the ground. For want of
abetter coorse I headed due north, and slowly as
I got lower I ~an to be able to see something
through the maze.
At first 11 got the somewhat discouraging
Impression that I was over the sea, but luckily this
was nO! so, and by the time I was down to 8000ft.
loould make out that I was over moorland; and at
about this height I was glad to say goodbye to the
lee, which was so seriously affecting my performance. About 20ft of this ice came off the port wing
in one piece and I saw it sailing away behind me.
A 20ft ice spear may have come as rather a surprise to some enthusiastic moor walker.
At 4500ft I succeeded in identifying my position over a .railway line 20 miles east of Carlisle,
and at this pOint was su rprised to find very weak
lift at about SOfpm.
Thls lift was clearly of walle type, and by heading just south 01 east I was able to keep, in It and
gain about 500ft. However, try~s I could, I could
gain no more and so was forced to set off again
on what was clearly a final ·glide. Purely by
chance, and trying to stretch my final glide to the
limit, I happened into the valley which carries the
Carlisle to Edinburgh railway just north of a place
called Newcastleton. The ground wind was
obviously very strong from a' point just south of
east, and I was busily engaged in, selecting
myself a safe landing field when suddenly I foulild
good lift on a windward facing slope, the characteristic smoothness of which clearly indicated
that it was of wave ,type.
Quickly forgettingcall thought of landing, I started working this wave 'lift and for a while was
actualy getting 1000fVmin out of it. By con-
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Records: British distance, British goal, UK distance, UK goal and UK 500km speed record.a

tinuous trial and error I kept in the area of maximum lift, and to my intense surprise in some
three-quarters of an hour I managed to reach
10000ft. Barring unforeseen circumstance, this
was clearly enough ·to reach Portmoak, so I set off
heading considerably east of north, and by taking
advantage of a few minor waves I found myself
crossing Edinburgh al 6000ft.
Portmoak was obviously in the bag, but there
was one major problem. I had never been there
before and the site was not marked on my map. I
had a reasonably strong conviction that it lay at
the south-east corner of Loch Leven, but what it
looked like I had nQ idea. I was therefore
extremely glad of my excess altitude, knowing
that l'would have time to explore a little to find it. In
the event, this problem was easily solved as the
field was very obvious indeed, due to the cable
retrieving tracks running the length of it and the
hangar in the corner.

the low stratus already
covering the hilltops made
me unenthusiastic about
pressing on Into the Scottish
hinterland . .. "
H. • •

With 4000ft to go, I could of course have gone
on and scored more miles towards the competition. However, a Quick look at the low stratus
already covering the hilltops made me
unenthusiastic about pressing on into the Scottish hinterland, and anyway I was miserably cold
and tired, so without a second thought I pulled
the dive brakes and ruslhed down to land. The
ground wind at Portmoa'k was strong and a touch
north of east, so I might not have got so very
much farther anyway. After landing I did not dare

A REAL
GLIDER PILOT:
• Never believes lan McCaskill's weather
forecasts.
• Is unable to sleep before a good day.
• Forgets to tell the boss he's taking a day off.
• Only flies in Comps if certain of finishing in
the bottom third.
• Always oversets task.
• Never arranges a crew.
• Uses lighthouses as TPs.
• Spends previous evening drawing lines on
maps.
• Redraws them five minutes before launch
on following day.
• Throws maps through DV panel half-way
round task.
• Always remembers drinks, sandwiches, pub
guide and lucky hat.
• Occasionally forgets spar pin.
• Doesn't wear funny coloured sunglasses.
• Listens to 130.1 and knows who "JJ" is.
• Runs out of pee-bags with 300km to go,
but Presses On Regardless.
• Puts his faith in a PZL and the Mark I bum.
• Gets away from 250ft in 8kt thermal.
• Eyeballs final glide.
• Lands in field within sight of base.
• Knows the best ways to crash.
• Owns a ten year-old wreck with a marginal
MOT as a retrieve car.
• Drops unconscious at 9.00pm after one pint
of Old Crudgington's.
• Takes trailer to Aboyne during the autumn
and plays golf.
• Keeps his hand in during the winter by
worrying sheep at Talgarth.
• Soars wave listening to Jean-Michel Jarre
on the Walkman.
• Hasn't claimed the UK 100km badge.
• Never thinks he won't get back.
• Is a complete and utter optimist.
CAPTAIN KIRK
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MARY MEAGHER

5

0 what was I doing, at the age of 53, up
on the top of this precipice, floundering into
the harness of a hang glider? Well, despite
occasional ruffling of feathers, it is our sister
sport, this hang gliding. It is something I have
always wanted to try. And not getting any
younger, it's now or never! (They told me later
about the FODS factor.)
School chum of one of my kids, a redhaired cheerful lad named Nick Lamond, had
offered to take me for a ride (on/in/under) his
hang gtider. This Nick 1,amond is the one who
soaring down a nursery slope, looked up from
the pleasant view of daisies and buttercups to
seea cow, broadside on, right in front of him.
He yelled at the cow but it didn't move, so he
flared up and stalled into the cow which was,
Nick said, like stalling into a wall of beef.
When he staggered to his feet (the cow also
survived), a ripple of laughter and applause
resounded from the onlookers on the ridge.
All he could do was take a bow.
"How can your hang glider possibly carry
two of us?" I asked Nick. "Easy" he assured
me, "you can even have three or four, all
clipped into the hangpoint". Just like a bunch
of grapes. I had my doubts. But I did really
want to try it.
"Can you imagine what would happen if
you have a heavy landing?" "I'd rather have
something substantial between me and the
ground:' "I tried it but I broke my leg:' "You
must be out of your mind:' This sums up the
opinion of the other glider pilots at Booker.

"It looked fantastic. It
looked so easy. It
looked terrifying."
And yet ... I went to Rossilli Bay in West
Wales last summer and there on the top of the
hill people were strapping wings on their
backs, stepping off into space and soaring!
Over the ,ridge, on the strong smooth wind
from the sea, five or six hundred feet above us,
staying up and eventually turning to land with
a few steps back on top. It looked fantastic. It
looked so easy. It looked terrifying! (The
FODS factor again.)
I introduced myself as a glider pilot. Felt
downright apologetic to admit I had the Silver
C. The same height, distance and endurance
qualifications are required for the BHGA
Delta Silver C, and believe me it ain't easy to
do it strapped under one of those umbrellas.
The glide ratio in tile best of them is about 1:8.
If you've done it in a proper glider it's just too
easy.
The British Hang Gliding Association
leaflets are very reassuring. "First and
foremost" they promised "you are not just
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MARY GOES
HANG GLIDING
"It is not true that hang gliders can only be f,lown by strong
young men ... but you have to be fit and ~ctive with your
muscles in good trim and this is more usual in the young
than the old ..."
thrown off the top of a hill. Training is very
progressive. First flights are from low, gentle
slopes - won't even be as high as 20ft:' That
sounded all right. I don't like high places. Not
cliffs, not ladders, not high buildings. If
you've got wings, it's different. We all know
that. I sent off my money ...

•

•

•

•

Arrived at the Wiltshire Hang Gliding
Centre forty minutes late, got stuck in the
traffic. Just in time to see them leaving without
me. The gal in the office kindly gave me directions to Martinsell Hill - turn right at the
garage, Milton Lilbourne turn right again, and
you can't miss it.
There they were, up on the brow of the hilI,
on the grassy slope, four fit young men,
assembling what turned out to be a Polaris.
Shaped battens, airfoil wing, nice modern
hang glider. It was blowing a haoUe! We took
the glider apart and put it back together again.
We made sure all the bits were properly done
up and in good condition. The mnemonic for
hang gliding is:
Swank. Sails, Wires, Airframe, Nuts &
Bolts, Kingpost. And before you jump off the
cliffShow. Straps (attached to glider, attached
to pilot?)
Helmet - secure
Obstructions - nothing in the way
Wind - toss up a bit of grass to check the
wind.
Right. "You must be Mary" the instructor
greeted me. Very very young, he was. Named
Paul. He concealed his reservations very well,
but I knew I had not made a good first impression, being fat, female, over forty and late!
Paul rigged up a triangular scaffolding of
pipes, with a hook dangling down, and
announced "This is the simulator". Terry
stepped inJo the apron and straps, climbed
nimbly up into the framework, and hung up
his caribiner, and Paul showed him how to
shift his body weight to steer. I had done that
once, at an airshow. The RAF had a hang
glider "simulator" set up and all the kids had

a go hanging in the harness, and so did I, but
the RAF had prov,ided a chair to climb up on.
The next pupil, Tim, lightly swung himself up
into pOSition. I could see that without a chair
I was going to have a real problem. Went
scouting around in the van. In the bushes. No
chair. No boxes. At last' found a stump not
far away, and when it was my turn, I
apologised for my weakness ,and they condescendingly moved the, triangle of pipes into
position over the stump and I climbed up and
hung in there. So far so good.
"Now we are readY,' Paul announced, "for
dynamic tethered mghts~' He produced four
lengths of rope and tied the longest one on the
back, one on each wingtip and a loop ,on the
front.
"You've done ,this before, haven't you,
Terry? You go first". So sandy-haired big
strong muscular Terry clambered into the
harness, attached himself to the glider, hung
suspended to test the attachment, and then
stood up, taking the weight of the glider on his
shoulders. About 701bs, It>he glider weighs. Tim
took the long brake rope, Alistair one of the
wingtip tethers, I the other, and Paul assumed
position in froRt. I figured we would just sort
of stand there and hold him down, While Terry
hung in the middle and flew like a kite. No. It
was blowing a good 20kt up over the hill, but
it wasn't that strong. Up until this point I
hadn't been worried, not so much. Ignorance
is bliss.

"l couldn't get up. I
was absolutely and
completely turned to jelly."
"When you are ready to fly". instructed
Paul, "you must say Release! And only then
will I let go of the front wires". "Release", said
Terry. "Run!!!" said Paul. And we all began
to run down the gr.assy slope, five of us
together. Leaping over the lumpy grass hummocks and tussocks and rabbit holes and
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MARY GOES HANG GLIDING

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES

sheep droppings like lemmings, right for the
edge ofthe cliff! "BmkeH!" yelled Paul, and
Tim dug in his heels and Paul and AJistair held
back and t fell down. I couldn't get up. I was
absolutely and completely turned to jelly. I
was too ,old for this. I was not fit enough or
young enough or strong enou"gh or fast
enough or brave enough to go pelting down a
slippery slope to the edge of a drop-off
holding on to the end of a rQPe, let alone be
strapped under that cumbrous ~ontraption
and run for t,he brink. The time had come to
chicken out. This was too much for me. I said
I thought I couldn't do it. Paul said if thl;Y
went too fast for me I could drop the rope, it
didn't matter. Tim got in the harness next, had
three goes, then Alistair. Then "Come on,
Mary, it's your turn". I said I wasn't going to
do it. I said I didn"t want to do it. They made
me do it.

"I went lumbering down
the slope and suddenly was
lifted and went light . . .~'
And do you know, with the wings strapped
on your back, it wasn't so terr,ifying running
down the bank! Pau'! ran backwards in front
of me, telling me what to do. Svengali-Iike, he
fixed me with his glittering blue eyes, and I
obeyed. I went lumbering down the slope, and
suddenly was lifted, and went light, and flew,
and "Brake!!!" hoUered Paul, and down I
came and folded up. I am very good at folding
up. I just go limp.
"Very good, Mary", I turned found in the
harness, and we all walked back up together.
1\vice more, and I began to get used to it. After
lunch in the van (young Alistair's mum had
packed him a big lunch and 'he kindly gave me
a sandwich as I had forgotten to bring provisions), we went back to the slope and each of
us did twelve mere tethered hops. Learning to
shift the weight to control the glider. Push out
to flare, pull in to go faster. Move your body
toward the wingtip that goes down to,turn. By
the end of the day I was getting used to the
brink.
The following morning Paul said he would
take us to Milk Hill, it would be easier as there
was no drop-off. By this time I had confessed that I was a glider pilot, and Paul thawed
out a bit. "I wish more glider pilots would go
on the course" he commented. "We have a lot
in common, and it would lead to more
understanding". We carried the glider up Milk
Hill, and I was happy to see ,that the top was
gently rounded, sloping gently, all the way
down. We didn't go all the way down, though.
The programme was the same as before,
tethered hops, but this time no wingmen required, so we had a bit of leisure, time to sit
and roost and .enjoy the view. Another chap
August/September 1988

turned up who had already done the first day
of the course, so af,ter lunch Paul took us to
Draycott Hill nearb,y for our first attempt at
a free flight down a nursery slope.
Draycott Hill is built like a Greek theatre,
a perfect bow~, open to the south-west winds.
But wind there was none, none at aill. "Just
right" said Paul, "no turbulence". Only one
rope now, tied to the kingpost that sticks up
on the top of the glider. The student stood up,
picked up the glider and balanced it, nobody
in front this time! "Run!!!" hollered Paul
from behind, andleaping down tile slope, one
by one, the others got airborne and made it
safely to the bottom, arriving more or less on
their feet. My turn. I struggled to balance the
glider. It weighed a ton with no wind to pick
it up. I began to run. I couldn't run fast
enough. I fell down and went rolling down the
slope, on the training wheels, lippety lippety
lippety, just like a go-cart, down over the grass
with my feet dragging along behind anc
harness apron providing the necessary protec,
tion for my body. "The problem is:' said Paul,
"you've got to run fast enough to get up flying speed. Come on, Mary. Try again. We'll all
give you a push".
So they all got behind me and gave a mighty
shove, and I ran like mad as fast as I could, and
suddenly went light and r was flying and I had
control, and Paul behind me dropped the
repej and I flew like Superman!!! Fantastic!
Beautiful. Twenty feet up! Relax! Over a bit,
shift the weight That's perfect! Now, the
landing. Coming down. Flare now! Push out

4'Just as well the third day
was scrubbed because
I had trouble walking."

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICES1ER, OXON

lel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

PESCHGES THE BEST ELECTRONIC
VARIOMETER AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
• UNBEATABLE VP4
SERIES FROM £710+VAT

Slowly, gently, a couple of steps and safely
down. That was it for the day. Next day the
weather was grot so we sat in a lecture and
watched a video of people soaring the Alps
and Rosselli 8ay and I'm supposed to go back
again for one more day. Just as well the third
day was scrubbed because I had trouble walking. Couldn't move. Muscles all seized up.
Sewed the BHGA badge to my sleeve and
.flaunted it at Booker. "You've never been hang
gliding?'!" They couldn't believe it. I'm going
to go again, too. I'm in training. Every night
I'm going for a run, and lost eight pounds
already. RealisticallY, I know I'm over the hill
for buying, a hang glider and dragging it up the
slope all by myself, not possible. But it is, a
tremendous thrill and it is oot that dangerous
the way they teach you. (These hang glider ,instructors, are Real Men! Imagine running
backwards toward a precipice pell mell pursued by a gaggle of waUies?) And some day I
will step off the edge at Rossel1i! The FODS
factor? Fly OR Die, Sucker!

a

• AMAZING VP3 & VP5
FOR DEDICATED
X·COUNTRY FLIERS
• EXCEPTIONAL WARRANlY
• CHOICE OF TOP PILOTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
FROM THE ONLY APPROVED
UKAGENT:

~@.t{f.@) df/@,t{f.!f@.tll.lftJ. @
ASSOCIATES

"If!/'

BOB SZULC
UNIT 9
EAGLE INOUSTRIAL ESTATE
BAGNALL STREET
GREAT BRIDGE. TIPTON
WEST MIDLANDS OY4 7BS
Tel: 021·520 6415

Telex: 336481
Fax: 021-520-6410

TED LYSAKOWSKI
54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel: (0277) 352418

EVENINGS
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NATIONAL LADDERS
There were a healthy number of entries on the
ladders for June and some very good scores
for this early in the season.
Open, ladder
Leading pilot

1. A Davis
2. T, 'Stuart
3. t. lE. Macfadyen
4. R. Pentecost
5. D, Macpherson
6. P. A. King

Club
Bristol & Glos

Fits

PIs

3
4
4
3
4
4

4618
4313
4012
3576

Club
Surrey & Hants
Cotswold

FIts

PIs

2

Midland

2

2438
1869
970
812

Midland
Midland

2

790

1

687

London

Cotswold
'Surrey & Hants
London
Midland

A MEDAL FOR BARRY

7092
5582

Club ladder
Leading pilot

1. C. 'S. 'Slarkey
2. M. Gribble
3. L Royds
4. M. Wells
5. J. 'Stuart
6. D. langdon

RAf

4
1

MANDATORY INSURANCE COVER
The BGA Executive have recently looked at
the minimum amounts of mandatory cover for
third party and second seat insurance which
are currently £250000.
Insurance brokers have advised that the
mandatory level should be raised to £500000
in the light of possible damages that could be
awarded in the event of severe disabiity to a
third party. It is recognised that many gliders
are already covered for £500000 but insurers
suggest that publication by the BGA of a minimum mandatory limit of £250000 causes
many members to think that this is all that is
needed.
After discussion the Executive agreed to
recommend most strongly tMI all gliders
should have £500000 cover for third party
and second seat insl:Jrancealthough this will
not yet be made mandatory. .jf you have any
comments please let us have them and the
subject may lhen be an item for discussion at
the AGM next year. I'n the meantime we note
that the, insurance marksl is particularly competitiveal present and lhat currently lhe
additional premium required tQ buy the extra
cover is available ala moderate price.

Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator and secretary, is photographed receiving the :Royal Aero Club
Bronze Medal from Lord Brabazon, the Minister lor Aviation, at the Royal Aero Club annual awards
presentation in London on May 5. The award was to mark 17 years service 10 the BGA and for 12
years as secretary of the Royal Aero Club.
Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY

-

R8I
No.
21

G1kIer

BOA

1yPe

No.

Bocian

2995

.I
N

Date

r7.1.88
1200

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
PIoI/CNw

PIece

•

DaJlachy
P2

43
37

llumm8ly

Inpy

PIhIn

N
N

753
7

The instructor was demonstrating Ihe effect of tuu
nose down trim whl~ "hands off' when, at 6Ok.I,
Ihe stick moved rapidly backwards and forNards:.

,he glidar was gendy eased out oIlhe ~ive Md
was found to be conlrollabte at 40kt but at 45kt
lIle stick was very dillicuft 10 hold steady. Pl t _
"""' Md landed salely in spite 01 pronQUnced
oscillations. The wire connecting the trim lab to
the Ifim conlrol had broken.
22

K-6CR

1098

M

31.1.88
1330

Keevil A/F

43

N

-

After an autotow and an unsuccessful search for

lift a circuit was started..On increasing speed to
55kt the canopy opened violenUy. Hinge dam"ge

prevented the pilot closing the canOpy, so he
landed wilhout airbrak.... hol<f.,g the canopy.
Clut! Comment: The canopy appears to b<1 non

standard and this is being wwesttoated.

* * *

23

K-8

2543

S

31.1.88
1230

Temp'ekln AJF

4Q

N

36

AREA MEETINGS
Following the success of Area Meetings held
during the winter season the Executive have
already made plans for repeating the exercise
during the 1988/89 winter. Please note that
meetings have already been arranged for Sunday, November 6 at Portmoak, Sunday,
November 20 at the Long Mynd and SUnday,
February 5 at Tibenham. Full details will be circulated in due course together with news of
any other dates and venues.
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

thon tor an easy retrieve. The gUder's ground
Nn l()()k il
the T-21 and the vehicle
which." hit with 1I1e right wing, There was a slight

between

crosswind trom lIle left. The glider was StJbstantiaHII damaged.
24

SHK

2n2

s

t9.6.87

Edgeworth

25

N

98

194

On a 5hr aftempl the pilol decided to land In a
~e1d. II1at he had p"",iousty selected. This was
aom. three miles upwtnd
hi. position and
the pM'" had nOl appreciated thalthe wind had

1400

0'

strengthened. With no allernatNe the pllollew •
normal downwind leg aJlhough rather low. The

flnel turn WI••round I wood and during this
the glider's wing caught 1n crop and rrolated into
the ground,

(Late' 987 report.1
25

K-7

-

M

7.7.87
1554

Aston Down

55

N

0.75

fiji, early solo p~ot was In the circuli behind
another glider. In altempting 10 &Vote! this he
appear, to have neglecled speed control. rh ...
combined with too much alrbrake, ~ to an
undershoot ,he gNdef lust cleared a 'hedge on
,the approach but hft , 3ft high posl al the edge of
the crop.

1355

M

24.2.68
1500

Bignor

62

N

117

WhUe ridge soaring the pilot crossed a gap ,slhe
wind changad In slrangth ancl direction. The
av",age heighl abovalandablelleldlatlhll palm

300KM ATTEMPT FATALITY
John Wills from 'Booker was killed on SUnday,
May 29, while flying ,his ASW-15 on a 300km
attempt in strong oonvection and strongish
winds.
The glider crashed f1ear Hinckley, Leicestershire and the. pilot died in hospital later that
evening. The accident is under investigation.

As the K-~ ~pp(oached the n,mway Ihere was aT·
21 on the1eft-hand side ancl. stationary retrieve
vehicle on the right The pitol decided tq land

(Lale
26

987 rapof1.l
Olympia 460

was ebou18OOft so the pik)t made' a hurried field
selec1ion. He tailed 10 recognise thet Iha fteld
sloped downhll' and the gilder had to be groundlooped 10 avoid hfttlng the far lance.
Club action: Improved btieflng for solo pilols
prior 10 ridge nY;ng.
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27

K·13

2554

M

7.2.88

Nympsfield
P2

N
N

32
19

763
60

A K·8 waS: launched with aK-13 at 600ft' on a
high final.lum. The K·8 released at 500ft and lhe
cable fe41 across' ~he wing of the 1(., 3 at 1(;()ft' on

flnals. The K·13 landed safely. The launcn crew
had not thought that lI1a K·T3 wa. goinQ to land
~s unusually high position.

from
28

Bocian lE

1234

M

8.3.88
1200

Keevil
P2

N
N

52
29

94

0

On a turoolent day wilh strong winds an atr
experience instructor underestimated' the
strength at the wind. He aJlowed himself 10 drift
away from lhe airfield while on hiS' base 6eg. 10
spite of in€reas'ng speed he could not clear trees
so chose a field before these. Unhappy wilh the
proposed ground run he banked aJ 4" catching

a winglip.

29

M/G
G-AYlW

Fa/ke

S

2.2.88
1730

Por1moak
P2

64

N

653
+426pwr

0

N

0

The motor Qkder stoppe<H5mshort of lI1ewincl1

la al~w a 4aunch "0 lake ptace. the glider
launched normailly except for some drift 10 the
right and as the cab'ewas wound if) it felf O\Ier the
wing of tM ':arke. The calMe col off the outer seetion of the wing. The accident demonstrated the
radius of danger around active winches. Should
lhe winch driver Slop the cable as it reaches
the ground?

30

2406

K-13

M

27.3.88
1222

Pamam
P2

N

37
43

N

301
13

After Ianclklg In 'gusty, crosswind conditions P2
kid<ed 011 nea~y all 01 the drift just before
touchdown. Shorty after (his a gust was fell and
the QI~ rolaled sharply on the maln wheel,

remO\fing the nose skid in the ptooess. The
not been abte to prevent the

instructor had
Qroundloop.
31

PA25 Pawnee

TUG
G-AVXA

M

3.4.88
1215

Us!<

M

33

165pwr

I
1
1

32

K-13

1481

M

31.3.88
1300

North Hill

23.3.88
1340

Tal9a~h

27.3.88
1145

Nympsfield

46

N
N

401

57
23

N
N

1261

43

N

350

P2
17

I
1

,I

4.5

i

J:l

34

Btanik

Std L1be1ie

2061

1671

S

M

P2

0

The Pawnee pilollaxied to the launch point ready
fOt' lhe next launch. The engtne was',left running
while a pftOC change was made. The new pilot
cauQhl his Iell on the thro«le and tha tug moved
oH,underhaJff\JN power. WTth one legHllheooclC.pit the pilot managed to hang on LJOt,iI it swung,
lifted lis tail' then nosed on to the propener.
P2 new a normal ftight in choPPY conditions until
the flare when1for no apparent reason1he pusfled
Ihe stick fo'rward. Allhoogh Pl was guarding the
sUck he could not prevenl,lhe,gltder Slriking the
ground neavMy damagIng tne .wings.
At 400ft the tug pilot waved lhe glider otf. Pl was
Ofiginally going to turn back and land downwind
but the strong wind made this impractical. He
then set upa ratherwidecircuil which left him too
low, In the linal turn he failed 10 compensate for
the strong wind and hit a tree. The glider swung
around and sI ruck nose and wing do...",",
After a ridge 500rinQ f1iQhl a normal approach
was made until the roundoul The pilot did noI
allow tor curtover and there was no ftare. The
hard. nose first landing damaged the fuselage
and bent the mainpins, A crosswind at 200ft
became a 5 to 10kt tailwind at touchdown.

STRUCTURE OF THE BGA
The membership structure of the BGA is now
made tip
86 full members, three of whom
have affiliated clubs as follows: Army Gliding
Association - two clubs, RAF Gliding and
Soaring Association - 11 clubs and the Royal
Naval Gliding and Soaring Association - three
clubs,
Operations. During the year ending September 30, 1987 (1986 figures in brackets),
member clubs (civilian and combined services) new 151308 (144 672) hours and
919231 (723179) kilometres cross-country
from 449 468 (433134) launches from club
sites. Club owned gliders total 523 (478) and
privately owned gliders 1303 (1300).
Cel1ificates were issued as follows:
A endorsements 1706 (1522), B endorsements
223 (234), Bronze C 433 (384), Silver C 222
(240), Gold C 59 (54), Diamond goal 45 (43),
Diamond height 62 (55) and Diamond distance
16 (21).
A certificates were applied for by 726 (772)
holders of the ATC proficiency certificate.

0'

PILOTS'SUNGLASSES
Pilots' sunglasses are frequently advertised in
S&G and w'hile we had an article endorsing
the fine qualities of Suntigers (August 1986,
pl84) we felt it lime to test two other versions
which 'looked promising - Cloudmasters (RD
Aviation) and IFR 400 Sunglasses (Sunsail).
A 'number of pilots flew with both types and
were enthusiastic about their ability to mark
clouds, cut out glare, penetrate !laze and .rest
the eyes. They are plastic with aflractive
frames including a clip-on version,
;RO Aviation's glasses are being given a
spectroscopic test by an OxfOl'd Polytechnio
professor of biological and molecular sciences,
His advanced report show that Cloudmasters

"Hello BGA Shop ... How much will it take to make me
a better pilot?
Oh! Well do you accept ACCESS
credit cards?
You do - good, send me all your
Piggotts, Sculls and Wallingtons, and the latest air
maps - and whUe you're at it I'll take a gliding tie, a
t-shirt, a sweatshirt and one· of those new gliding
umbrellas .. ,"

Now you can pay by ACCESS at the BGA shop.
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
ar ask us ta send yau aur camplete sales list

Augus1/September 1988

Telephone 0533 531051
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Chiltern
ers.
For all your ups and downs

\!:..-r-I --\
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Chiltern Motorgliders
will help you get the best out of your
flying. We specialise in the maintenance
and repair of all types of aircraft.
That's why we are officially appointed repair
and parts specialists for the Hoffmann Dimona,
the Scheibe "Falke," and Valentin's Taifun.
These appointments weren't easily earned requiring skilled staff, specialised equipment, a
comprehensive stock of parts, the right
experience, and top quality workmanship.
Now, Chiltern Motorgliders services are
available to you whenever and wherever you
wish.
We will keep you up there flying; or, if you
come down unexpectedly, our recovery service is
at your command.
We'll bring your aircraft back to base or
direct to our workshops. And you can be sure that

Highly regarded for its good looks and superb
engineering - Hoffmann's exciting new H40 Light
Aircraft is tailor made for high flyers.

we'll deal with the problem as quickly and
inexpensively as we can.
After all, we've been working with high
flyers for a long time and have unequalled
reputation in the repair business. And every
repair by Chiltern is backed by a customer
protection policy with full product liability
cover.
So, whenever yOll have the need, ring
0494 445854. We'll get you airborne again just
as quickly as we can. ~

rCl~·- --~'\

_'-11"""

The best. And it shows.
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abeort> all ultraviolet and provide excellent protection from this damaging radiation.
Haze penetration is Quite significant. Maximum colour contrast is between blue and
yellow, thus the sky will be dat1(ened more
lhlWllhe clouds and the apparent contrast
increased. Cloudmasters also reduce the overall ~ght intensity to acceptable levels.
The IFR Sunglasses were developed and
rTl8I'kJfactured in France for operators of VDU
screens. They were then found to be excellent
for aviation.
The freQUency selective lens coating filters
l00!b of ultraviolet light and 90% of infra-red
but allows virtually unrestricted passages of
the visible spectru m.
The eyes are fully protected against harmful
wave lengths and glare without attenuation of
the perceived light intensity, so they can be
worn in bright and poor light. The freQuency
selective action cuts through glare and haze
inproving visual perception.
When it comes down to deciding which to
buy, it is a very personal choice of whether
you like the darker lenses of the Cloudmasters
or the light brown tinted lenses of the IFA.
They are similar in price - Cloudmasters are
£20.25 and IFA £19.95 (both including P&p)and quality.

CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND 04STANCE
Ho.
Name
11381
Duncan. Rachel
1/382 8enIon. O. A.

11363
1/364
11366

Marren, C. A.
Swann. A. C.

11386

Dale. G.

Roddick. C. B.

Club

1988

lasham
In Australia
lasham

17.2
22.3

Club

1988

6.1

Bicester (In Australia)
4.11.87
lasham (in Australia)
6.1
in Australia
17.2
Cotswold (In Australia) 1.11.87
Bristol & Glos (in
16.2
Australia)
20.5
Bristol & Glos

DIAMOND GOAL
Ho.

Name

2/1563

t<nlghlG.C.

2/1564

2/1565
2/1566
211587

2/1588
211569

2/157D

Club

South Wales (In
Australia)
P8I1man, I. M.
Two Rivers On
Auslralia)
WIIilwn1, P. R.
Bicester
Woodruffe, P. R.
Bicester
Bo\4e, C. A.
Ouse &'Hambletons
f'5ce, W. R.
Bicesler
Amcld,J.G.
Wrekin
EIIwood-Wsde, R. O. Chilterns

1988

:w35
31838
31837
31838
31839
~

Nlme

Club

1988

Hcusden. A. L

Cotswold
Soulhdown On Italy)
Fenland
SGU
South Wales
lasham (In Italy)

19.3
14.3
24.3
10.4
27.3
22.3

0Ix0n. R. H.
Ralfan. A. S.
AItco8l R. W.
Frroce. P.
Swoner. P. A.

(lWo Oiemonct heighls were flown from Aboyne wirh one each

Iom RleIIIl<JfIk MId ~.I

GOID8AOGE
Ho.

Name

Club

1988

1248
1247
1248

Duncan, Rachel
RlroIon, J. B.

1~

Knight, G. C.

Bicester
London
Wrekin
Soulh Wales

26.9.87
3.4
30.12.87
7.1

wm... R. B.

Augusf/September 1988

21.3.88
18t5

Po<tmoaJ<

43

N

40

After a 3hr soaring ntghl the pilot anempled 10

land shoo but misjudged his height and hit Ihe
top of a tree. He was unable 10 flare the glider
properly before landing heavily and groundlooping. He had neglected the correct aiming potnl
technique and has since been given further
training.

23.4.88
1300

Ringmer

33

N

5

After a 01 the glider was laJ<en 10 the launch point.
After an hour it was lined up and apositive conlrol
chock was made. Curing this the rudder pedal.
were depressed but the rudder did nee """'e. The
rudder capabSe reinforcement plate and some
sunounding ply had detached trom the rudder.

Kestrel 19

-

M

t3.3.88
1650

Astan Down

25

N

540

The pilot was not going to fly but rigged his glider
for a C of A check on contr~ def1ection and free
play, He wo. later '1alked inlo" llying. After a
lOmln nighl he landed normally Ihen seemed to
lose aileron control. Atlhe end otlhe ground run
one wing touched the ground and the other tell
off. The main pin wo. In 0 box, not the glider.

36

SpOl1 Vega

2718

N

24.4.88
1425

Nr GuUdford

27

N

-

The glider was thennaJling, banked ot abou145·
at 3000ft &si when a light aircraft appeared from
behind his~ ~ng. Hewas on a northertyheadIng while the lighl aircraft was heading south and
luming hard la ayold Ihe glider. estimated
separation was 100m ver1jcally and 30m hori·
zontally, The glider pilot is submitting an
alrmlu reporl.

39

K·7/13

-

M

2.4.88
1530

Camphill

33
0

N
N

340

P2 was ralhEll' slow on pulling back during Ihe

0

first 150ft 01 the .Iightly slow winch launcl1. The
winch driver, seeing the nose IOW' attitude of the
glider, reduced power thinking it was loo fast.
The chule innated and back released aYElI' the
glide(s wing. PI landed ahead with Ihe cable on
the 'oner wing.

37

s-

serious; W/O

= write off; M

$woffer, P. A.
F'ettman, l M.
Boyle, C.".
Terry, R. N.
Nash.lA.
AmoId,J.G.
Mlnson. S. D.
Enwood-Wade. R. D.

P2

= minor, N '" nil.
lasham
Two Rivers
Ouse & Hambletons
Booker
lasham
Wrekin
Devon & Somerset
Chilterns

22.3
26.1
24.4
25.2
9.4
20.5
4.4
20.5

Club

1988

GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Bennett, J. R.
-Adam, K.J.
Pratt.D.J.
Mergan, Sharon
EVMS, R. M.
Crooks, M. O.
Duncan. Rachel
Chamberlain. G. H.
Knigh~G.C.

swoner, P. 11.
.Broom, C. E,
Terry, R. N.
Whittingham. M. F.

Nash. L R.
13.4
24.4
24.4
20.5
20.5
20.5

M

M

K-8

61.
26.1

DIAMOND HEIGHT
Ho.

2498

2332

36

1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257

GLIDING
All llR:E DIAMONDS
Ho.
/flame
243
Bet1ton, D. A.
244
Marren, C. A.
245
Swoffer. P. A.

L·SpaIz

35

Backers. R.

NichoIson. H. V.
Gregory. P. R.
Minson, S. O.
PI)'Ce. J. M.

12.3
Bristol & Glos
Deeside
20.3
Four Counties
20.3
Four Counties
20.3
Fenland
25.3
lasham
26.3
Bicester On Australia) 26.9.87
Rattlesden (In
13.11.87
Australia)
Soulh Wales (in
7.1
Australia)
lashem (in Italy)
22.3
South Wales
27.3
Booker (in Australia) 25.2
Shalbourne (In
29.1
Australia)
lasham (in Italy)
9.4
Two Rivers On France) 13.4
5.10.87
Booker
Booker
9.10.87
4.4
Devon & Somerset
15.4
SGU

GOLD DISTANCE
Name
Ranson.J. B.
Cheetham, R. A.
Witter. R. B.
Knight. G. C.
Pettman. I. M.
Wiliams, P. R.
IM:>odrufle. P. R.
Boyle, C.A.
Pearce. W. R.
Arnold, J. G.
Ellwood-Wade. R. D.

Club

1988

London
Buekmlnster
Wrekin On Australia)
South Wales (In
Australia)
Two Rivers On
Australia)
6icester
Bicester
Ouse & Hambletons
Bicesler
Wrekin
Chilterns

3.4
3.4
30.12.87
6.1
26.1
13.4
24.4
24.4
20.5
20.5
20.5

SILVER BADGE

No.
7625
7626

Name
DeIl.R.
Balrstow, J. A.

Club

1988

Trent Valley
Wolds

20.3
9.4

7627
7628
7629
7630
7631
7632
7633
7634
7635
7636
7637
7638
7639
7640
7641
7642
7643
7644
7645
7646
7647
7646
7649
7650
7651
7652
7653
7654
7655
7656
7657
7656
7659
7660
7661
7662
1663
1664
7665
7666
7667
7668
7669

Wheeler. M.
Winiams, O.
Cetolan, M.
Ruxton, J. A.
Hatris, G. C.
Whitf. .ld. J. W.
Davies, A.
Chadwick, A.
Kitchen, P.
Davies. P. M.
Aemin9, W. S.
Mitchison. R. A.
Chapman. H. K.
Waterhouse, P. W.
Hands. O. S.
Head.M.E.
Crooks, M. D.
Goulding. N. B.
Morton. C. A.
Dickson. M. W.
Stringfellow, G. C.
Tuck, M.A.
Smllh,R.G.
Tyler, J. F. C.
Adam, K.J.
Anderson, N. M.
Attwood. S. W.
Porter. A. M.
Brain, O.
Ruttle, D. Mo
Fritche, P. C.
Qurrance. T. D.
Jeffries. O. J.
King, W.S.
Bennett. L R.
Neeves. P.
Bourne, P. R.
O·Canagham. G.
SIal1<,M.S.
Binnle, G. J.
Browning, G. R.
Raper, A. M.
lake, C.

London
Cotswold
Bristol & Glos
Oeeside
Bristol & Glos
SGU
Pegasus
Clevelands
Bannerdown
Angus
Borders
Northumbria
London
London
Booker
Blcesler
lasham
Clevelands
Phoenix
Cranwell
Surrey & Hent.
Wrekin
Fenland
Surrey & Hanls
Deeside
Highland
Essex
Shalbourne
London
Staffordshire
Southdown
&xrey & Hants
SOuth Wales
Essex & Suffolk
Scuth Wales
Rattlesden
Wolds
Welland
Ouse
Swindon
Wyvern
Rattlesden
Pegasus

27.3
3.4
12.3
9.3
12.3
26.3
3.4
9.4
13.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
11.4
11.4
27.3
24.4
3.4
24.4
2.5
20.4
6.5
6.5
3.4
26.4
15.5
14.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
22.5
21.5
22.5
22.5
21.5
20.5
21.5
21.5
28.3
23.5

UK CROSS·COUNTRY DIPLOMA

No. Name
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

Forrest. A. G.
Tanner. L. E. N.
Stemerdink. J.
Dobson. J. B.

Morris, B. C.
lawson, J. R.
Sharp, O. J.
King.'P.A.
Sword.C. D.

Part 1 1988 Part21988
1.1,
1.1.
Deside
Oeeside
1.1.
1.1.
Oeeside
20.3
9.4
9.4
Clevelands
Booker
3.4
3.4
24.4.
eranwell
Four Counties 24.4
24.4
24.4
Midland
21.5
21.5
Borders

Club
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YOUR LETTERS
KNOW NOTHING ABOUT GLlDINGl
Dear Editor,
SOLVED - THE ENIGMA OF THE GNOMES
OF KINGSWAY
When our scruffy looking "permission to
winch launch" arrived, covered In crossings
out and bearing what appeared to be an
arabic signature, it was almost filed in the
waste paper basket. I actually read it in a
recent moment of weakness and I was
amazed to discover that we are not permitted
to launch from any of cvr four paved runways!
Permission has been 'granted to carry Qut
2000ft launches from an anonymous polnt on
the airfield which is barely 800ft from the pad
of a busy heliport serving North Sea oil rigs.
Needless to say, no notice has. been taken of
this directive and I look to the BGA to demand
the Immediate withdrawal of the condition.
.
. I am. distu~~d by the Machiavellian cunning
In the Imposition of a restriction which sets up
a ghastly accident, which is then used as the
justification for the existence of the restriction.
Here is the clearest possible evidence that
the CM's non-aviators know nothing about
gliding and care even less about general aviation safety. It does not need a Ho/mesian
deduction to see that, because of their fearful
ignorance, gliding poses a threat to their existence. Thus the motive is established for continuing attacks upon gliding from all quarters
and I believe the Establishment will not rest
until our sport has been closed down for good.
. Or will firmer, more positive action from the
BGA save the sport?
JOHN G. STORRY, Chairman,
Strubby Gliding Club

Libelle. I own one, a late model fitted with ,Hornet
wings. Derek's comment on the wing drop at the
stall is very true - I know as I nearly spun out of a
thermal,recently while trying to spot a K-13 that
persistently hid just behind and .below me. The
Cure is to fit new turl1ed down wingtips.
Lemmy Tanner's "A Full Circle" (p78) missed
one polnt. Most pilots who become private
owners do so not only to escape tne restrictions
of club flying but also the tyranny of Instructors
who lor the most part only have a 'Silver badge
and can't abide solo pilots getting on. After all
how can a Silver badge instructor properly brief a
Gold badge pilot who, has probably done
thousands of cross-country kilometres.
Don Austin's article on, trailer stability (pe9)
brought back memories of some I:lorrors that I've
towed, my present club's Astir trailer being the
worst ever. I near1y collected a ,police motor
cyclist with a wilder than usual swing. Incidentally
the wing roots are at the rear! Now my German
build Club Libelle trailer is open with both wings
on one side with the roots at the front and five feet
of tips sticking out at the rear. Importantly though
it tows like a dream both empty and loaded - just
don't ask me to explain why or how.
John Gibson's article on aerotowing and the
ma~y letters on the pros and cons of high or low
towing made me think of my own training. I was
taught high tow in the UK and low tow in Australia. What is important is concentration and
good training. Also (tongue in cheek) when in
Rome etc!
RON BAKER, (ex Portsmouth Naval GC)
Gympie Soaring Club, Queensland, Australia

~ulI,

BGA director of operations,

replies: The winch launching permission is
somewhat controversial being regarded by
many as overkill under the banner of improved
flight safety. The deletions on the actual permission are inevitable given its general purpose. John's anonymous point is probably the
reference point of the original airfield and the
permission relates to strubby airfield and
those parts of it still in use. So far as the
helicopter operation is concerned I presume
that some liaison takes place. Changes in
regulation such as this frequently seem to
have a Catch 22 but I doubt "Machiavellian
cunning". The aim was a known environment
but based on a perceived risk. The CM staff
issuing the permissions are pilots, some with
current gliding experience. So far as the "more
positive action from the BGA" is concerned
this sort of thing is an increasing part of our
workload but when changes are made without
consultation what can we do?

THE APRIL ISSUE OF S&G
Dear Editor,
The April issue of S&G was one of the best
ever. Congratulations! And how lovely to read
Derek Piggott's "Which Glider?" (pBO). In particular I loved Derek's comments on the Club
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3. Weather conditions.
If cumulus is present, it is possible to fly
cross-country using the high cloudbase and
ignoring the mountain lift. Again, this is no differentfrom flying in the UK. the added
bonuses, however, are that there is an airfield
within range at all times - and, of course, the
scenery is more impressive.
The problem that ensues, tlowever, is that
having achieved a good flight one day, a pilot
may. try ~o emulate it another lime in totally different Wind and thermal conditions. This is
where he could find himself in difficulties and
perhaps wish he was at llome watching TV!

4. Marking the landing fields,
John, seems to treat this as ,an unnecessary
chore.
Many clubs insist that their pilots visit these
fields by foad before Ilying eross-cQuntry in
order to recognise the hazards associated with
surface and obstructions on the approach.
Usually this serves as an incentive - not to
want to end up in one of those fields later!

5. Position reports.

MOUNTAIN FLYING
Bill

which to start mountain flying. Provided that
you fly within yQUr core de finesse based on
an LID of 20:1' for glass gliders, you 'can have
a go at the surrounding mountains in lhe
knowledge that you can always get back to
the ~ite. The same rule can apply when you
begin to fly further north or south within range
of Gap or St Auban.

Dear Editor,
I write to express my concem regarding
John Bridge's article "A Guide to Mountain
Climbing" in the last issue, p 122.
Far from being a "guide", John seems to
draw the wrong conclusions about flying in the
southern Alps and appears to be saying
merely ... "I have done it!" Instead of offering
~ :-V~II-reasoned guide for fellow countrymen to
/oln In the fun, Mr Bridge gives the impression
that flying in the' Alps is a free for all.
Whilst I do not have the experience and
knowledge of the native. Alpine pilots, I have
flown OOOhrs in the Alps and hold full instructor ratings in both France and the UK.
I will' take some of the points made and try
to explain my views on the matter:

1. The check flight.
Of course you do oot need a check flight to
operate your own glider (providing that you
have aerotow experience).
Sisteron is an easy site with no approach
problems and Is. no different from most in the
U~. However, should the need arise to fly local
gliders, then one or more check flights may be
required as well as an understanding of
French for radio contact.

2. Local flying.
Once again, Sisteron is an easy site from

Yes, it may sound silly that French pilots
have to report regularly "position, altitude and
vario". Even if you are 1OOkm away an instructor in the local two-seater may be able to
recognise a potentially dangerous situation
and advise on a suitable course of action.

6. self-preservation etc.
This is not inc'luded in the French training
syllabus.
Pilots learning 10 fly in this area will probably
haveexpenenced one or more Gold flights
prior to going solo in the mountains. Silver distance from Vinon is normally flown to Sisteron.
Potential candidates will be shown the route in
the Robin ATL. During the flight the potential
landing fields and approach problems will' be
demonstrated as well as the mountain dif·
ficulties. This flight will be repeated in a Janus
or Twin Astir.
All this may sound unnecessary when a
2000m cloud base is present, but it is all part
of the mountain training. Before the pilot progresses further, a similar approach will be
taken for the parcour des combaNants," aptly
described by Bill Malpas in the April issue,
p66. Similarly, for the run to Les Ecrins
Brianyon and later to Mont Blanc and Aosta.
Maps will be carried, often showing minimum arriving and leaving altitudes at specific
mountains.
Some pilots who have ignored this basic
procedure may not be around to tell their
stories, whilst others may still show signs of
the body contact with rocks.

SAILPLANE & GUQING

YOUR 'LETTERS

7. What the lesson should have said.

Sisteronis a gOOd site from which 10 start
mountain flying.
Training is r,equired to achieve a reasonable
standard of flying in the mountains, This can
be obtained at SI Auban, Vinon, Sisteron,
Fayence and Gap.
As platypus says: "There is no substitute for
professionalism ..." The main danger in the
southem Alps in the summer is the number of
foreign Pilots relying on the "bottle factor" and
concentrating on lhe mountains instead of
looking out for the 400 odd gliders flying in
the area
Fll'\8Ily, I would just like to say that my views
echo some of the criticism raised in France on
the content's of John's ar1icle. I am sure that
Yves Blonde, the new CFI al Sisteron, will
agree with the contents of this letter.
F. HUMBLET, Redhill, Surrey

VARIOMETER THAT DOESN'T NEED A
BOrnE
Dear Editor,
I was most interested to read Alan Dibdin's
article on variometers in the April issue, p70.
Some years ago I spent some time
experimentingl with electronic variometers and
also ended up using transducers. HoweVElf, by
using two transducers, one measuring static
pressure and one pitot pressure, it is possible
to build a variometer which dispenses with the
need for a bottle.
This is accomplished using a differentiator
circuit With this circuit the need for long term
DC stability is eliminated leaving low frequency electronic noise as the biggest problem. Acomplete variometer, including audio,
based on a two transducer system can be
contained in a box approximately
3inX3inX6Y2in.
If anyone is interested I would be pleased to
enter into correspondence on this subjecl.
ANDREW JOHNSTON, 58 Sherbourne Close,
Cambridge CB4 1RT

BOOKER'S REPLY
Dear Editor,
In his !hinly disguised advertising letter in
the last issue, p147. Simon Roberts asks
about the mysteriously rounded Booker statistics. The answer is simple - our flights are
always rounded down to the nearest 300km.
The observant Mr Rober1s will no doubt also
have spotted the printing error regarding our
total hours - which should of course have read
16000 rd 1600.
MIKE CUMING,' Booker GC

Please send all contributions to
S&G to the editorial office, 281
Queen Ediths Way, Cambridge
CB14NH
August/Seplember 1988

BOOK
REVIEWS
sails In the Sky by George T. Collins. Printed by
Hartnoll Lld, Bodmin, Cornwall at £9.95 and
obtainable from 1 Somerville Road, Perranpor1h,
Cornwall, TR6 OHD.
I spent some most enjoyable hours reading this
book from beginning to end in one go. George
has certainly succeeded to keep my attention, for
he must have kepI avery detailed diary in order to
relate so mal'ly Incidents.
George is, ~f course, a man of many parts.
Whether sitting in front of a piano keyboard, on
which he performs brilliantly, or standing with
I
baton 'upraised: before a full orchestra, or giving
flying instructiolil, or taking an examinee through
his paces, or tending his bees, all these give
evidence of a man whO does try for perfection in
whatever he does.
Much 01 this book relates to the "wooden"
glider era, but he has kept up to (late and has
travelled all over the world and flown from many
gliding sites.
In the company of the late Major Ted Berry
George devoted an enormous effort to create and
establish the Cornish Gliding (and Hying) Club.
One thing I can vouch for personally is the great
, genuine welcome I received when I landed at
Perranporth for my Gold C goal/distance. No
doubt this· was and is extended to all visitors.
Some of the photographs could well have done
with enlarging, and some lack definition.
Outstanding is the jacket cover in colour, by P. J.
Packenas of Redrvth, showing' a Pirat On tow
near St Michael's Mount.
The rather unusual thing' about this.book is that
it has no contents page nor any page numbers!
However, none of these things matter much, and I
understand there had been a number of difficulties in getting the book printed. It shows
indeed the author's tenacity of purpose that we
can now share his experiences:
RIKA HARWOOD

Instant Wind Forecasting by Alao Watts and
published by Adlard Coles Lld 1988 at £5.95.
This book was originally published in 1975 and is
now reissued In paperback. It follows his book
Instant weather Forecasting and is almost
entirely for people who sail, The style reminds me
of certain exper1 programmes for computers;
these,present the uset with a series ,of questions
WhiCh, if answered properly, enable the machine
to diagnose the problem and suggest a sol'ution.
As a result a fairly inexperienced person :can
draw on the much greater knowledge of an
expert.
Without the aid of a computer to do the sorting
and selection the reader has to do a good deal of
hardiWork to arrive at his wind forecast. This is not
helped by tbe layout which separates the untilled
pictures from their caption by as much as four
pages in some cases. Two diagrams are even
further from Iheir text. They are printed on pp47
and 49 but refer the readet to text on pp108 and
110 respectively. Perhaps this is due to the prin-

ters and binders, the Wing King Tong Co Lld of
Hong Kong.
However, there is a very great deal of interesting information which will not be found anywhere
else. The wind shifts associated with sea and
land breezes are described in great detail
together with probable times of onset; the
influence of large lakes and the effect of mountains on narrow stretches of water are given in
fascinating detail. At first reading the complexities seem daunting, there seem to be so many
items to consider. The author cer1ainly realises
this and writes: "... do not give up if it does not
seem to work very well at first. It is designed to
help you even if you have to learn to live with
it."

For anyone who races dinghies or keel boats at
sea or on inland waters this book has a vast store
of valuable information. It is not a book to pick up
if you want a rapid answer to the question "what
do I do now?" You need to have been through the
book many times and learnt where logo fOr the
essential bits of information and how to use 11.
There is flO index or lable of contents for Quick
reference. It lis ·good value for anyone Interested
in this aspect of the weather but until you become
familiar with large sections of it is not really an
"instant" guide.
TOM BRADBURY

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

Tels: Luppltt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)
MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS
B.GA, C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C'S of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS·FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.
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CLUB NEWS

==========

1==1

Copy and photographs for the OctoberNovember issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CS1 4NH, tel0223 247725,
to arrive not later than August 9 and for
the, December·January Issue to arrive
not later than October 11.

technical officer devoted countless hours maintaining the club fleet in prime condition.
III his ex Peter $Cott Oly 419 his cross-country
kilometres were a constant source of Inspiration
and his never-ending,willingness to assist, advise
and encourage will always be appreciated. We
will Iremember him wit!1 gratitude and affecliQfl
'and our sympathies go to his daughter and
family.

GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH
June 8

M.G.
BICESTER (RAFGSA)
Our congratUlations to Phil Woodruff, Bob
Pearce and Mike Hayes (3OOkm); to Anne Laylee
(Silver height); Sirnon Hammersmidt (Bronze
badge); Richard Busa)(, Martin Lister and Paul
McAuley (both Bronze legs); Ron Pepper
(Bronze leg) and to Ken Miniet and Duane Kincaid on going solo. We have had a good start to
the season with well over 3000km logged.

AQUILA (Hin/on in the Hedges Airfield)

Al our well attended annual dinner the new Jim
Wright troph,y for outstanding effort was awarded
to Keith Chichester; the Best Flight trophy to Martin Lewin; the Most Improved Pilot trophy to Marlin Bell and Pete Coomber won the Best
Height trophy.
Our open day on May 30 was well attended,
despite the unsympathetic weather, and we are
hoping it will result in new members.

M.H.
BOOKER (~combe Air Park)
We thank Mary Meagher for her generosity in
donating a Pegasus to the club - with the
expressed proviso that it should be used (free!)
by promising young pilots. This follows on from
Mary's free loan of the glider last year to a number
of deserving younger pilots.
M.F.C.

J.R.
AVON SOARING CENTRE (Bidford)
We now own our own land with great plans for the
development of the club. The arrival of the
Capstan enhances the two-seater fleet.
Our thanks to Pat and Peter Light for their
.outstanding efforts with the Inter-Club League
and to Dave Oddy for his sterling work as well as
belated congratulations on his two Diamonds.
D.T.W.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)

BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullaving/on)
We had much activity and success in early summer, particularly in midweek flying. Four abinilio
courses in good weather resulted in Shari
Hankey, Steve Hoskins. AJex Mand', Andy Venman. Steve Bertuzzi and John Vincent going
solo. There were a crop of Bronze and Silver legs
for Harry, Martin, "Cookie", Neil, Allison and
Chris with Silver badges completed by Tony
Johnson and Phil Kitchen.
John Amold (Astir) flew Diamond goal in the
Bicester Comp training week while Andy Smart
(Discus) landed 30km short of 500km.
April was our best month ever with 1500
launches. Our Inter-Club League entrants made
the most of only 1V2 task days out of seven to
make the final.
D.C.F.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil)
The cross-country mileage is accumulating with
many club ladder entries. Additions to the private
fleet include an immaculate K-8 from Finland, a
Fauvette and a Capstan.
There was a successful instructors' course at
Easter run by Ken Stewart Congratulations to
Gabriel Barton and Glenn Greed on going solo,
Glenn just after his 16th birthday.

Obituary - Eric Hales
Sadly we report the death of Eric t-!ales at his
retirement home in the Oord09ne. After a career
in the RAF when he was a much valued· member
of the RAFGSA, he .JOined us in 1964 and as our
200

NeU Forman, Cambridge, University GC,
photographed by his mother Glllian before
going solo on his 16tl'l birthday.
Skylark. We are open seven, days a week with
summer courses Md visitors are welcome.

RAC.
BURN (Burn Airfield)
Our thanks to Bill Scull for his talk on safety and
to Frankie Thompson and all the tea bus ladies
for their sterling work in providing funds to buy a
weather station for our clubhouse.
We t.lired the 'BGA's ASW-19 for a week in May
and many flew glass for the first time.
Oongratulations. to Pete Shaw, Stuart Moss,
Simon Martin, Margaret Timpeney (on going
solo); to Bob PeakscWoods (Bronze badge); Tony
Flannery and Paul 'Morris (5hrs) and Alan
Smith (3OOkm).
We had a treasure hunt in May and our midweek flying courses until late August are well
booked. Visitors are always welcome.

M.T.
CAIRNGORM (Feshiebridge)
The excellent weather In April and May was an
encouraging~tart tathe season. Andy Carter and
Alistair Morrison have AEI ratings and Brian
Gillies went SOlo on his 16th birthday.
We are operating seven days a week and
launches are available for visitors throughout
the summer.

S.M.
Georglna Harrls, 19, Is congratulated by CFI
Graham Morris on her AEI rating. She Is the
first member of the Bristol University Air
Squadron to gain this qualificatiOn. Photo:
Bernard Smyth.

I

BUCKMINSTER (Sal/by Airfield)
The year started with numerous Bronze and
Silver legs and Diamond goals. Another incentive
is the new 1OOkm milk run trophy kindly donated
by CFI Rob Cook, the rules allowing low performance machines to compete on more than favourable terms.
Pete Goodwin and Jim Airey have acquired a
K-6cR from Germany to replace our old faithful

CAMBRIDGE (Dux ford Airfield)
A midweek flying day was organised to send Neil
Forman solo on his 16th birthday with his father
driving the winch and his mother and sister as
ground crew. Congratulations also to Brian
Husson on going solo and to Malcolm Farrell and
Brian Manning on their 5hrs.
The Inter-Club League at Duxford was a writeoff, the best thing about the weekend being the
social committee's turkey and ham supper. But
we had better weather at Tibenham and won,
thanks to Steve Mynott, Steve Reynolds and
Robert Amand.
Bluebell, the club's T·21, is having its wings
restored thanks to Sandy Torrance.
L.A.w.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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CHILTERNS (RAF Ha/lon)
Our membership has increased, Matthew Barnes, Oave McLeod and Karen Everett have gone
solo and Dave Aram and Nicola Jones have

resoloed.
Roger Ellwood-Wade flew 31 Okm to complete
his Gold badge and Les Fellows won Day 4 during the Comp training week at Bicester.

KJ.E
CLEVELANDS (RAF' Oishlorth)
ArIhur Chadwlck and Neil Goulding completed
their Silver badges, Neil following this with a
l00km triangle joined by Neil Claughton. Congratulations to Brian wallace, Steve Harper and
Chris Ballard on going solo.
Sadly conditions weren't so good when we
welcomed the V,intage Glider Club to our May
Day rally. Our thanks tQ the cbeer1ul participants;
we hoPe they will return in better weather.

JP.
CONNEL (Connel Airfield)
N.the AGM in March the, chairman reported an
accident free 1987 and thanked retiring' secretary, Mike Gregory, for his hard work. We flave
many new members, a steady flow of visitors and
good spring wave. But as it is difficult to bridge
the gap from hill lift to wave with old aircraft, we
are considering updating our fleet with a ,motor

glider.
We are ~Ianning a half price trial instruction
day for the general public and at a special social
Mnt Bob Rothnie, our founder, will officially
open the new hangar, which has made flying
operations much easier.
Visitors are always welcome, especially someone with a tug, and we are looking for a T-21
tailplane.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
Tim Dickinson, CFI, leaves in August and we
thank him for 2V2yrs' work. We welcome Ossie
Constable from Chilterns as his replacement.
AlIo brought in a tug fOf the AGM weekend
which was well utilised. Congratulations to Bob
on his Silver height; Bob, Shuggy, George, Stu
and Usa on gaining Bronze legs and to Pete for
going solo in ttle Falke. Membership has risen
dramat'ically recently.

H.Q.O.
DARTMOOR (Brentor)
Roger Mallhews, our new chairman, broke the
height record with 7600ft over our field while AI
Huxham, retiring chairman who has resoloed
after 25yrs, helped with our display at a local
summer show.
We were delighted that Peter Williams, last
year's CFI who was seriously injured in an icy
:roadaccident, has returned to the fold.
Our publicity is reaching out to the holidaycentres and to Plymouth and our thanks to syndicate
members who spare their gliders for display at
local t10rse shows and fetes to generate interest
in gliding.

F.J.M.
DEVON et SOMERSET (North Hill)
The season began well for the club ladder with
Rob Johns flying 161 km to Lasham and Dave
Reilly a 114km O/R. Our courses, with Les Hill
and Tim Gardner as instructors, started very sue.cessfully in May.
We thimk Dave Brummill.for'running,the bar for
2yrs and Simon Minson for taking over.
D.A.R.

Dave Wren started otJr cross-country season by
landing near St Austell. Peter Endean, after years
In Saudi Arabia, has formed a DG-400 syndicate
with Bill Lewis and Arnie Lambe.
Dartmoor GC members flew with us
occasionally during their enforced winter
closure, thanks to Tony Turner who was always
there to organise and drive the winch.
Fred S10ggetl and Gordon Hunter (club K-6E)
and Bill Lawis (Mini Nimbus) had an enjoyable
vtsit to North Hill.

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
With three two-seaters we are concentrating on
training and early solo development - 10 this, end
new members only pay £5 entry fee which is a
significant reduction. Oavid Martin, Christine
Vandenburghe and 'BarlY Skillon passed our first
home-ground assistant instructors' course.
After reading an article in om newsleller on
soaring the Soutll Downs westwards, Tim
Williams (Pilatus) did just that lor his Silver
distance.
We welcome visitors throughout the season on
Wednesdays and weekends - please contact
Barry laker, 0444 455868 (evenings) - and have
evening flying for groups at least once a week.

G.A.H.

F.H.

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)

Our fIrSt advanced soaring course gave many
hours' flying. Heydon McEvaddy had five field
landings in four days and after a 1OOkm triangle a
club Bocian then landed one thermal short of
Ounstable.
Congratulations to Mike Jordy who won the
HusBos Regionals and to our newly Qualified
Instructors, Peter Burgoyne and Alan Foxon.

EN8TONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
Our first open weekend started with a heavy
snowstorm on April 9, which didn't encourage
visitors, but we have a useful number of bookings
for our trial instruction evenings.
Peter Fall, Greg Burton and Peter Bailey have
claimed· Silver heights; Oavid Bell has two
Bronze legs and lan CoOk, Tony Cox, Chris
Richards and Robin BOby have AEI ratings which
is a slight recompense for the loss of three
instructors. If anyone Can help' fill the gap we will
be most pleased.
We are aerotowing seven days a week - come
and join us!

D.LS

R.JP.B.

R.W.
CORNISH (Perranporth)

we had a good start to the season with notable
tasks achieved. On April 10 we had a rare
occurrence~gainsofover

10000ft in wave. Mick

North flew his first 300km in May and Jerry Landrick did three 300kms on consecutive days.
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Jamte Westwood of Coventry GC about to go
solo on his 16th birthday. Captions please for
what the anxious looking instructor Ron
Davidson Is thinking.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)
We had a good start to the season With Robbie
Hatwell's flight of 226km in an allempt to fly to
North Wales. This was followed one saturday in
May by five Diarnond goal allempts and congratulations on succeeding to Peter Joslin
(Libelle)and Paul Robinson (Mosquito). The next
day Paul Rice, Peter COOd, Mike Haynes and
Allan Hall completed the club 100km triangle.
Congratulations fo, Wally King on cornpleting
his Silver badge with a5hrs at Portmoak. Mike
'Farr, Peter Jbslin and RiChard Kimberley have
AEI ratings and Meryvn Gooch is an assistant
instructor.
The Inter-CllJb League had its usual poor start
with no tasks set at Duxford and one competition
day at Tibenham when Mike Farr and Robbie
Hatwell gained 1st and 2nd position overall.

v.H.

FENLAND (RAF Marham)
Good weather and an outbreak of enthusiasm
has made a fine start to the season.
Our new twin drum winch should be more
efficient. Well done Rhod Evans and Jed
McKnight on their 300kmsj Ron Smith 11 and
Len Bircham 00 completing their Silver badges
and to Karen Pepper on going solo.
N.J.T.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
We started the year with the airfield waterlogged
but since then Steve Lawes and Nigel Gough
have completed their Silver badges, Nigel with
his 5hrs and <listanceon the same day. CongratUlations also to our new 'solo pilots. The new
100km diploma is an added incentive for our post
Silver badge pilots with three or four legs
already claimed.
We are always pleased to see visitors but we
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embroidery plant
We carry very
comprehensive stocks
Orders can be assorted
over styles, colours and
sizes
We have a large range of
stock designs

We do not charge for the
)( preparation of the
embroidery jacquard
We do not charge for
delivery
We shall not delay in
X sending our new colour
brochure

><

COMPLETE THE COUPON AND POST NOW (no stamp required)

To: PRice & B'UOKLAND LIMITED.
FREEPOST,
NOTIINGHAM NG5 t BR
Tel: 0602/263092

I look forward to receiving your full
colour brOChure giving lull details of
your CLUB SWEATER SERVICE
Name

.....••.....................

Address

" .. '• ..• ,

.

Tel: ......•••..••••••..•...........

S&G

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND 1YPES
ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAILABLE
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALI$TS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

fL:.

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
Member of B.I.B.A.

20~

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL

Tel (01) 283·2000 Telex 8814631
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are a co-joint operation with the ATC and they
rightly get annoyed if we infringe their airspace,
so please call 00 130.1 for instructions and circuit direction.

L.S.D.

Obituary - Sharon Morgan
11 is w~h the greatesl regret that we report lhe
death of Sharon Morgan 00 April 9 while flying

the club's Ventus. (see the last issue, p140.)

Sharon, a Senior Alrcraltwornan serving in the
radar trade at RAF Coningsby, was a dedicated
g1'1der P~lX who lived for the sport Always a willing helper, she was cheerful, respected and
ready to imparil her knowledge to the, younger,
less experienced members.
11 is still hard for Iler friends to comprehend her
loss. She will be sadly missed al Four Counties
and within the RAFGSA.
Stephen Lawes
HUMBER (RAF Scamp/on)

The April' 23-24 weekend was a cracker. Chris
Gilbert, Dave Jones and Mick Nadin gained their
second Bronze legs and Sara Wilson her first;
Chris Gilbert tlad a valianl 5hr attempt and Clive
Brealey flew a lOOkm triangle for the 100km
diploma part 1- Tony Smith and Chris Gildea
wentlllong fQl' the ride.
Amonth later Dave Ruttle (K-8) flew Silver dis1lrlce to complete his Silver badge; Mick Nadin
and DaveJones have Silver heights; Joe Hutton
soloed and Sara has her second Bronze leg.
Chris Gildea and Kev Atkinson are in the Interservices RegionaJs.

KM.G.
KENT ,(Challock)
After Inter-Club league meetings at Parham and
Challock we are in the lead with two more to go.
We hope the refurbished clubhouse with
improved facilities will attract more visitors and
new members.
The purchase of a second tug met with mixed
feelings and the economics remain to be proved.
During OUr best soaring week lhere were a number cj Silver badge claims and we congratulate
them all.

AR.V.
KESTREL (Odiham Airfield)

Tim Hogarth, Mendip GC, is sent solo on his 16th birthday by his brother Phi!.

MENDIP (Weslon-Super-Mare)
Our future at Weston looks very bleak. The airfield has been sold lor development artd we have
to leave by the end of June. We are desperately
looking for a site with several irons in the fire but
no definite offers yet.
Congratulations 10 Tim Hogarth on gOing solo
on his 16th birthday and to Graham Taytor on his
AEI rating.
'Ray SneUing and Ken Wiseman have reCovered our K-7 and rebuilt our K-8 with floger
Palmer proving to be a whizz kid with the
spray gun.

C.BH
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winlhorpe)

Congratulations on going solo to Tom Kerry, Mike
Heppenstall (after a long break from gliding),
Robert Moorelilouse (soon after his 16th
birthday) and his father Steve a few weeks later;
to John Sargant and John Maddison on gaining
Bronze ilegs; Keith Dykes on his Bronze C
followed Quickly by Silver distance and to Jim
Mills on his instructor rating.

With everyweekendflyable this year, the instructors have been working eXlremely hard. Con-

NAC.

gratulations to Caroline Bamard, Chris Camegie,
Oave Summers Md Alison Parkinson on going
8010. Andy Camegie gained both Bronze legs
and Silver height during his first few solo

NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE (Carl/on in
Cleveland)
We have had an excellent spring with only a few
weekends I'ost due to low cloud and strong
winds. Don Smith (Swallow) flew Silver distance
but had a faulty barograph trace.
We have, some new members, though could do
with more. Our social nights at local inns have
gone down well.

nights.
Tugs are needed fOr the Inter-Club League final
during the August Bank Holiday. If you can help
please contact Steve Nash on 0252716452.

J.N.

J.S.
LAKES (Walney Airfield, Barrow-in-Furness)

Congratulations to lan Hechle on going solo and
10 Oavld Hannah for his Silver height.
Unda Dawson (who writes an excellent club
newsletter) organised a successful barbecue
lIld plans to have more.

MS.
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NORFOLK (Tibenham)

Members are refurbishing and rewmng the
clubhouse and a new briefingllecture room will
free It for its proper use. Approval for 15 caravans
together with ample playing space makes
Tibenham an excellent holiday centre for flying

families. The 20 acres of grass sown since our
site purchase will soften landings and perhaps
encourage some vintage machines.
Nigel Riley's tugtearn and the two IAcredible
Condors have made 900 launches in four
months. Alf Warminger (Ventus) surprised the
North Wales GC by arriving 'al Holywell (330km)
whilst on the same May Sunday :Dennis Cooper
jMosQuito) flew 10 his son's house im Chester via
Worcester. Norman Morgan downed his electrician's tool's to trundle his ageing Skylark 70km
across the Fens and [}ave Stablei' (Dart) flew
Silver distance.
We hosted the Inter-Club League during the
Spring Bank Holiday weekend with one competition day on the Saturday when 17 out of 20
gliders completed 240, 150 and 105km tasks.

G.H.H.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)

Our new Pawnee tug is proving its worth with
improving aerotows. Roy Mitcheson completed
his Sil\ler badge with a flight to Sutton Bank in the
Skylark. His syndicate partner Kevin Clements
attempted the return joumey and landed short
but also completed his Silver badge.
Norman Crawford has a Cirrus making the
second glass-fibre machine on site. Course
bookings are coming along well as is the demand
for trial lessons.

HO.
NORTH WALES (Bryn-Gwyn-Bach,
Nr SI Asaph)

People may not be aware that we have moved
from Pen-y-Parc two miles west to Bryn-GwynBach. We are able to reach the Clwydian range
from the site, giving us potentially 16 miles of
ridge to soar. In conjunction with the Rod Witter's
Supercat winch, our chances for much better flying has been greatly enhanced.
A visitor ,from Bocker, Tony Crowden
(MOSQuito), contacted wave and disappeared to
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior inspector

~1;a
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753
C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753
C666 Scheme "l" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme "l" Type
Thinners
C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.
Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied
Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:
Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HO.
...
Telephone 07 289 2217 E:U
Neogene Paints (Scotland) Limited,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 1TL
Telephone 037 443 8793
204

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm.
4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford

Tel: 0234870401

CANOPIES

*
MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

*
GOOD OPTICS

*
FITTING IF
REQUIRED

*

17(X)()ft which the rest of us are trying to
emulate.
Our expedition to Aston DOwn went extremely
well with Carol Hughes going solo and a total of
two Silver heights, a Silver distance, two 100km
triangles and six Bronze legs. Our thanks to the
Cotswold GC members who made us so
welcome.

c.A.H.
OXFORD (Weston-on-the Green)
Our annual May expedition to Talgarth was disappointing due to rain. However, in our absence
the club moved into the new clubhouse and we
have a "warming" party in July.
Chris Reynotds and Geny O'Sullivan achieved
Silver distances and Bob Perry and Dave
Weekes have gone solo. Mick Broad gained the
first 5hrs from Weston this year to qualify for the
Dennis Farmer trophy or a beautiful glass Llbelle
created by former OFI, Peter Brooks.
C.S.O.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crow/and Airfield)
We have had a great deal of cross-country
activity with Graham Kench, Steve Turner, Neil
5canlon and Ray Hall flying Silver distances.
Newcomers include a Phoebus, a K·2 and a
PtK 20E . Trial instruction evenings are proving
popular again. Congratulations to Bob Darby on
completing his instructor's course.

M.J.
PHOENIX (RAF Btiiggen)
We provided a significant contingent lor the
RAFGSA expedition to Systeron, France, with
some great llying giving 168hrs, 2232km, four
durations, a Silver height and a distance flight, a
Diamond height to 20400ft for Dere!< Jones and
a complete Silver badge for Mick Black. Jason
Haiseldon completed his Silver with a 5hrs.
Unfortunately our Astir was badly damaged in a
field landing on the last day but luckily the pilot
was unhurt.
Tornado pilot Chris Heames sent Niall Irving,

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PlL and Winter
Instruments

BOB REECE, Rematic

Barograph Calibration centre

SchoolHouse
Norton, Nr Worcester

Write or phone:

Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

M, G. Hutchinson
Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr, Leominster
Herefordshire HR69LX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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a hill! Unfortunately, Dave Thorpe, on the other
hand, landed at Wirnthorpe and was defeated by
the 1% rule.
Andy Chappell, an instructor, has completed
his Gold badge with a 300km goal in his syndicate ASW-20 based at Sleap. The weather
defeated the atlemptto get Andy Thomas solo on
his 16th birthday but the next day his third flight
was a cable break he handled with calmness
and skill.
Some pre-solo pilots have formed a training
syndicate under the guidance of Andy Oullram.
By helping each other, rapid progress is being
made with the firsl beneficiary being Mike
Laver.
We are glad to see Ted Hobby back after his
illness and wish John Timms a speedy recover
from his illness.

M.JP.
STRUBBY (Strubby Airlield)
SouthdOwn GC'. M3 approved tug with,
I to f, Roger, Angus, John and Bob.
his squadron commander, ~Io in a club K-21 in
February - earlier Ihe same day Niall's wife Meryl
soIoed. Congratulations also on gping $010 10
Simon Gery, Mdy McCann and Andy Elliott; to
Graham Weir 00 re~lolng; to Tony Cleeworth
and Pete .loll on their Bronze badges ad CoIin
Shaw, Frank Undopp and CHve Morton on their

Silver badges.
During a public holiday weekend from May 21-

23 we achieved 1000 crlOlSS-oovntry kilometres
In three single-seaters and our CFI, Stew
Mullholland, achieved 4500f 8 500km task in the
Mini Nimbus.
UK visitors are always welcome but please let
us know beforehand so that we can avoid problems with access following the IRA's lalesl
unpleasantness.

PJ.H.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-OIl-Solent)

we ran two very successful

courses over the

Easter leave with 18 soloing out of 25. We had

almost 2000 launches but soaring was limited by
almost constant sea breezes.
Our evening flying started well but we have
curtailed it to reduce disturbance to local
residents, though the arrival of a civilian rescue
hencopter has ten<ded to take the heat off the

club.
Soaring has been patchy and cross-countries
Omiled by strong winds. Unfortunately we haven't

found the K·8 canopy lost in flight.
Congratulations to Jlm Wilson on his Silver
height and duration gained during an advenlure
training course at Bicester. He hopes to try for his
distance soon when he gets his Bronze
badge.
H.C.

eagle, and Davld Hatton discovered the
peculiarity that a 50km leg done-as the middle leg
of a successful triangle is SUbject to the 1% rule
and doesn't qualify for Silver distance (which he
later gained during the BGA cross-country
course). The next day Richard Allcoat got
Diamond" heighl from a winch !Iaunch.
Before the BGA cross-country course use was
made Of a neighbour'ing farmer's land for some
real field landing practice which was a good exercise in l»operation and COIlfidence building.
The CQUrse was great fun andl well worthwhie our Ihanks to Ken Stewart for his enthusiasm and
hard work and to Graham Smith, Dallid McEwan
and Jim Forrest for tugging and retrieving.
Alan Bauld and Jim Oowie are now Instructors
and congratulations aJsolo Alan Russell (Bronze
badge); to John Smith, Dave- MorEifand, Hany
Bassil, Julian Gibson and Brian Lyell (9olng solo)
and to Paul Forrest (resoloing).
Bill Scull's ftight safety seminar was entertaining and thought provoking. At the AGM in May
the Board was re-elected and joined by John
Galloway and Andrew Duncan.

M.J.R.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
We have just completed our first M3 approved
tug due to untiring work by Angus, John, Roger
and BOb. Man¥ thanks also to Les Merritt for sorting @ut the paperwork and to Dick Stratton for his
support and encouragement. Work is now well
underway on our second tug.
The :home leg of the Inter-Club League was a
success with our pundit lan Ashdown coming
our of retirement to lead us to a win.
Congratulations to Manin Roberts (Bronze C);
to Peter 'Horn, Barry Bartlett and Brian Lewer
(5hrs on the cold winter ridge) and to Paul Fritche
and Henrik Soberstrom (Silver badges), Henrik
completing his in one flight.

P.G.F.

SCOTTISH GUDING UNION (Porlmoak)
Our firsltask weekend in April was a great success. On the Saturday, after overnight snow and
a poor forecast, six oul of nine completed the
107km triangle. Brian Scougall (K-6E) won the
day having soared over the startline with an
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STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
The good soaring weather continues. Dave
Vasey new Silver distance, overcoming
Morridge's handicap of being 1400ft amsi by
scraping away from a low launch and landing on

Congratulations to Mike Fairbairn, Gordon West
and Simon Dickens on going solo; to Dick Skerry
and John Bachelor on their Bronze badges and
to John Kitchen and Phil Trevethick on Silver distance. Phil has also acquired a glass ship, the first
at Strubby.

C.C.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
At the AGM the Duckinfield Jones trophy was
awarded to Pele Webber for the fastest 300km
by a pilot without Gold distance at the start of the
year. Congratulations also to Ray Partridge on
collecting four of the national pots at the BGA
annual dinner.
A few good days have relieved an otherwise
quiet start to the season. On April 13 Alalil Pumell
flew his 300th 300km (see the last issue, p 140).
On May 6 amongst many good fli$;jhts including
two over SOOkm, Mark Thompson (Nimbus 3r)
flew a 605km O/R to York, finally golng into turbo
temptation at Reading just 25km from home.
On May 20 Chris Garton flew 570km and described his retum at 7.30 (long after showers had
apparently killed the day), as "tricky".
The following day was the best of the lot with
four flights over SOOkm, including Diamond distance for Pete Reading in the club Venlus (Long
Mynd, Melton Mowbray) and a near miss for John
Bell who landed just short at Newbury
racecourse.

C.G.S.
THRUXTON (Thruxton Airlield)
A warm welcome to Les Dawson who recently rejoined the club as DCFI. His experience and professionalism is much valued as instructor, tug
pilot and part-time course instructor.
We have a modest improvement in launches,
an influx of new members and catering and bar
facilities on the airfield. An encouraging sign was
the number waiting to be checked out for crosscountry flying on the Grob 109 we hired
recently.

J.B.L.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirlon-in-Lindsey)
Good early spring days produced notable
achievements, some in easterly winds which
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GRP TRAILERS
Sandwich foam lay-up in mould to provide
excellent insulation and strength, a lasting
investment at sensible price.
For full details contact:

John Sally
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye, Hereford HR3 5NT.
{TeJ: 04974583)

(!)
IRVlN

EB80: THE GLIDER PILOT PARACHUTE OF THE NtNETIES
•

Competitive price includes travelling bag

•

Designed and built for long-duration comfort

•

Clean, contour-styled pack and harness giving snag-free cockpit entryegress

•

New, state-of-the-art, fast opening canopy with optional steering

For details contact:

Sales Department, IRVIN GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1EU
Tel: (0462) 482000 Telex: 82198 (IRVLET G)

NEW SERIES!

Name .

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Address

EXCLUSWELY IN FUlVRE ISSUES OF THE ALL NEW

City. Slale. Zip

SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE
A New magazine Published by Tom Knauff & Dons Grove

•
•
•
•

How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to

M.C. or Visa No. .. .
Expiration Date. . .

.
. ..........••........

The most eomplete. comprehensi.e series about emergency procedures e.er printed.

• Telephone subscriptions 814-237 4760

q DON'T MISS IT!

_DomeSlic $20.00
_Domestic Ilrsl class. Or foreign 528.00
_Foreign Ilrst class $40.00

land on water
land in the trees
land in tall crops
intentionally ground loop

•
•
•
•

How 10 crash through fences
How to use your parachute
How 10 prevent stalls and spins
Power lines

•
•
•
•

Landing across slope
Ca nopy opens on Iow
Control failures
F1uller

AND MUCH. MUCH MORE!

SUBSCRIBE NOWTOTHEALL NEW GLIDER PILOTS MAGAZINE DEDICATED TO PRINTTHE USEFUL.
AND INFORMATIVE INFORMATION YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED IN

SOARING PIWT MAGAZINE, 1913 Fairwood Lane, SI lie
Collqe PA 16803
A Bi-MoD/hly PublicOhOD
Your personal chc<.;k or money order will be cheerfully

accepled.

SSA Business Member

SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMEfED
We stock:
193 Russell Road
Moseley
Birmingham B13 8RR
Tel: 021 449 1121
Telex: 335176

MOTOR GLIDER PROPELLERS
QUIET 4 BLADE TOWING PROPS
100+ DELIVERED
CALL FOR

HOFFMANN SERVICE
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CLUB NEWS

usually don', make for good soaring - Silver
heigl1t by Sue Crooks and Pal/I Gardner; Silver
distance by Len 'leonard and Pete Turner; a
309km triangle by Jotm Williams and a 122km
OIR to Sheffield by John and Sandra Williams
(K-13).
We won the fir$t round of the Inter-Club
League, held during the Spring Bank Hoiday, by
3pIs. VIO Marchant, Roy Dell and Paul Newby
now have AEI ratings, giving us ,ten. Congratulations to Steve Johnson on going solo.

LW.

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
Congratulations to Mike forman on Diamond
height and Bob Beckers on Gold height at Sisleron, France, during a club expedition; also to
Kev Sharpe (all three Silver legs); Kev White,
Cluia Johnson and Derek Tayfor (Silver neights
Md durations); Kev Baxter (Silver height)j Simon
Harris (duration) and All Atkins (on going solo).
Back at Laarbructl Mike forman (again!) flew
512km for a Diamond and Gold distance; Gurt
MoersSilver height,and duration; Phil Sturley and
Nlgel Hobbs Silver IWight and Nick Heard and
Nail Owen went solo.
We say farewell to Dick Hunt, Mike taw and
Kev Cooper and welcome Phil and MoHy Jones
with a Ventus, in which he flew 300km at over
. 1llOkm/h ill May, and Neil Nixon from Cyprus.
We have a new Twin Astir.

WELLAND (Middleton)
Thanks, to 'a Sports Council grant we 110',11 have a
second, ex-Finnish, K·7 to augment our fleet.
New paying-on rollers on our twin ,drum winch
have improved the launc-h rate.
Congratulations to BarlY Chadwick and Keith
Scolt (on becoming full Cats); Dick Short (AEI rating); Gerard O'Callaghan(completing his Silver
badge with a Shrs and distance); Bernard Underwood (Silver height); Peter Strong, Gordon
Scally, Scolt TIdd and Norman Martin (both
Bronze legs); George Taffs {first Bronze leg) and
to Alex Strachan, Dave L10yd and Chris Shepperd (on going solo). (3arJ)' Chadwick also
achieved2&3km on a 300km attempt.
Our Bank Holiday barbecue was a success.

R.H.S.

DB.
YORKSHIRE (SuNon -Bank)

planned for July.

Members and visitors enjoyed a task week at the
end 'of May with almost every day soarable. May
20 and 21 produced six flights of over 300km.
Congratulations to Derek Taytor on his
Diamond goal and to Steve Eytes and Kevin
Clements on their Silver distances. Our new DG300 is proving very popular.
We welcome visitors and there are a few
places on the courses with catering seven days a
week throughout the summer.

J.EP.

CL

Who said you can't soar on the Isle of Wight?
Fete Tuppen achieved 5hrs over the cliffs at
Shanklin which we believe is the first Silver
endurance on the island - If it was, 12km longer
we could fly distances locally! Roy Tiley completed his BrOllze badge with a second leg.
Half the club and fleet are going on an expedition to France in June and the open day is now

For [leneral information write to
The Secr!ltary
55 Moorfield Road. Puxford, Cambs
For Course detal1s write to
The Course Secretary
6 Camside, Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 67589

WYVERN (RAF UpaVOl1)
Tom Muncaster, AJison Barnel and Sarah Deck
passed the assistant Cat instl\lctors' course at
Bicester. John Powell and Bob Campbell went
solo on the first of two ab-initio courses.
Our chairman, Graham Browning, completed
his Silver badge in one flight. Rick Malam also
has his Silver badge, Terry Jackson and Pete
Btadley their Shrs on Huish ridge and Pip
Appleyard went solo. Congratulations to ,them
all.

I.P.
VECTIS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)

The club is open to everyone.
We Winch and aerotow from Duxford
thrQughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introducti'on 10 Gliding
Courses" in Apri'l and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-.Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.

DEES.IDE GLIDING
CLUB

AUTUMN
WAVE SEASON
LTD
Vacancies
available:

Sept-Oct
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

LASHAM

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

Does your home club operate only at weekends?

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)

Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £95 to £160 with accommodation (flying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding> Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Oles GL10 3TX or
phone 0453·860342/860060.
Open all week April-October

AugustlSeptember 1988

NOT PR08ABLYTHE FINEST
SOARING SITE - BUT THE
FINEST SOARING SITE IN
THE COUNTRY
Bookings: Secretary, BMGC
Troed-yr·harn
Talgarth
Powys

0874-711254

At Lasham we operate all week, eve.t'Y week wh ch
means we could provide a ~sef\J1 supplement to your
traning. Whether you are llOt yel.soio and would
benefil from a week's consolidated nslruction, or a
budding cross·country plot needing soaring or
field-landing training. we have the expertise "nd
facilities to help.

Apart from our large two-seater fleet and excellent
aerotow and autotow tac~i1ies, we have a
comprehensive briefing room tor leclures or
instructionai videolapes I1 bad weather prevents 11y'"9·
On-s~e

accommodation klr club expeditions
available by arrangement.

IS

always

Absolute beginners are of COl)rs~ always welcome we have a large choice of courses and types 01
membership to su~ yOlK needs.

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton, Hanls
1 cl Hernard (025683) 322 Of 270
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~

GLIDING HOLIDAYS
IN THE
- - - -...._ SCOmSH HIGHLANDS

,....,.WH·

Our gliding: ccntre op~n.ltl:s from Conncl AirficlJ Ill.:ar
Oban. launching gliJcrs from 140001 rtlnways (sec
Pookys) into breathtaking mountain soaring. 1.:00Jilions.
Wc arc dedic<llcd 10 making gliding in this sur)4:rb area
trouble: free for (he c:xpc-ricnccd visiting pilot. or (he
prc-solo pupil. Instruclion is 3\'ailabh: al (Ill levels.
I or 5 di:iYCOllfses. March loOctober. Pric(.'s from £2 for
monthly membership. £240 for a peak period accommodation inclusive course package.

For in!onnmiofl ami free bro('l1l1r<:$,

COII/aet

JuNe:

ARGYLL & WESr HlGHL... ND GUDlNG CENTRE
24hr Answerphone
Tel: 059284-288
Daytime Airfield
TeI: Connel

PO Box 8
Oban
Ap,rgY4114AA

COVENTRY

GLIDING
CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

CLUB

at

Perranporth, Cornwall

• Residential courses
held weekly

Courses from May to September
Under BGA instru<"lors. Beginners welcome.

• 5 day and 2 day

Trevellas Airrield is only one mile from
Perranporth's golden
sands. one
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

•

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
BOSWENS, WHEAl KITTY, ST. AGNES
087255 2430 (evening)

AJ

«(j(,J 171) 24J

• Beginners
Welcome

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB

059284-220

Waldershare Park
Dover, Kent
CT15 5NH

THE

GRANGE

;

C OD.DID

VISITING

PORTMOAK?

Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners
Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
or our new Clubhouse
Ring Liz or Sarah
on
0304824888

• Good field

The GRANGE welcomes glider pilots and their families.
Friendly comfortable accommodation.
Evening meals on request in 19th century dining room.
Only y, mile from airstrip

B&B from only £8.50
Phone now for brochure and rales.
JOHN and/o, THELMA HODDER

• AEI courses held on demand

• Good launch facilities
• Aerotow winch

• Good Food
• Excellent Bar - Real Ales
• New for the 1988 season. Advanced courses for Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross Country Flights
Coventry Gliding Club
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. tE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880521 . (0858)880429

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Challock, Ashford, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silent' flight this Summer with the KENT GLIDING CLUB.
Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs, the KENT GLIDING CtUB provides LOW-COST holiday
courses of intensive flying training to both the beginner and the more advanced pilot.
The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other BGA clubs for a reciprocal
membership fee of only £1.00 a day!
For free details, phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274 or 707.
£185-£225

4 or 5 day holiday courses

March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND
VAT.)

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 32670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.90 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our 'ully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full caterin~ available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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HITACHI MASTERS
Advertisements, with remittance, should be senllo
Cher'ion Press Ltd, '241 Desborough Road, HIgh
Wycom~, 8uck$. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 40p a
word. Minimum £8.00. We can ilCCept black and
white photographs at £3.00 extr•. Box Numbers
shoukt be sent tQ the same address, the closing
date for classified advertisements for the OctOber/
November issue is september 2nd 1988.
FOR SALE
SKYLARK 38, F-mods, AIH, T&S, electric and PZL varias, radio.
barograph. parachute, refurbished wooden Iraller. wings recently
re-covered. £4150. Tel 0706 44961 (eves).
OLYMPIA 28, fully instrumented, in aluminium trailer. full year C
of A. £2500 ono. Also faclory refurbished Winter barograph.
£250. Tel 0752 771416 (eves).
SKY WITH basic instruments, extras available. Sound trailer. One
devoted owner 25yrs. £2750. Portmoak based. Goldlng 0670
512841 (business 0670 713477).
FIBREGLASS COVERED wooden enelosed trailer, sound condition,suit 15m sailplane. View Vale of Neath GC. £600 ono. B
Fanmam., 0443 "73445.
PARACHUTE, STRONG, new unused, f1al pack, seat type.
bargain .£550 000. Dee Bond, 0438 355188.
MOTOR FAU<E, good condilion, recent C of A. £12000 ono.
Cooper, Wolds Gliding Club. Pocklington, 0759 303579.
SKYLARK 3F, good condition, new C of A. basic instruments.
enclosed· trailer. Best oiler over £3000. Tel Bill MunrlS, Leicester
(0533) 530200 (days). 303804 (eves).

BrIan Spreckley (LS·6) flying over Winter
Haven.

Brian Spreckley, the 15 Metre World Champion,
wasjusl 11 Opts off winning the third Hitachi Mastersof Soaring competition, held at Winter Haven,
Aorida from May 2-7. Gabriel Chenevoy, France,.
(ASW-2OC), was 1st with 5550pts; 8ruoo Gantenbrink, Germany, 2nd, (Ventus A), with 5501 pts
and Brian (LS-6) 3rd with 541 Opts. George Lee
(ASW-2OC) was 15th with 4754pts.
This is an invitation competition where nine
international class foreign pilots competed

THE FIRST LOOP
The sailplane nods its nose upon the climb
And faintly moans, until, with just a clack,
The air-speed shows the towing cable's lack.
The dive is now begun and swift in time
Acce1etation builds its gusty rhyme,
So when, with gentle pull, the stick comes back,
The /iII/e bus, the house, the farmyard track
Depart, and weight and clouds impress their
prime.
Above the leading edge are shocking seen,
~ wild obscenity of fear, the land
And lost horizon, as had never been
Before this flight, so that the shaky hand
7iJgs hard and Earth reels down through clear
windscreen;
The first of loops' the worst, you understand.

Mlchael 'Erdman

against eight of the top Americans. All pilots fly
15m gliders and waterballas1 is limited so that
everyone has the same wing loading.
The conditions in Florida were more like
Europe (central France, not Booker Regior:l8ls)
with 4·6kt thermafs and 5000ft cloudbases.
However from September through to the end of
May (the winter months!) the soaring is good by
European standards.
The longest task was a 356km and the Kees
Musters prize for the fastest time went to Marc
Schroeder, France (ASW-20) lor his last day win
at 75.03mph on a 22tkm task. - Details from
Basil Fairston.

eonnets which were broadcast by BBC Radio
&Jssex in July and are reproduced by permis-

sion 01 PunCh.)
higusl/September 1988

ASW·20, complete kit available. TeI Nick Wright, 0789
764516.

ASW 178, carbon fibre fuselage, betly 'chute, complete competllion panel, parachute, all rigging aids. inc one-man towing equipment, German fibre glass trailer. wing covers, C of A 12 months.
Conlact F I'ozerskis, tel 0536 85552 (day), 0658 67723
(evening).
K-B8,'SUPERB condilion. Low hrs, new canopy, new C of A, T&S,
basic instruments + electric vario with audio. Good open trailer.
£4500, 045387 2740.
IMMACULATE, fully refurbished Aslir CS-77 Club. Fully
Instrumented, new C of A from purchase. £10000 + VAT. Chiltern
Sailplanes Ltd, Booker Airlield. Nr. Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DR.
Tel. 0494 445854.
STD CIRRUS, very well maintained, fully instrumented, ally trailer,
rigging and towing out aids, barograph, chute elc. Tel 062882
3140.

NOW IN OUR 27TH YEAR

KESTREL 19, 1/3 share based Ounstable. Fully equipped,
parachute. barograph, radio. good trailer. very recenl ColA.
£4000. Tel 0582 872577.
WOODEN TRAILER, suit 15m glider. Requires some attention.
May be seen Olshford. £350 ono. Tel 061 761 5921.

THE REPAIR SPECIAliSTS
WE RE PAl R: GLASS - STEEt -ALLOY - WOOD
TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AN[) RE-COVERS
VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

LLOYD'S APPROVED
RAPID SERVICE

(This is ooe of a collection of Michael's gliding

REVERSE PULLEY wheel mechanism for auto-tow. Good unit,
good condition. £100 ono. Tel Bill Munns. Leicester (0533)
530200 (days), 303804 (eves).

SHEPLEV tAN'E, HAWK GREEN, MARPlE.
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW

TBt: 061·4272488

G·102 ASTIR Club III with brand mow instrumenls. '£8850.
G-l03 1WIN ASTIR TRAINER wilh Instruments and 'railer.
£ 13900. Both gliders have C of A. Furlher Information from Edus'
tusllike Harald Tandefell Ky (Col. PL 48. SF- 13101 Hameenlinna,
Finland. Tel. 00358-17-21675 or lelefax 00358·17·532361.
D-77IRIS (33: 1l, glass single-sealer. good condilion. Aluminium
trailer. Complete with barograph and wing covers etc. well
instrumented. £8500 ono. Tel Cooper. 0759 303579.
GUDER TRAILERS: 1 Schreder, 1 Y"old, £2500.1 Komet-type.
brand new £2900. Both inc basic littings. No VAT. TeI LouisROIter.
0244 26555.
NIMBUS 2C, carbon fibre, 1980. 65OIvs. Excellent condition with
00 gelcoat delerioration. Sound stable wooden traiier. Full
instrumenls ine Sohli. LX 1000 and ASH 3SO radio. Based
Portmoak but at Lasham Regionsls' August 5 to 14. Galloway.
0592 744523.
SPEED ASTIR .2B, 15m flapped. water ballast. speed director.
vaOO, T&S. oxygen. parachute. low bar. 200 total hrs. immaculate.
£ 14 0001 Also available Oittel FSG .ilOi Cambridge, Winter
barograph. AI Bevan. 0293 573310 (work), 0932 649949
(home).
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RADIOS - 4 X Pye Cambridge, 1 X Dymar Lynx and 4 X TM62
VHF sets + 1 base station. Offers invited for the 101. Bowker Air
Services, Rush Green, Hitchln, Herts. Tel Stevenage 355051.
K'7, FULLY instrumented, new BGA C 01 A, offers. Tet Ken
Sparkes (0608) 2331.
STD CIRRUS 75, built 76. Large alrbrakes model with filleted
wings. Totally re-finished 87/88. Good panet, 720 channel radio.
Full waterbaJlast. Tow-out gear. Very good steel aluminium trailer.
Good littings. £13000. Tet 019981510 (eves.)
NIMBUS 2C, EXTENDED span, superb handling and performance, complete outfit £23950. Tel Ted Richards, 0480 58435
(work), 0869 243030 (weekends).
VENTUS 16.6 - has 10 be the least used and best kept V8ntus
counlrywide. and no prangs. Preferred sale hull only. 0935
872336.

Brown,

SUPER CUB PROPELLER. Good condition. £500. Tel 0582
663419.

OLY 2. New C 01 A from purchase, basic Instruments and trailer.
£1900 ono. Tel. 07596 225,

OXYGEN CYli.lNDERS, r,.lk 5, 750 litre - untested, unvatved,
£20; tes1ed, valved and filled £75. (Add £3.00 postage.) A. D.
Joss, Shobdon Airliekl, Loominster, Herefordshire HR6 9NR. Tet
056881 732.

DAMAGED OLY
0759 304711.

2e.

Good

wings.

Offers.

Tet.

MARIANNE, high-perlormance two-seater trainer, 1 y, yrs. old,
£24000 ono, or exchange new or sIh ASW-21. Tel. Phillippe
Tarade, Aero Club Alpine, Gap. France. 01033 9254 1880.
JASKOLKA + instruments inc. audio, parachute, K-8 perlorm'
ance, C of A June 89, closed trailer, vgc, easy rig. Tel.
0249814008 (ans).
EAGLE TWO-SEATER, Privately owned (he last 7 years. Good
condition. Sensible offers. Tel. 0522 793856.

REJUVENATED NIMBUS 2 with full panel, ASI, allimeter, PZL
vario, Cambridge vario/nav system, Ferrantl Mi, PZL, small T&S,
small accelerometer, oxygen system and boffle, 720 channel
radio, VOR,long life baffery pack. Price ine parachute, overhauled
trailer wllh hydraulic coupling and rigging aids. One-man towing
operation. Offers over £18000. Tet (0423) 340452.

SCHLEICHER ASK-18 molor gilder, built to the same exceptional standards as the deslgnef'sASK-13 and K-6 gliders. A rare
chance to acquire one of lhe few machines in the counlry. Two
seat, robust retractable gear, 2 gallons per hr at 92kts. Payload
598lbs. Limbach 1700Cc engine, radio VOR, semi-aerobatic.
Glide angle 25:1 engine off. Tel Burton upon Trent (0283) 46232
for fuli details. Offers sought in region 01 £26000.

PYE BANTAM transceiver radio recently serviced and titled with
gliding trequencies 130.1, 130.4, 129.9. KHz. Offers tet (0423)
340452.

RHONLERCHE 1962, excellent condition, ColA Aprli 89 £2500.
Delivery Oct 88. Vlleclub Hoogveen, Middenweg 4, 9433 PO
Zwlggelte. Tet 5933 33038 (J Hulzebos).

1974 STD Cirrus. Low hrs. Fully equipped inc Bohli and flight
director. Superb condition as always hangared. £ 12 500. Tet
086552797.
NEW ALLOY trailers are still only £1975 complete with rails,
ramps and spare wheel. Peterborough Sailplanes, 0778
347506.

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS
Hand made quality trailers complete or
rolling frames only.
Phone for brochure.

Schofield Aviation. 0793 822300
STD CIRRUS and ASW-15 both with alloy trailers and usuaJ
instruments. £12750 each. Tel 0780 66009 eves.
ASTIR 11, low hrs, good condition, aluminium trailer, full panel.
Best oHers around £12000. Tel Swindon 30541.
SCHEIBE FALKE SF-25C - 2000 Umbach engine motor glider,
1988 demonstrator, 720 channet radio, adjustable pedals, many
extras. Approx 100 hrs. Substantial saving from list. Soaring
Equipment Ltd, 021 4491121, telex 335176.
VEGA 15m flapped with Instruments, oxygen, radio and trailer.
£15000. Ron Sandford, 0980 620454, Rod Barreff. 0272
424961.

LS-4, 1/4 share £4950, full Instrument panellne Cambridge Nav
unit, Diffel radio and Bohll. Trailer, oxygen and parachute. Based
Dunstable. 0582 411611 (office), 0727 62934 (home).
ASW 20L lipped, German, one owner since new. Low hrs. Diffel
radio, full Instruments, oxygen, tow-out gear. Based Booker.
£20 250. Tel 01 582 1270 (work), 01 337 0536 (home).
WANT TO BUY one 01 these super ships novll Low cost secured
loans available for glider purchase or other purposes. Tel 0494
29532, K. H. Ross & Parlner, Ucensed Credit Brokers.
D-11IRIS (33;1), glass single-seater, good condition. Aluminium
trailer. Complete with barograph and wing covers etc, well
inslrumented. £8500 ono. Tet Cooper, 0759 303579.

"MITY" STAINLESS weak links, 900 or 11 OOlb. Mltier links - up
to 22501b. Aerotow ropes. WInch chutes. AsUeys Ltd, Gosford St,
Coventry CVl 5DJ. (0203) 20771.
DlMONA MOTOR glider. 300hrs. All mods. 80 litre tank. Rigging
trolleys. Mi, 01, T&S, 720 VHF VOR transponder. £35000. 01
458 2624.
PEGASUS B, very low hrs, excellent condition. Never damaged.
Kemet trailer and fuli competition panel available. Tel 02408
2491.

CANOPY DOCTOR

00-400. TRAILER, 720 channet radio, glide computer, low

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS., etc.

engine hrs. £34 000. B. Eastwetl. 0273 562836. D. Frapple
032334716.

Nat. Grid Ref. SJ 381 209
ASW-20l, complete kit, competition panel, radio, oxygen, Komet
trailer, good rigging and car-tOWing aids. £22000. Tom Zealley,
029752070.

ASW·15e and' Astir CS-77. Ideal first glass gliders. Both wilh
Instruments, ColA, fiffed metallrallers.. Offerli to 0494 35005.
1S-28·B2 two-seater. Alum trailer, extensive instruments front and
rear, parachutes, must be seen. £15000. Tet. 0203 887035.

Pl:iOEBUS l-A.. 1;38, 11'OOhrs, 570 launches,
instruments and closed trailer, all in good
condition
Price: DM19000 (1: £68(0).
Tel. 05187 1879 (German only).
Peter Volkmer, Veilchenweg 1, 3223 Delligsen,
West Germany.
lCOM IC-A2. 720 channel hand-held radio. 10 memory channels
and many other features. Virtually brand new. £300. Coppen, 01
9474870.
BERGFALKE 4 (two-seater). Lamlnar flow Wing. Excellent condition syndicate owned 90% of its lile. Highest perlormance
wooden two-sealer in the country. C pI A IoApril. Fuil panel. Radio
negotiable. Excellent trailer. Contact either H Johns, 0453
832065 or P Marsh, 0453 823475.
NEW SZD Junia £12500
covers. Tet. 0494 29532.

KESTREL 19. Open class perlormance, std class price. Beautiful
condition, GRP trailer, complete oufflt. £14000. Contact Jim on
Kidlington (08675) 2512 (eves~
STD CIRRUS No. 624, 1/3rd share at Booker. Including AIH,
Parachute, barograph, rigging aids etc. C of A and Insurance paid
to Fe!> 89. £4000 ono. Mike Beaffie (0494) 25552 (day) (024027)
302 (eves).

+

VAT, incl. basic instruments and

K·7, BASIC instruments, radio, Irailer. £4650. Tet. Germany
(02302) 49431 (eves~

LONDON SAILPLANES UMlTED. TM 61 and 62 radios still
available from SOle agent. London SaIlplanes Ltd, Tring Rd,
Dunstable, Beds. Tel 0582 62088 for price details.

VW 910/920 Nav computer unit, £950 ono. Detafield glass-fibre
trailer 26X4X4ft box, single axte £1600 ono. Tet 04974583.

Robin BUll, April Cottage, Lower Hopton,
Nesscliffe, SaloP. SY4 lDL
Tel: Nesscliffe (074 381) 231

STD CIRRUS 15m. Wel~maintained,by stable syndicate. Availeble due to re·equipping. Includes long nose and wing fillets.
~nel includes Cambridge and Dolphin. Traile' is Wells built with
fibreglass filling!'. Based Nymps'ield. lel. Oyrnock (053 185)
375.

LIFT-TOP TRAILERS
by Shroeder
Available lot next season - same price as standard
model - less than £3000 ex works plus VAT for std
class model w~h fittings. (1 OJuly 88 exchange rate).
Design empty weight less than 300 Kg.
UK Agent: R P Aviation Ltd
Tel. 0865-841441

WANTED
ROUASON CONDOR parts wanted for rebuild project Undercarriage, wheels, lailwheel, 0-200 mounts, Instruments, prop etc.
0273 7371121 (days), 0293 35002 (eves).
T-21 TAILPLANE. Any colour wilt dol Connel Gtidlng Club. WIll
collect Tet. 036 981 256 (late eves~
MINIATURE T&S•. one needing repair may be considered. Tet.
07596 225.
JANUS a similar requited - complete kit preferred with lraJler.
Cash waiting lor good machine. Tet. 0455 209653.

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES
OVER 1000 UK PILOTS NOW USE THEM
• ELIMINATE HARMFUL UV RAYS • IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST. REDUCE GLARE AND SQUINTING •

• IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE • MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE •
YOU SEEN "RUNNING ON EMPTY"? *
* MOST* HAVE
OF THE TOP PILOTS ARE WEARING SUNTIGERS *

We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For funher details w,r,ite to:
Alan Purnell, 9 KnQII Road, Fleet, Hants. GU13 8PA. (0252)615365 or
Suntlger (Europe), 5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY. 01·9474870
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

WANTED
BAROGIIAPH WANTED in good condition. Tet 0235 648512
(MS).

HAVE T·21 B, viiA Iravel, SO suitable trailer required. Must be road'MlI1hy. Keith Soott, 01 993 7285 (days~ 0923 34472 (after

COURSES
BHGA HANG GLIDING COURSES" for brochure write to NSHG,
Clough House, FREEPOST, Sowerby Bridge, West Yorkshire
HX8 1PW. TeI 0422 834989.

HOLIDAYS
WAVE FLYING in Hungary! Last Christmas and New Year weeks,
73 DialTlQlld Heights were flown in 5 days from GyOngyOs site.
For further ,nformation, write 10 Louis Roller. Byways, Warrington
Road, Chester CH2 3P..... TeI 0244 26555.

8p.,~

GlASS SINGLE seater, Ast~ or llimilar. Cooper, Wo/ds Gliding,
Cub, Poc;knnglon, 07~9 303579.
BALL 100 or 400/6 variolTl!'ter. 101 or 401 considered. David
EYlIIl$, Cambridge 356740'.
TWO-SEATER; suitable for learners' syndicate If·21 , ,Boeian or

Sllitallle equivaierlt). Must be good condition with long ColA, prelerabtyplus trailer, Situated within easy access 01 E 'Midlands. TeI
KlNin Selby, 0664 63517.
NIMBUS 2C with or withoollrailer and inslrumenls. Cash waiting.

TeI 0780 66009 (eves).
DAMAGED GLASS·FIBRE glider by pOvate buyet'. Top price
paid - would consider complete, outiit. Will travel in Europe to
view. TelOl 998 1510orOl 5675577.
GROUP FLYING
fOURNIER RF"S8 Sperber., Based wave site near Oenver,
Colorado. ExceAent conditiOn, vario, Navoomm. UK based owner
leeks partners 113 shares, £6000. 01 569 781 I .

SWINDON GLIDING CLUB
Sandhllls Farm. Shrivenham. Oxon
Try a weeks gliding course at Swindons.
new site on the Wilts Oxon border.
Excellent residenlial accommodation
available. All areo tow courses, ideal
for beginners.
Write for brochure to:

Course Secretary
'Miss Nicky Rowan
Prior. Farley Farmhouse
South Marston. Swindon SN3 4SX
0793821999
or 0793 822300

ACCOMMODATION,
ABOYNE, ROYAL DEESIDE, enjoy your gliding, fishing or
IIIlooIIng holiday in a relaxed' atmospllere. Home cOQking, log
"'"", cenlral heating, electric blankels In aN bedrooms. Parties of
LIllo 10 catered for. Delails: Mrs Armour, Aboyne (0339) 24321

DEESIDE ACCOMMODATION

fUBLlCATIONS

SOARWG PILOT MAGAZINE - "a breath 01 fresh air". Bimonl1ly - published by Tom Knauff and !>oris Grove. $28
MnU8I!y. SOAI1ING P""OT MAGAZINE, 1913 Fairwood Lane,

S1a1e College, Pa I 6803, USA.
1L0Pe SOARING wnh radio oontrol model seaplane is a fasc:inallng pastime and a typical phase 01 aeromodelling. Read
IIbout this and other aeromo<lelling subjects in Aerorr>odener and
Radio Control Models and Electronics, the world's leading
magazines publshed monlhly. Model & AIRed Publications Ltd,
13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
NEW ZEALAND: "GRding KIwi" oHicial mding Magazine
NZ
Gliding Asaociation. Prinled Oclober and altemate months. Wnte
NZ Gliding KIWl, Private Bag, Tauranga, New Zealand. £10.00
SIarI1ng Illr years subscription (inclusive of postage).

Now open for gliding seven days a week
throughout the year. New members
welcome.
Launch by aerotowor motor tow and soar
,over the beautiful Cotswolds.
Mid week holiday courses from March to
October for beginners or solo pilots
tailored to suit your reQuirements.
Short weekend courses also available.
Delai/s from:
TOM MILLER
ENSTONE EAGLES GLIDtNG CLUB LTD'
Enslone Airfield, Church Enllone, Ox1ordshlre
Tot:

10fS0 1172) 4el

..~ ,!J

i
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GLIDING AT DINNEr,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR!

• First chOIce for safety-conscious drlveri with. over J
million towbars iupplied.
SH r,lIo. 'tI~S ~ 'IOfJ' ftHr6fl IfH(itJisf litter or J/odisI,

Try the Charleston Hotel, Aboyne. Five minutes drive
from the Club. Family-run HOlel. excellent food and
comfortable accommodation. Also self-catering
cOtlage to sleep 5 in Hotel grounds. We specialise in
serving food until IOJOpm daily.

C.P. WlnER LTD. CH:ESTER

Tel: 0339 2475

TRUSTWITTER

Tel: 0244 411661111: 61623 EURBAR G

The ilLS" Agent in UK
MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Whichford, Shipston, Warks
Tet 060 884 21 7
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES IN OUR
PURPOSE BUILT WORKSHOP
Augusf/September 1988

11

k~~~

•

0'

AUSlllAUAN GLIDING, monthly pubRcation 01 the Gliding
FednIIon of Australia, Editor A1tan Ash. A complete coverage 01
hJslIal1an Soering and exclusive features of international interest
&Jb8cription. Surface mail 51120.50, airma~ $A47.2O; payable In
~ currency or by international money order. Box 1650,
GPO, Adelaide, South Australia s001.

Apply to:
Course Manager,
B.G.G.C. Nympsfield.
Stonehouse, Glos. GLlO 3TX
(0453-860342)

ENSTONE EAGLES
GLIDING CLUB

2465.

10 minutes from Deeside Gliding Club al Aboyne
Airfield. Spacious 18thC manse in peaceful
country kication. Plenty of parking space. B&B
from £9.00. Evening meal available.
Mrs J Addy, Birseside, by Aboyne,
Aberdeenshire. Tel 0339 2089

Available MAY-OCTOBER
Dates dependant upon demand.

Sales • Spares • Repairs

NEW FROM

LS 7 STANDARD CLASS
LS 4 CLUB
LS6B TIPPED TO 17.5M
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COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

PIK 30 MOTOR GLIDER
Self-launChing single seater 15/17m.
Rotax 43hp dual ignition engine. Long
range 1-1 /2hr engine time. Automatic propeller stop system for correct positioning
for retraction. Max LID 45 at 1OOkph. New
288,200 French francs ex-works, or
secondhand complete outfit £29500.

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
FULL DETAILS FROM:
ERIK BLACK, "LAMONT",
56a SCHOOL ROAD
CHARLTON KINGS
CHELTENHAM GL53 8BE
Tel: 0242-31031

THORNE ELECTRIM
Tel: (026477) 2089

SITUATIONS VACANT

GENERAL
MANAGER

•
•
•
•

The successful candidate will play a vital role
developing and Implementing an ambitious and
essential 3 year plan with the Management
Committee which will take the club into new
areas. To achieve this he/she will possess commercia! acumen, the highest prolessional standards, the abilily to implement change,
communicate at all levels and sufficient
engineering knowledge to control the workshop. An MBA or MSc in Leisure Management
are preferably but not essential Qualillcations.
The facilities to achieve the plan are:
(a) A unique natural resource withoutcornpare
in the South.
(b) Extensive capital resources of land,
bu~dlngs and aircraft.
(c) A core of enthusiasm.
(d) An established workshop and order
book.
(e) An experienced and talented staff.
(f) Scope for development.
Applications are Invited in writing accompanied
by a CV, addressed In confidence to:

Mr Dyer

lOIDON GlIDING CWB
Dunstable Dow.ns, Bedfordshire
Telephonll: Dunstable (058:;1\ 663419

Open fOf gliding, 1 .daYlI a week
throughout the Yearl
Thermal, Hill and Wal/(1 Soaring
Modern. all-g'ass solo and ;2-seater fleet
Courses:
• BEGINNERS COURSES. Places available
from May
• AEI RATINGS
• ADVANCED FLYING ETC.
• SOARING COURSES. Details on request
Resident instructors. full catering.
licenced bar, accommodation
Visitor. and New Members Welcome:
Ring Us Now for Detailsl!

OPEN THROUGHOUT JUNE-AUGUST

Visitors ,nd p,rti.s welcom.
Courses now booking

Salary: Negotiable
A General Manager is required for the London
Gliding Club and London sailplanes. He/she
will assume responsibility for the commercial
activity on the site at Dunstable, workshop, flying and other trading activities. The resident CFI
and instructors control flying, pilot standards,
training etc. and the extensive workshop will
report directly to the General Manager.

Wave • Thermal • Ridge
Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
Hard Surface Runway
All Aerotow • 2 Two Seaters

---~----

•
•
•
•
•

Parachute packing
Barograph. instrument servicing
Caravan. Camping. Trailer Spaces
Canteen, Bar. Airfield Facilities
Full membership from £45

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield, Nr. Leominster
Telephone (056881) 8908 weekends

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.

Good local soaring and
cross-country.
Private owners welcome.

MIDLAND GlI'OING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

Remember last year?
Weren't you jealous of us soaring
hill and wave? Take a late holiday flying in
the fantastic Shropshire area.
Club expeditions and individual private
owners, courses still available. (Please
book in advance.)
Site open 7 days a week until Xmas. Comfortable centrally heated accommodation
·on Site.
Details from:

Roy Dalling
Midland Gliding Club
The Long Mynd
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Te'. Linley (058861) 206

Please Contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield. Morto~ Lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter 5T14 8lP
Telephone:

0785-51570

The London Gliding Club
Dunstable Downs
Bedfordshire

PORTM'OAK
IS THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made from
here in 1980

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

COACHING AND
TECHNICAL SECRETARY
The BGA have a vacancy for a secretary
at the Leicester office to work mainly for
the National Coach and the Chief
Technical Officer. The usual secretarial
skills plus a knowledge of gliding are
required. Pleasant working conditions
and a reasonable salary are offered.
Please contact Barry AOlfe at the BGA
on 0533 53105.1 for more details.
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FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

either!
Holiday courses from June to Septemberbeginners to Silver C. Book nowl
Motor Glider Courses throughout the yearBronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal crosscountry site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed ba r.
Write to The Course Secretary. B. L. Owen. 64
Chapel Lane. Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 ODN. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

Holiday ,courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and bar.
Recently expanded single and two-seater fleet
7-day flying April-November.
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTr.10AK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Service and Choice
Did you know?

We offer a
complete instrument
and equipment
'installation service
QuaUfied
Avionics
Engineers
Single
point
product
support

Well - did you?
Please - let us quote for your requirement - large or small - no obligation
AUTUMN WAVE - great aspirations ~ high climbs but not without:
RD for OXYGEN - equipment and recharging
Complete constant flow system kits .•• from £295.69 inc. VAT
Diluter Demand Regulators
RD for BA'ROGRAPHS
NEW sma11 ·Winter'
only £374.90 inc. VAT Standard 'Winter'
Replogle ............................• from £294.40 inc. VAT Aerograf !withaccessories) new model

£258.75 inc. VAT
£374.90 inc. VAT
£644.00 inc. VAT

TRAILERS, TRAILERS, TRAILERS - SHROEDER from RD are 'Real Value' for Money
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL OFFERS - Al.WAYS A BARGAIN!
Special ·offer for

and

8

limited per;od - free glider towing out kit value £200 with each trailer

Authorised Distributor for Schleicher spares in the UK
(by arrangement JJ Associates)

PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR FREE 1988 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

.. RD Aviation Ltd

EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY VAT ZERO RATED

R

Unit 23, Bankside,
0865-841441
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE.
(24hr Answering)
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 10189 in all messages)
Fax: 0865-842495

VISA

